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Furniture, Rugs, Works of Art and Clocks

Lot 1

1
A giltwood wall mirror of Neo-Classical 
form, the rectangular plate below a painting 
on glass, fl anked by a pair of pilasters, 
70 x 48 cm overall  £80 - £120

2
An 17th century and later oak and wrought iron 
bound chest with ring handles, l. 128 cm  

£120 - £150

3
A 19th century mahogany display cabinet on 
stand, the pair of glazed doors enclosing three 
adjustable shelves, on square tapering legs with 
block feet, w. 107 cm £150 - £200

4
A 19th century rosewood chiffonier, 
the two-tier superstructure on scrolled 
supports over two drawers and two doors, 
on bun feet, w. 106 cm £40 - £60

Lot 2

Lot 4
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bound chest with ring handles, l. 128 cm  
£120 - £150

supports over two drawers and two doors, 
on bun feet, w. 106 cm £40 - £60

Lot 6
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5
A 19th century mahogany chest of two short 
over three long drawers on turned feet, 
w. 101 cm £50 - £80

6
A Victorian mahogany side table, the two frieze 
drawers over turned legs on castors, w. 76 cm

£30 - £40

7
A 19th century loo table of oval form, the inlaid 
surface on turned supports, platform base and 
four splayed legs with castors, l. 115 cm  

£30 - £40

8
A pair of early-to-mid 20th century Iranian rugs, 
the blue grounds with fl ora and fauna within 
matching red bands, 211 x 135 cm each  

£200 - £300

9
An early 20th century Turkomen-type carpet, 
the red ground with repeated medallions 
within matching geometric bands, 298 x 
203 cm                                        £300 - £400

10
A 19th century satinwood and walnut 
crossbanded card table, the folding top over a 
cushioned frieze on turned circular tapering legs, 
w. 91 cm £50 - £80

11
A pair of mahogany D-end tables, forming a 
circular table, on tapering legs with block feet, 
d. 160 cm £100 - £150

5 10

Lot 8
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12
A Georgian mahogany chest-on-chest with 
eight long graduated drawers, on bracket 
feet, w. 110 cm  £300 - £500

13
A 19th century mahogany chest of two short 
over two long drawers on bun feet, w. 91 cm

£50 - £80

14
An oak treadle operated wheel, converted to 
a table, w. 55 cm £40 - £60

15
A 19th century rosewood and crossbanded 
hobby/sewing table, the drop leaves over 
two drawers on a turned column, platform 
base and four turned legs, w. 54 cm  
                                                   £100 - £150

16
A 19th century mahogany chiffonier, the 
superstructure over a single secretaire drawer 
and two doors on a plinth base, w. 106 cm  

£100 - £200

17
An early 19th century mahogany mirror, the 
rectangular plate supported by twin adjustable 
arms on a bow-fronted base with three frieze 
drawers, on bracket feet, w. 74 cm £60 - £100

18
A 19th century Continental rosewood serpentine 
fronted commode, the marble surface over four 
long graduated drawers over a shaped apron, 
on block feet, w. 107 cm £200 - £300

19
A Georgian oak plate rack with dental top 
cornice, w. 165 cm £100 - £150
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£100 - £150

A 19th century mahogany chiffonier, the 
superstructure over a single secretaire drawer 
and two doors on a plinth base, w. 106 cm  

£100 - £200

An early 19th century mahogany mirror, the 
rectangular plate supported by twin adjustable 
arms on a bow-fronted base with three frieze 

£60 - £100

A 19th century Continental rosewood serpentine 
fronted commode, the marble surface over four 
long graduated drawers over a shaped apron, 

£200 - £300

A Georgian oak plate rack with dental top 
£100 - £150
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cornice, w. 165 cm £100 - £150
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£100 - £150

£50 - £80

Lot 18

Lot 12

Lot 15
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20
A pair of late 19th century French walnut 
and upholstered armchairs with fi gural arms 
modelled as ram's heads, on turned legs joined 
by X-stretchers £200 - £300

21
A late 19th/early 20th century rosewood, strung 
and marquetry centre table, the shaped legs 
supporting a second tier, on castors, w. 91 cm

£50 - £80

22
A mid-19th century japanned papier mache 
tilt-top table, the surface decorated with a group 
of fi gures within a foliate band over a shaped 
apron on a turned and decorated column with a 
platform base and three feet, stamped 'Jennens 
& Bettridge, London' to the underside, surface 
77 x 66 cm  £400 - £600

23
A Regency mahogany 
bow-fronted sideboard, 
the two central drawers 
fl anked by a cellarette 
and deep drawer, on 
turned legs, w. 134 cm

£100 - £150

24
A 20th century mahogany campaign-type 
cabinet, the pair of panelled doors enclosing an 
arrangement of drawers with brass handles, 
w. 60 cm £100 - £150

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
@WHPeacock  @WHPeacock  @WHPeacock /WHPeacockAuctioneers

A Regency mahogany 
bow-fronted sideboard, 
the two central drawers 
fl anked by a cellarette 
and deep drawer, on 
turned legs, w. 134 cm

£100 - £150

w. 60 cm £100 - £150

24

Lot 24

Lot 22

Lot 20
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25
A Georgian oak bureau, the fall front enclosing 
a fi tted interior over two short and two long 
drawers, on bracket feet, w. 78 cm £40 - £60

26
An Edwardian mahogany, strung and 
needlework fi re screen, h. 93 £40 - £60

27
An 18th century oak panelled coffer on square 
straight stiles, l. 138 cm £80 - £120

28
A Coalbrookdale No. 265 cast iron umbrella 
stand, h. 76 cm £200 - £300

Lot 29

29
A nest of three 20th century brass fi nished 
wrought metal occasional tables with glass 
surfaces, max. w. 65 cm £120 - £150

30
A 19th century mahogany table, the circular 
surface on a turned column and platform base 
with castors, d. 73 cm £50 - £80

31
An early 20th century side table decorated in the 
chinoiserie manner, the rectangular surface over 
a matching apron and second tier on turned 
supports, w. 58 cm £40 - £60

32
An early 19th century rosewood sofa table, the 
drop leaves over two frieze drawers on a square 
column, platform base and scrolled feet with 
brass caps and castors, w. 95 cm £150 - £200

33
A 19th century mahogany, strung and 
crossbanded tea table on square tapering legs, 
w. 92 cm £150 - £200

34
A late 18th/early 19th century mahogany free-
standing display cabinet, the glazed section over 
a single drawer on square legs joined by a lower 
tier, w. 36 cm £50 - £80

Lot 35
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35
A 19th century mahogany hobby table, the drop 
leaves over two drawers moulded as three, on 
turned tapering legs with castors, w. 46 cm  

£80 - £120

Lot 36

36
A Georgian mahogany 
tilt-top table, the 
castellated surface on a 
turned column with three 
acanthus-capped scrolled 
legs with ball and claw 
feet, d. 83 cm £80 - £120

37
A set of four William IV 
rosewood and upholstered 
dining chairs with cabriole front 
legs, together with two similar 
chairs £120 - £150

38
A Victorian mahogany 
window seat on turned 
legs, l. 106 cm 
                   £100 - £150

39
A Victorian stained beech smoker's stand with 
detachable fi tments, on a turned support with 
three bentwood scrolled feet £160 - £200

40
An early 19th century ebonised and giltwood 
mirror with acanthus capped pilasters, 130 x 
141 cm overall £150 - £200

Lot 41

41
A late 18th century and later walnut open 
armchair, the fi gural pediment over a 
panelled back and upholstered seat on 
turned legs joined by stretchers £60 - £100

42
An 18th century oak plate rack with a 
wave cornice, w. 137 cm £80 - £120

A Georgian mahogany 

castellated surface on a 
turned column with three 
acanthus-capped scrolled 
legs with ball and claw 

£80 - £120

A set of four William IV 
rosewood and upholstered 
dining chairs with cabriole front 
legs, together with two similar 

£120 - £150

window seat on turned 

£100 - £150£100 - £150

41
A late 18th century and later walnut open 
armchair, the fi gural pediment over a 
panelled back and upholstered seat on 
turned legs joined by stretchers 

Lot 39
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43
An early 20th century rug, the three medallions 
within a red and blue ground and matching 
borders, 140 x 200 cm £80 - £120

44
A 20th century woolen rug, the orange ground 
with geometric medallions, 78 x 136 cm, 
together with a Tekke-type rug, 94 x 158 cm 
and two other similar woolen rugs £60 - £100

45 - 55
Spare Lots

56
A late 19th century fusee wall clock by John 
Walker, 77 Cornhill & 230 Regent Street, 
London, 5713, within a mahogany circular case, 
d. 38 cm £300 - £400

57 
A Thomas Edison 'Fireside' phonograph in an 
oak case, 24127, together with approximately 
one hundred and sixty cylinders £400 - £600

58 
'The Cabinet Album' of postcards including 
topographical architectural etc. together with 
some similar loose cards £40 - £60

59 
A Rolleifl ex D.R.P. D.R.G.M. camera, 1217353, 
in a leather carry case with associated 
paperwork and fi lters £200 - £300

60
A late 19th/early 20th century mahogany 
and brass bound fi eld surgeon's box, Arnold 
& Sons, Giltspur Street, London, w. 46 cm

£30 - £50

43
An early 20th century rug, the three medallions 

56
A late 19th century fusee wall clock by John 

Lot 64
Lot 62
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and brass bound fi eld surgeon's box, Arnold 
& Sons, Giltspur Street, London, w. 46 cm

£30 - £50

45 - 55
Spare Lots

Lot 57 (part)

Lot 56
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61
A group of ten bobbins including 'Dear 
Lydia', 'I love Jesus yes I do', 'Dear Aunt' 
etc., together with a cased set of scales and 
weights, an oak box, a bentwood bucket and 
a cheroot holder £60 - £80

62
A Victorian bamboo cane swordstick, the 
triangular fullered blade tapering to a point  
                                                      £80 - £120

63
After Gentile da Fabriano 
(1385-1427),
'The Visit of the Magi',
gilt highlighted reproduction on 
panel, 40 x 31 cm 
*Bearing a gallery label verso for 
The Medici Society, 7 Grafton 
Street, London   £40 - £60

64
A bowler hat by Christy's of 
London together with another 
by Lincoln Bennett & Co.  

£60 - £80

65
A collection of approximately 14,000 American 
sporting cards from the 1970's and later, mostly 
baseball but also including hockey, basketball 
etc.  £60 - £100

66
A group of smoking collectables contained in a 
walnut box including a Cartier pouch, a Dunhill 
lighter etc. £40 - £60lighter etc. 

Lot 67

67
A Balinese ceremonial headdress 
contructed of metalwork sections, on a 
later stand £80 - £120

Lot 63

61
65
A collection of approximately 14,000 American 

Lot 59
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68
An Art Deco lead and coloured glass lamp 
shade of low open form, orange to white, 
in the manner of Tiffany Studios, d. 60 cm

£350 - £450

69
A late 20th century ball timepiece, the 
face with Arabic numerals and bearing the 
name 'Omega', h. 9 cm  £50 - £80

70
A Victorian brass ceiling lamp, the yellow ribbed 
glass shade resting on an oval bracket with a 
foliate mount £100 - £150

71
A 5'' scale model of a showman's traction 
engine, LR159 'Sheila', decorated in dark red 
and yellow John Webb livery, in an black and 
fi ve-glass case with wired lighting  £2000 - £3000

72
Thomas Green, Northampton: a drop-dial 
wall clock, striking on a gong, in a walnut 
and marquetry case, h. 80 cm £40 - £60

73
A Victorian glass bell dome on an ebonised 
stand, h. 54 £80 - £120

74
A collection of lace making equipment 
including a stand, cushion, bobbins, 
reference books etc. £100 - £150

75
A small group of 
machine-made lace  

£30 - £40

76
A First World War trio 
awarded to 19208 Pte. 
JH. Bartle Bedf. R. 
together with a small 
group of associated 
items £30 - £40

77
A German violin, 1886, bearing a paper label for 
Gebruder Wolff, Streich-Instrumenten Fabrik, 
with a two-part back, together with two bows, in 
an ebonised case £250 - £300

78
A Victorian 
mahogany 
and glazed 
display cabinet, 
formerly used in 
a confectioner's 
shop, l. 66 cm, 
together with 
the contents of 
twenty-three 
diecast models of 
British battleships, 
destroyers and an 
aircraft carrier 

£100 - £200

A Victorian 
mahogany 
and glazed 
display cabinet, 
formerly used in 
a confectioner's 
shop, l. 66 cm, 
together with 
the contents of 
twenty-three 
diecast models of 
British battleships, 
destroyers and an 
aircraft carrier 

Lot 68

A Victorian brass ceiling lamp, the yellow ribbed 

reference books etc. 

Lot 71

Lot 69
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79
A set of Philip Harris Ltd. brass scales in an oak 
and fi ve-glass case, h. 41 cm, together with 
associated boxed set of weights £40 - £60

80
A group of collectables including a model of 
a howitzer, a part lead hunt, a French bible, a 
small group of cap badges etc. £40 - £60

81
Georg Dionysius Ehret: a folio of twelve 
coloured reproductions with an introduction and 
descriptive text by Wilfrid Blunt; Charles 
W. Traylen, North Street, Guildford £50 - £80

82
A Second World War German dress bayonet, 
unmarked, with the tole and leather scabbard

£50 - £80

83
A pair of 1980's 'aviator' sunglasses by Cartier

£100 - £150

84
Archibald Knox for Liberty, a Tudric Pewter jug 
and bowl, 01075, together with a chromium 
plated desk piece modelled as a twin-propeller 
aeroplane  £40 - £60

85
Archibald Knox for Liberty, a 
Tudric Pewter jug and bowl, 
01075, together with a Hutton 
English Pewter bowl £30 - £40

86
A late 19th/early 20th century miniature carriage 
timepiece, the enamelled face with Roman 
numerals, within a brass and fi ve-glass case, 
h. 6 cm £30 - £40

87
A late 19th/early 20th century carriage 
timepiece, the enamelled face with Roman 
numerals, within a brass and fi ve-glass case, 
h. 11 cm £30 - £40

88
A late 19th/early 20th century carriage 
timepiece, the enamelled face with Roman 
numerals, within a brass and fi ve-glass case, 
h. 12 cm £30 - £40

89
J Spencer, Limoge: a pair of enamelled plaques 
depciting river landscapes, 21 x 9 cm, within 
ebonised frames, together with an icon by 
Georges Papault £40 - £60

79
A set of Philip Harris Ltd. brass scales in an oak 

Archibald Knox for Liberty, a Tudric Pewter jug 
and bowl, 01075, together with a chromium 
plated desk piece modelled as a twin-propeller 

£40 - £60

Archibald Knox for Liberty, a 

01075, together with a Hutton 
£30 - £40£30 - £40

Lot 77

Lot 83
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90
A Smith's bulkhead timepiece, the enamelled 
face with Roman numerals within a circular 
brass case, d. 26 cm, on a beech stand  

£50 - £80

91
An album of approximately four hundred post 
cards, together with a small group of loose 
cards, varying subjects including topographical, 
humorous, architectural, greetings, holidays, 
antiques etc. £150 - £200

92
A mahogany cased Roger's Vitalator, w. 26 cm

£30 - £40

ANTIQUE FURNITURE & COLLECTORS' ITEMS14

93
A Wanzer Sewing Machine Co. Ltd 'Time 
Utilizer' in black lacquer with gilt decoration, on 
a marble base   £100 - £150

94
A group of thirty-four cap badges including 
Scottish, Irish and county regiments, Dragoons 
etc. £30 - £40

95
Two pairs of First World War Victory and War 
Medals awarded to brothers 2209 Pte. A 
Medlock Bedf. R. and 23539 A.J. Medlock 
Bedf. R  £30 - £40

96
A group of four Second World War medals 
including a War Medal, Italy Star, Africa Star and 
a 1939-1945 Star, together with a tie clip  

£30 - £40

97
(Jeremiah) Standring, Bolton: a late 18th/early 
19th century longcase clock, the silvered dial 
with Roman and Arabic numerals, the face 
with brass spandrels, moon phase and date 
aperture, within a mahogany case, the hood 
with a gilt painted glass panel £400 - £600

90 93

Lot 93

Lot 94
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98
Benjamin Peers, Chester: a late 18th/early 19th 
century longcase clock, the painted face with 
Roman numerals, secondary dial, date aperture 
and moon phase, within a mahogany case, the 
hood with swan's neck pediment £500 - £800

99
After E. Dixon, a brown patinated fi gure 
modelled as a seated bear, h. 12 cm £40 - £60

Benjamin Peers, Chester: a late 18th/early 19th 
century longcase clock, the painted face with 
Roman numerals, secondary dial, date aperture 
and moon phase, within a mahogany case, the 

£500 - £800

£40 - £60

Lot 90

Lot 97

Lot 98
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Lot 100

100
A 19th century ebonised and metalware 
bound scent bottle casket with mother of pearl 
roundels, containing two glass bottles with 
stoppers, w. 9.5 cm £40 - £60

101
An Elliot eight-day mantle clock, striking on a 
bell, the brass face with spandrels and a silvered 
dial, within a walnut case, h. 20 cm £60 - £80

102
An early 20th century mantle clock by Junghans, 
striking on a gong, within a walnut case, 
h. 36 cm  £50 - £80

103
A mahogany violin bow with silver thread 
binding, ebony with mother-of-pearl inlay and a 
metalwares end £30 - £50

104
An early 20th century green leather gentleman's 
travelling stationary box by Masterman & Co., 
w. 42 cm £40 - £60

105
A tole hat box containing an Alkit Ltd. grey top 
hat, a Tress & Co. trilby, an unnamed Fez and a 
pair of brown gloves £40 - £60

106
A silver mounted walking cane by Brigg, London 
hallmarks, together with fi ve other walking 
sticks, four Tribal sticks and a brass relief 
fi nished stand £60 - £80

107
A Regimental embroidery for the Bedfordshire 
and Hertfordshire Regiment £150 - £200

108
Spare Lot 
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metalwares end £30 - £50

104
An early 20th century green leather gentleman's 
travelling stationary box by Masterman & Co., 
w. 42 cm £40 - £60

A Regimental embroidery for the Bedfordshire 
and Hertfordshire Regiment £150 - £200

108
Spare Lot 

bound scent bottle casket with mother of pearl 

£40 - £60

Lot 102

Lot 104
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109
A Mughal cast metal charger inset with silvered 
motifs within a foliate band, d. 18 cm £80 - £120

110
A collection of Second World War hand-
drawn and anotated semaphore fl ash cards, 
together with a pair of Laurel Field 8.5 No. 3701 
binoculars and a pair of Prinz binoculars  

£40 - £60

111
A cast iron money box in the form of three 
baseball players, 'Hometown Battery', w. 23 cm

£80 - £120

112
A cased J.B. Dunlop 1888-1928 De La 
Fondation De L'Industrie Du Pneumatique 
bronze medallion  £30 - £40

113
A cased Toye, 
Kenning & Spencer 
Ltd. silver medallian 
for the 1973-1974 
Chinese Exhibition

£30 - £40

114
An 1851 Great 
Exhibition bronze 
exhibitor medallion  
                  £40 - £60

115
A cased Toye, Kenning & Spencer Ltd. gilt metal 
medallion commemorating the 50th anniversary 
of the discovery of the tomb of Tutankhamun, 
together with Bookbinders and Silver Jubilee 
medallions and a A Dutch East India VOC duit, 
1734 £50 - £80

116
An album of fi ve 1975 United Nations silver 
proof commemorative medallion covers  

£50 - £80

117
A cased First National Coinage of Barbados 
proof set, two cased Bahamas Prince Charles 
$10 proof silver coins and an uncirculated 
specimen $5 coin of the Bahamas £50 - £80

118
Three cased medallic coin covers including 
Lindbergh, Royal Wedding and Orient Express 
together with four further silver coins including 
QEII 25th anniversary, St Helena, Sir Ernest 
Shackleton's death and Eire 1916-1966
 £80 - £120

119
A Charles III Spanish 
four reales coin, 1774
                        £50 - £80

120
A group of collectables including a silver vesta, 
jade-type bangle, a papier mache box etc.  

£40 - £60

121
A group of collectables including a tortoise-shell 
lorgnettes, a Mexican silver mounted phial, a 
pair of Joseph Davis & Co. mother-of-pearl 
binoculars, an enamelled timepiece and a 
miniature hand-held music box £60 - £100

Lot 122

122
A Tramp Art box with brass studs, dated 1904, 
w. 29 cm £120 - £150

123
A pair of Tramp Art picture frames, 81 x 70 cm 
overall, together with a similar framed lithograph 
and a pair of smaller frames £200 - £250

Kenning & Spencer 
Ltd. silver medallian 

£30 - £40

exhibitor medallion  
£40 - £60 Lot 114

Lot 119
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124
Archibald Knox for English Pewter, a Liberty & 
Co. tray of oval form, w. 46 cm, together with a 
bronze wall plaque signed J. Vanhamme  

£50 - £80

125
A gilt metal and vaseline glass candlestick of 
foliate form, h. 56 cm, together with a cast metal 
three-piece companion set £40 - £60

126
A King's South Africa Medal with clasps for 
South Africa 1901 and 1902, together with 
a Queen's South Africa Medal with clasps 
for Belfast, Diamond Hill, Johannesburg, 
Driefontein, Modder River and Belmont, both 
awarded to 672 Pte. R Munns Scots Guards

£150 - £200£150 - £200 Lot 126

Lot 128
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127
A group of medals including a First World War 
trio awarded to 2147 Pte. J Harding R.A.M.C. 
including a 1914-1918 War Medal, a 1914-1915 
Star and a Victory medal, together with a further 
Victory medal, four Second World War medals, 
a cased faithful service medal and a 1992/1942 
Gallantry medal £60 - £100

128
A group of approximately eighty base metal 
cap badges relating Scottish, Welsh, Irish, 
Commonwealth and border regiments including 
King's Own Scottish Borderers, Queen's Own 
Rifl es of Canada, Northern Rhodesia Police etc.

£150 - £200

129
A group of approximately twenty-fi ve cap 
badges relating to the Dragoon Guards, 
Foot Guards etc. including a 4th Royal Irish 
Guards bronze example, together with a 
guards belt buckle  £80 - £120

130
A group of approximately eighty cap badges 
relating to county and city regiments including 
London Rifl e Brigade, Devonshire, City of 
London Volunteer Corps, Liverpool Scottish, 
Suffolk, Westmorland etc. £100 - £200

131
A group of thirty-seven cap badges relating 
to yeomanry including Westmorland & 
Cumberland, Northamptonshire, Pembroke 
'Fishguard' etc. £50 - £80

132
A group of thirty-six cap badges relating to 
lancers, hussars and mounted guards including 
an 8th Kings Royal Irish Hussars bi-metal 
example, 15th Kings Hussars, Queens Own 
Oxfordshire Hussars etc.   £100 - £200

133
A group of approximately sixty cap badges 
relating to rifl e regiments, light infantry, RAF, 
SAS, Glider Pilot Regiment, artillery, Royal Tank 
Corps etc.    £80 - £120

134
A group of approximately seventy cap badges 
relating to mixed regiments and corps including 
Royal Corps of Signals, Royal Corps Army 
Ordnance, Intelligence Corps, Military Police 
etc., together with a pair of brass belt buckles, a 
First World War 1914-1918 Medal and a group 
of related items £100 - £200

135
A presentation case containing forty-eight cap 
badges from English Infantry Regiments, 1939-
1945 £40 - £60

136
A Household Cavalry No. 1 dress cap, together 
with three British Army badge collecting books

£40 - £60

137
A reproduction cast metal Long Range Desert 
Group cap badge £30 - £50

138
An album of Churchman's and Gallaher's 
cigarette cards including 1938 Boxing 
Personalities (50), 1924 Wembley Exhibition (25), 
1928 Interesting Door Knockers (25), 1938 In 
Town Tonight (50), 1937 Holidays in Britain (48) 
and eight other sets £80 - £120

139
An album of Churchman's and Godfrey Phillips 
cigarette cards including 1939 Kings of Speed 
(50), 1931 Landmarks in Railway Progress (50) 
together with nine other sets £40 - £60

140
An album of Will's cigarette cards including 
1925 Ship's Badges (50), 1928 Cinema Stars 
(25) and six other series £30 - £50
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141
An album of Will's cigarette cards including 
1924 Old Furniture Second Series (25), 1925 
British Castles (25), 1934 Safety First (50) and 
seven other sets £50 - £80

142
An album of Will's cigarette cards including 
1908 Portraits of European Royalty (100), 1931 
Shannon Electric Power Scheme- Eire (40) and 
fi ve other sets £40 - £60

143
An album of Player's cigarette cards including 
1938 Racing Yachts (25), 1914 Regimental 
Uniforms- brown backs (50), 1916 Napoleon 
(25) and eight other sets £50 - £80

144
An album of Player's cigarette cards including 
1936 Motor Cars A Series (50) the matching 
Eire set (50), 1924/25 Army Signs and Divisional 
Corps (1-150) and ten other sets £50 - £80

145
An album of Will's and Player's cigarette cards 
including 1923 Motor Cars New Zealand Issue 
(48), 1930 Railway Locomotives (50), 1931 
Strange Craft (50), 1931 Military Head-dress (50) 
and ten other sets  £60 - £100

146
Five albums of Player's, Godfrey Phillip's, 
Ogden's, Churchman's and other cigarette 
cards including 1939 Glamour Girls of Stage 
and Film (54), 1939 Film and Stage Beauties 
(54), 1925 The Railway Centenary (1-75), 1930 
Fire-fi ghting Appliances (50) and multiple other 
sets £120 - £150

147
A group of postcards, mainly loose, including 
Marilyn Monroe, topographical and architectural 
themes, military, poetical, fi lm and stage etc. 
together with three scrapbooks of world 
photographs £60 - £80

148
An early 20th Meredith & Drew tradesman's 
plastic travelling biscuit case, w. 52 cm, with 
outer sleeve £30 - £50

149
A pair of late 19th/early 20th 
century spelter fi gures modelled as 
'Industrie', h. 91 cm  £100 - £150

150
A set of brass scales by J. Hare of 
Birmingham, h. 56 cm £40 - £60

151
An early 20th century brass fi nished 
smoker's stand, the matchbox holder 
beside an ashtray, h. 84 cm £40 - £60
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sets £120 - £150
149
A pair of late 19th/early 20th 
century spelter fi gures modelled as 
'Industrie', h. 91 cm  

150
A set of brass scales by J. Hare of 
Birmingham, h. 56 cm 

151
An early 20th century brass fi nished 
smoker's stand, the matchbox holder 
beside an ashtray, h. 84 cm beside an ashtray, h. 84 cm 

Lot 147 (part)
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152
A 19th century brass fi nished kettle on stand, 
the Gothic pierced stand with scrolled supports 
with a fi tted burner, by William Soutter & Sons, 
h. 89 cm £60 - £80

153
After Jules Moigniez (1835-1894), a pair of 
brown patinated bronze fi gures modelled as 
stags on naturalistic bases and marble plinths, 
h. 75 cm £300 - £500

154
A 20th century bracket clock, the movement 
striking on a gong and bell with eight chimes 
and repeater cord, the silvered face with Roman 
numerals and three subsidiary dials, within an 
ebonised and gilt metal mounted case, h. 71 cm

£800 - £1200

155
A late 19th century Vienna-type Regulator wall 
clock, the enamelled face with Roman numerals 
and a secondary dial, within a walnut and beech 
case of typical form, h. 125 cm £60 - £100

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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the Gothic pierced stand with scrolled supports 
with a fi tted burner, by William Soutter & Sons, 

£60 - £80

stags on naturalistic bases and marble plinths, 
£300 - £500

and repeater cord, the silvered face with Roman 

ebonised and gilt metal mounted case, h. 71 cm
£800 - £1200

A late 19th century Vienna-type Regulator wall 
clock, the enamelled face with Roman numerals 
and a secondary dial, within a walnut and beech 

£60 - £100

Lot 154

Lot 153
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156
A Hinks & Son oil lamp, the green and white 
foliate reservoir resting on a brass scrolled 
stand, h. 57 cm £60 - £80

157
A Young's oil lamp, the etched glass shade over 
a scrolled brass reservoir on stand with claw 
feet, h. 60 cm £50 - £80

Lot 158

158
A 20th century skeleton clock, the movement 
striking on a bell, the movement with Roman 
numerals, on a marble base, under a glass 
dome, overall h. 46 cm £200 - £300

159
A WMF brass jardiniere/bowl decorated with 
fl oral oval panels, h. 26 cm £40 - £60

A Hinks & Son oil lamp, the green and white 

£60 - £80

A Young's oil lamp, the etched glass shade over 
a scrolled brass reservoir on stand with claw 

£50 - £80

Lot 160

160
A 19th century French mantle clock, the 
Japy Freres movement striking on a bell, the 
enamelled face with Arabic numerals, within a 
gilt spelter fi gural case, on a marble base with 
gilt metal feet, h. 33 cm £100 - £150

161
A Senufo fertility fi gure, h. 45 cm, together with 
a Maasai shield £40 - £60

Lot 162

162
A 19th century scumbled stationary/jewellery 
box with Gothic brass mounts and a fi tted 
interior, w. 31 cm £50 - £80

163
A late 19th/early 20th century walking cane with 
a horn pommel and a rosewood shaft, together 
with a silver mounted stick and two others   

£30 - £50
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164
An album containing a group of post-war 
American greetings cards and ephemera *The 
owner was a GI's wife and was hospitalised with 
TB after the war- this album shows greetings 
she received during that time £180 - £220

165
A group of stamps including nine 1933 Thailand 
(Siam) stamps, a pair of Canadian 1893 Fifty 
Cent Blues, a block of four unused Australian 
1948-1956 fi ve shilling stamps, six 1914-1915 
unused Penrhyn Island six pence stamps, a 
New Zealand 1862 6d stamp etc., together with 
a group of loose other stamps £100 - £150

Lot 166

166
An early 20th century cased ladies dress set 
decorated in coloured enamels and mother-of-
pearl £50 - £80

167
A group of fi ve specimen 
hardstone seals, together with 
a parianware plaque relief 
modelled as a bust and a 
bronze thimble  

£40 - £60

168
A French gold plated cigarette 
lighter by Cartier, 036942  

£40 - £60

169
A group of thirty-fi ve wooden lace maker's 
bobbins including a Bedford Fly together with 
three sections of parchment £30 - £40

170
After Marcel-Andrè Bouraine, French 
(1886-1948), a green patinated bronze 
fi gure modelled as a woman on tiptoes 
holding an envelope, h. 28.5 cm 

£200 - £300

167
A group of fi ve specimen 
hardstone seals, together with 
a parianware plaque relief 
modelled as a bust and a 
bronze thimble  

168
A French gold plated cigarette 
lighter by Cartier, 036942  

£200 - £300

Lot 170

Lot 168



TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION  
Commencing at 10.30am

Thursday 14th March
Sporting Guns, & Antique Arms

Bedford Auction Centre 
Eastcotts Park, Wallis Way, Bedford, Bedfordshire MK42 0PE 

01234 266 366 or guns@peacockauction.co.uk     

peacockauction.co.uk

S2 Pair of 12 bore double hammer guns by T Horsley, each with 29¾ ins brown 
damascus barrels inscribed Thomas Horsley Maker York Patent 374 and marked 1 & 2, 
black powder proof, cyl & cyl, scroll and border engraved locks inscribed Thos Horsley 
Patent, engraved rebounding hammers and tang, patent push forward lever opening, 14 

ins figured straight hand stocks, nos.1455/56 dated 1867

Sold in our December Sale
Hammer Price £3,200 *excluding BP
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Pictures & Prints

Lot 171

171
Frederick Arthur Farrell (1882-1935),  
The Glasgow Herald building, 
signed in pencil, 
etching, 
32 x 27 cm                              £30 - £40

172
Emily Petham (19th Century), 
Two boys seated with a rabbit, 
signed and dated 1867, 
watercolour, 
23 x 17 cm                                £40 - £60

173
Gerarld Ackermann (1876-1960), 
A cottage in trees, 
signed and dated 1941, 
pencil drawing, 
15 x 21 cm £40 - £60

174
Sebastien Le Clerc (1637-1714), 
'L'Amour et Psyche', 
engraving, 
14 x 19 cm, together with three others in the 
same series £50 - £80

175
William Francis Burton (1907-1995), 
An estuary scene, 
signed and dated 1974, 
oil on artists' board, 
14 x 19 cm £30 - £40

176
Late 19th/early 20th Century, 
A miniature still life, 
unsigned, 
12 x 9 cm oval, together with another by the 
same hand £40 - £60

177
After Arthur Leonard Cox (1879-1924), 
An outdoor gathering, 
mezzotint in colours, 
37 x 48 cm, together with an engraving after 
J.H. Mathieson £20 - £30

£30 - £40

£40 - £60

176

Lot 173

Lot 176
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Lot 178

178
Fletcher Sibthorp (b.1967), 
'El Chal (The Shawl)', 
signed and numbered 192/295, 
limited edition print, 
56 x 50 cm, with c.o.a. £100 - £150

179
After Salvador Dali (Spanish, 1904-1989), 
The centaur, 
signed and numbered 25/100, 
limited edition lithographic print, 
29 x 22 cm £200 - £300

180
After Salvador Dali (Spanish, 1904-1989), 
The Hands of Antaeus, 
signed and numbered 16/100,
 limited edition lithographic print, 
29 x 22 cm £200 - £300

Lot 179
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181
After Salvador Dali (Spanish, 1904-1989), 'Don Quixote-L'Age d'Or', signed and numbered 
86/300,limited edition screen print, 55 x 74 cm £200 - £300

Lot 183
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182
Joseph Galea (Maltese, 1904-1985), 
'Customs House', 
signed and dated 1959, 
watercolour, 
17 x 27 cm, together with three others by the 
same hand (4) £30 - £40

183
Grenville Cottingham R.B.A., R.S.M.A. 
(1943-2007), 
St Paul's Cathedral, 
signed, 
watercolour, 
27 x 52 cm £100 - £200

184
Grenville Cottingham R.B.A., R.S.M.A. 
(1943-2007), 
Royal Naval College, Greenwich, 
signed and dated '81, 
watercolour, 
28 x 43 cm £100 - £200

185
Grenville Cottingham R.B.A., R.S.M.A. 
(1943-2007), 
The Tower of London, 
signed and dated '81, 
watercolour, 
20 x 27 cm £100 - £200

186
19th Century School, 
a fi gure walking down a path, 
unsigned, 
oil on panel, 
15 x 21 cm                 £50 - £80

187
Pieter Christian Dommersen 
(Dutch, fl . 1865-1913), 
Fishermen on a stormy coastline, 
signed and dated 1902, 
oil on board, 
29.5 x 39 cm           £500 - £800

188
19th Century School, 
a head and shoulders portrait 
of a girl, indistinctly signed and 
dated 185..., 
pastels, 
48 x 38 cm oval          £50 - £80

Lot 189

189
(?)Ferrez (20th Century), 
A man and ox walking down a road, 
indistinctly signed, 
oil on board, 
24 x 18 cm £60 - £100

Lot 187
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190
E.L.S. After E. Richardson (19th Century), 
'Eton from the River', 
inscribed and dated 1869, 
watercolour, 
19 x 50 cm £60 - £80

191
Michael Elkan (contemporary), 
'Skylight', 
signed in pencil and numbered 1/125,
limited edition photograph, 
33 x 48 cm £50 - £80

Lot 192

192
Michael Elkan (contemporary), 
'Twilight Freighter', 
signed in pencil and numbered 1/125, 
limited edition photograph, 
23 x 46 cm £50 - £80

193
Douglas Cameron (fl .1880-1910), 
A study of Highland cattle, 
signed, 
oil on canvas, 
50 x 74 cm £300 - £500

194
Edward Armfi eld (1817-1885), 
'Misty Morning',  
signed Edwin Armfi eld, inscribed verso, 
oil on canvas, 
71 x 91.5 cm 
*The artist was the son of George Armfi eld and 
was known to occasionally change his forename 
from Edward to Edwin. £400 - £600

Lot 193
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196
After Albrecht Durer (1471-1528), 
'The Holy Family', 
woodcut, 
12 x 8 cm 
*Bearing a (?)museum label verso

£100 - £200

Lot 194

195
19th Century School, A river fl owing through a landscape, 
unsigned, 
oil on canvas, 
55 x 77 cm £100 - £150

Lot 195

Lot 196
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197
Thomas Bolton Gilchrist Dalziel (1823-1906), 
'Vapours, The Alchemist', 
signed and dated 1859, 
pencil drawing, on a later mount, 
11 x 17 cm £100 - £150

198
George Vernon Stokes (1873-1954), 
a spaniel holding a pheasant, 
signed in pencil and numbered 53/75, 
limited edition etching, 
27 x 32 cm £40 - £60

199
Henry Wilkinson (1921-2011), 
a gun dog and duck, 
signed in pencil and numbered 1/150, 
etching, 
28 x 36 cm £40 - £60

200
Jack Leigh Wardleworth (1863-1925), 
A romanticised Elizabethan court scene, 
signed and dated 1891, 
oil on canvas, 
75 x 126 cm £1000 - £1500

Lot 200

Lot 199

Lot 197
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201
An Inuit walrus tusk cribbage board, the surface 
relief carved with an arctic fox and seal and 
resting on fi gural feet in the form of a porpoise 
and walrus, w. 46.5 cm  £200 - £300

202
An Inuit walrus tusk cribbage board, the surface 
of plain form resting on fi gural feet in the form of 
a seal and walrus, w. 60.5 cm  £120 - £150

203
An Inuit walrus tusk cribbage board, the surface 
incised in the European manner with a swan, 
insects and fl owers on three plain peg feet, 
w. 38 cm, base signed 'Made by H F Bland, 
Severn, May 1934'  £80 - £120

204
An Inuit walrus tusk cribbage board, the surface 
incised with an arctic fox hunting hares and 
resting on a single peg foot, w. 44.5 cm   

£120 - £150

205
An Inuit walrus tusk cribbage board, the 
surface relief carved with a polar bear, a walrus 
head and other animals and resting on a 
single peg foot, the end opening to reveal and 
selection of markers, w. 61.5 cm  £300 - £400

206
An Inuit walrus tusk, the surface incised 
to both sides with traditional fi gures and 
animals, w. 57 cm  £200 - £300

Hexton Manor Inuit & Related Articles Collection

201
An Inuit walrus tusk cribbage board, the surface 
relief carved with an arctic fox and seal and 

Hexton Manor Inuit & Related Articles Collection

Lot 201

Lot 203
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207
An Inuit walrus tusk, the surface incised with 
a polar bear hunting scene, the reverse with a 
coastal landscape, w. 54 cm  £200 - £300

Lot 208

208
An Inuit walrus tusk carving modelled as a kayak 
and hunter, w. 39.5 cm  £150 - £200

209
An Inuit walrus tusk carving modelled as a kayak 
and hunter on a wooden base, overall 
w. 48.5 cm  £150 - £200

210
An Inuit wooden carving modelled as a kayak 
and fi gure, base with label marked 'Labrador', 
w. 21.5 cm £20 - £30

211
An Inuit walrus tusk carving modelled as a 
standing polar bear, h. 11 cm, bearing a paper 
label reading 'Made by a Native at Cape 
Dorset, South-West Baffi n Land'  £120 - £150

212
An Inuit walrus tusk carving 
modelled as a sledge and fi gure,
 l. 19 cm (2)  £60 - £100

213
An Inuit walrus tusk carving modelled as a 
sledge, fi gure and seal, l. 23.5 cm (3)  £60 - £100

214
A group of Inuit walrus tusk carvings 
modelled as a harpoon, seal, arctic fox 
and other items, various sizes, bearing 
a paper label reading 'Made by Eskimo 
at Cape Dorset, South-West Baffi n 
Land' (qty)  £80 - £120

215
An Inuit walrus tusk spear, l. 41 cm, a miniature 
harpoon, a walrus handled knife and a bone 
knife (4) £60 - £100

207
An Inuit walrus tusk, the surface incised with 
a polar bear hunting scene, the reverse with a 
coastal landscape, w. 54 cm  £200 - £300

212
An Inuit walrus tusk carving 
modelled as a sledge and fi gure,
 l. 19 cm (2)  £60 - £100

207

Lot 208

208

An Inuit walrus tusk carving modelled as a 
sledge, fi gure and seal, l. 23.5 cm (3)  

213

Lot 209

Lot 207
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Lot 216

216
An Inuit walrus tusk carving depicting a model 
of Severn Post, overall w. 27 cm, signed 'H F 
Bland, 1936'  £100 - £150

217
An Inuit soapstone 
carving modelled as 
a traditional standing 
male fi gure, h. 24 
cm, top of head 
marked 'E-9-1201'

£40 - £60

218
An Inuit soapstone 
carving modelled as a 
novelty moustached 
gentleman of peculiar 
form, h. 14 cm 
                  £60 - £100

219
An Inuit soapstone carving 
modelled as a reclining 
merman, l. 19.5 cm, base 
marked 'Isidore, (?)Echailock E9 (?)1392' and 
with 'Canadian Eskimo Art' label £60 - £100

Lot 220

220
An Inuit soapstone carving modelled as a 
stylised bird, l. 25 cm, base marked 'E 9 
1853' £60 - £100

221
An Inuit soapstone carving modelled as a fi sh 
consuming a smaller fi sh, l. 22 cm, together with 
three further carving modelled as a fi sh, a bird 
and a standing polar bear (4) £60 - £100

Lot 222

222
A horn handled hunting knife and sheath, 
the blade engraved 'From P. Ashley Cooper, 
Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, 1934', 
overall l. 30.5 cm, together with a spear head (2)

£30 - £50

223
A group of eight carved and painted miniature 
totem poles, max h. 43.5 cm (8) £40 - £60

224
A group of six carved and painted fi gures, the 
largest modelled as an elderly lady holding a 
game bird, h. 26.5 cm (6) £20 - £30

An Inuit soapstone 
carving modelled as 
a traditional standing 

marked 'E-9-1201'
£40 - £60

An Inuit soapstone 
carving modelled as a 
novelty moustached 
gentleman of peculiar 

£60 - £100

An Inuit soapstone carving 
modelled as a reclining 
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Lot 218

Lot 217
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225
A group of Inuit clothing including a pair of 
suede children's jackets, a cotton smock, a 
pair of slippers, three pairs of mittens/gloves 
and a pair of boot liners (qty) £40 - £60

226
A group of Inuit beadwork clothing comprising 
two pairs of boots, a slipper and three further 
items, together with an Inuit snowshoe (qty)  

£40 - £60

227
A pair of beadwork felt leg covers and a similar 
pair of straps £30 - £50

228
A group of Inuit textiles including two pairs of 
slippers, a pair of mittens and other items, all 
embroidered in the same manner (qty) £30 - £50

229
A group of South American textiles including a 
beadwork hat and other items, together with a 
Paraguayan terracotta fi gure (qty) £20 - £30

Lot 230

230
After H. A.. Strong (19th century) 'The interior 
of Fort Garry', coloured reproduction, 45.5 x 
73.5 cm, together with another print of the same 
subject matter (2)  £20 - £30

231
A mother of pearl handled ostrich feather fan, 
boxed, belonging to Sir Patrick Ashley Cooper's 
wife, Kathleen, together with sepia photograph 
of Kathleen with Inuit children £20 - £30

232
Two fl y whisks, a carved rosewood dagger with 
lion fi nial, a horn fi gure modelled as a heron and 
two small snakeskins (6) £20 - £30

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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slippers, a pair of mittens and other items, all 
embroidered in the same manner (qty) £30 - £50

lion fi nial, a horn fi gure modelled as a heron and 
two small snakeskins (6) £20 - £30

Lot 228 (left)
and 

Lot 227 (below)
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233
A High Sheriff's regulation uniform including a 
coat, breeches, white satin waistcoat, wig bas, 
two pairs of socks, a Lesley & Roberts chapeau-
bras, boxed shoe buckles, dress sword and 
scabbard, contained in a scumbled tole box 
bearing a copper presentation inscription, 
together with a second Lesley & Roberts 
chapeau-bras with a plume and box, a pair of 
Ede & Ravenscroft shoes and a late 19th/early 
20th century cavalry sword and scabbard *This 
outfi t was worn by Major Sir Patrick Ashley 
Cooper as High Sheriff of Hertfordshire in 1946 
and also by his son, James Ashley Cooper, who 
was High Sheriff in 1968.  £300 - £500

234 - 250
Spare Lots
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Vintage Button 
Collection
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                       Lot 251

251
A set of four early 20th 
century French metalware 
buttons of fl owerhead 
form repousse decorated 
with a female fi gure head 
and shoulders in the Art 
Nouveau manner, 
d. 3.2 cm £20 - £30

252
A cased set of six Edwardian 
silver buttons of circular 
form repousse decorated 
with a young girl head 
and shoulders in the Art 
Nouveau manner, E J Trevitt 
& Sons, Chester 1903, 
d. 2.5 cm £30 - £50

253
A cased set of six Edwardian silver buttons of circular 
form repousse decorated with a female beauty head and 
shoulders in the Art Nouveau manner, Deakin & Francis, 
Birmingham 1902, d. 2.3 cm £30 - £50

254
A cased set of six late Victorian silver buttons of circular form 
repousse decorated with a musician in the Rococo manner, 
Levi & Salaman, Birmingham 1899, d. 1.8 cm £30 - £50

255
A set of six Edwardian silver buttons of circular form 
repousse decorated with a harpist in the Art Nouveau 
manner, Adie & Lovekin Ltd., Birmingham 1906/7, d. 2.2 cm

£30 - £50

256
A set of six Edwardian 
silver buttons of 
circular form repousse 
decorated and stamped 
with Diana the Huntress 
in the Rococo manner, 
Cornelius Desormeaux 
Saunders & James 
Francis Hollings (Frank) 
Shepherd, Birmingham 
1904, d. 1.8 cm, 
together with a similar 
button, larger (7) 
                       £30 - £50

Vintage Button Collection
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century French metalware 

form repousse decorated 
with a female fi gure head 
and shoulders in the Art 

£20 - £30

A cased set of six Edwardian 
silver buttons of circular 
form repousse decorated 

and shoulders in the Art 
Nouveau manner, E J Trevitt 
& Sons, Chester 1903, 

£30 - £50 256
Lot 253 (above) 252 (below)
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257
A cased set of fi ve Edwardian 
silver buttons of circular form 
repousse decorated with a 
classical Grecian fi gure head 
and shoulders in the Rococo 
manner, Arthur Baume & Co, 
Birmingham 1902, d. 1.9 cm

£30 - £50

258
A cased set of six Edwardian silver buttons of 
circular form repousse decorated with fl owering 
poppies in the Art Nouveau manner, J & R Griffi n 
(Joseph & Richard Griffi n), Chester 1903, 
d. 2.2 cm £30 - £50

259
A cased set of six late Victorian silver buttons 
of circular form stamped with concentric rings 
of stars, Charles Horner, Chester 1895, 
d. 2.9 cm £40 - £60

A cased set of fi ve Edwardian 
silver buttons of circular form 
repousse decorated with a 
classical Grecian fi gure head 
and shoulders in the Rococo 
manner, Arthur Baume & Co, 
Birmingham 1902, d. 1.9 cm

A cased set of fi ve Edwardian 
257
A cased set of fi ve Edwardian 

 Lot 258

 Lot 257

 Lot 255
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260
A cased set of six late 19th/early 20th century 
Scandinavian silver buttons of circular form 
repousse decorated with galleons at sea, maker 
BM, Import marks, d. 2.6 cm, together with 
three similar buttons decorated with equestrian 
scenes by the same maker, Chester 1899 (9)  

£40 - £60

261
A set of fi ve late 19th/early 20th century silver 
buttons repousse decorated with a horse and 
its jockey in the Art Nouveau manner, maker RF, 
Import marks, d. 1.7 cm £30 - £50

262
A set of three Norwegian silver, parcel gilt and 
guillochè enamelled buttons of circular form, 
d. 2.3 cm, together with twelve further silver 
and metalware buttons in the Art Nouveau 
and Rococo manners including an enamelled 
example by Charles Horner (15) £40 - £60

263
A mixed group of late 19th/early 20th century 
silver, silver plated and metalware buttons, 
each of circular form, repousse decorated 
and pierced in the Art Nouveau and Rococo 
manners (32) £40 - £60

264
A cased set of six early 20th century blush coral 
buttons, d. 1.1 cm, together with three sets 
of six rose quartz, citrine and mother of pearl 
buttons, together with a set of three banded 
agate buttons (5 cases) £20 - £30

265
A cased set of six early 20th century enamelled 
buttons of hexagonal form, each centrally 
decorated with a fl oral spray, w. 2 cm, together 
with two further cased sets of six buttons and a 
cased set of three enamelled buttons decorated 
with daisies (4 cases) £20 - £30

266
Four Siamese 'Pod Duang' silver bullet coins 
or currency buttons, l. including loop 1.6 cm 
(4)   £60 - £100Import marks, d. 1.7 cm £30 - £50 (4)   £60 - £100

260
A cased set of six late 19th/early 20th century 

262
A set of three Norwegian silver, parcel gilt and 
guillochè enamelled buttons of circular form, 
d. 2.3 cm, together with twelve further silver 
and metalware buttons in the Art Nouveau 
and Rococo manners including an enamelled 
example by Charles Horner (15) 

263
A mixed group of late 19th/early 20th century 
silver, silver plated and metalware buttons, 
each of circular form, repousse decorated 
and pierced in the Art Nouveau and Rococo 
manners (32) 

264
A cased set of six early 20th century blush coral 
buttons, d. 1.1 cm, together with three sets 
of six rose quartz, citrine and mother of pearl 
buttons, together with a set of three banded 
agate buttons (5 cases) 

265
A cased set of six early 20th century enamelled 
buttons of hexagonal form, each centrally 
decorated with a fl oral spray, w. 2 cm, together 
with two further cased sets of six buttons and a 
cased set of three enamelled buttons decorated 
with daisies (4 cases) 

Lot 260

Lot 261
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267
A set of six silver mounted amethyst bead 
buttons, l. including loop 2 cm, together with a 
set of six similar bloodstone buttons (12)  

£20 - £30

268
A set of six Dutch metalware fi ligree work 
buttons of bell design, overall l. 4.7 cm, together 
with a selection of Austrian 'tinies', three British 
silver buttons and further mixed group of silver, 
metalware and plated buttons (qty) £40 - £60

Lot 269

269
A gilt metal Royal Exodus Hunt button, d. 2.3 
cm, four similar buttons, smaller and a button for 
the Cumberland Hunt (6) £30 - £40

270
A group of ten early gilt metal Naval buttons 
including two 18th century examples worn by 
fl ag offi cer's at knee length, d. 2.1 cm (10)  

£30 - £40

271
Four felt cards displaying a collection of brass 
and metalware livery and military buttons 
(approx. 210), together with a further collection 
of loose military buttons including Russian Police 
uniform buttons and others (qty) £100 - £150

272
Seven felt cards displaying a collection of 
18th century and later glass buttons including 
clear, silver fi nished and black glass examples, 
together with a selection of metalware buttons 
(approx. 250) £80 - £120

273
Five felt cards displaying a collection of 18th 
century and later buttons including enamelled 
glove buttons, a paste and fi ligreework dress 
trim, w. 12 cm and many others (approx. 150)

£60 - £100

274
Four felt cards displaying a collection of 18th 
century and later buttons including Chinese 
mother of pearl gaming counter examples, 
metalware and enamelled buttons, a Bimini 
moulded glass button and many others (approx. 
120) £60 - £100

275
Five felt cards displaying a collection of 19th 
century and later buttons including six Chinese 
cinnabar lacquer examples, Swiss metalware 
buttons, small glass and enamelled glove 
buttons and many others (approx. 160)  

£60 - £100

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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including two 18th century examples worn by 
fl ag offi cer's at knee length, d. 2.1 cm (10)  

£30 - £40

century and later buttons including six Chinese 
cinnabar lacquer examples, Swiss metalware 
buttons, small glass and enamelled glove 
buttons and many others (approx. 160)  

£60 - £100

Lot 272
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276
Five felt cards displaying a collection of 19th 
century and later buttons including metalware 
examples, eight foil decorated facet cut glass 
buttons, early plastic buttons and many others 
(approx. 150) £60 - £100

277
Four felt cards displaying a collection of utility, 
waistcoat and other buttons including a 
selection of glass, tigers eye and agate bead 
buttons, wooden buttons etc (approx. 280)  

£60 - £100

278
A felt card displaying a collection of late 19th/
early 20th century buttons including six 
Ruskin-type examples, millifi ore glass, Satsuma 
and other buttons, together with two pairs of 
enamelled buttons, max d. 3.1 cm (31) £40 - £60

279
A felt card displaying a collection of late 19th/
early 20th century porcelain buttons, each gilt 
decorated with foliate motifs on a white ground, 
together with fi ve portrait studs and four further 
buttons, max d. 3.1 cm (25) £40 - £60

280
A felt card displaying a set of thirteen early 
20th century blue glass and enamel decorated 
buttons, max w. 2 cm (13) £20 - £30

281
A felt card displaying a collection of Satsuma 
ceramic buttons, typically decorated with 
Japanese motifs, max d. 4.4 cm, together with 
four further loose buttons (27) £50 - £80

282
Two felt cards displaying a collection of Bimini 
moulded glass buttons, including some 
examples probably designed by Lucie Rie (40)

£150 - £200

283
A collection of Bimini moulded glass buttons 
and jewellery, including some examples probably 
designed by Lucie Rie, together with two original 
Harrods price tags (approx. 40) £100 - £150

284
A collection of Bimini-type and Glass 
Developments moulded glass buttons (approx. 
50) £40 - £60

285
A mixed collection of fabric buttons including 
Dorset knob, singleton, woven silk and German 
crochet examples (qty) £40 - £60

286
A mixed collection of mother of pearl, abalone 
and other buttons (qty) £20 - £30

287
A collection of buckles including an early 
20th century enamelled example of oval form 
decorated with fl owerheads, w. 8.7 cm, various 
mother of pearl buckles, metalware examples 
and others (qty) £50 - £80

288
A mixed group of buttons including Austrian & 
Czeschlovakian black and gold coloured glass 
examples, studs, coronation buttons and many 
others, together with a French brass button 
measure (qty) £30 - £40

289
Three button related titles 
comprising: Buttons of the 
British Army 1855-1970, Button 
Parade-Dorothy Foster Brown 
and The Colourful World of 
Buttons, together with related 
leafl ets and a printers tray (qty)

£20 - £30

290 - 300
Spare Lots
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measure (qty) £30 - £40

289
Three button related titles 
comprising: Buttons of the 
British Army 1855-1970, Button 
Parade-Dorothy Foster Brown 
and The Colourful World of 
Buttons, together with related 
leafl ets and a printers tray (qty)

£20 - £30

290 - 300
Spare Lots

Lot 281
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301
Keisai Eisen (Japanese, 1791-1848), 
a study of a reclining geisha, 
Ukiyo-e coloured woodblock, 
signed, 
overall 26.5 x 23.5 cm  £150 - £200

302
Utagawa Toyohiro (Japanese, 1774-1830), 
a study of a reclining geisha, 
Ukiyo-e coloured woodblock, 
signed, 
overall 26 x 23 cm  £80 - £120

303
After Suzuki Harunobu (Japanese, 1725-1770), 
a mother and child taking a stroll in snow, 
coloured reproduction, 
28.5 x 21.5 cm, together with two others after 
the same hand (3)  £40 - £60

304
A modern Japanese scroll depicting Izumi 
Shikibu, image 40.5 x 40 cm, boxed £30 - £40

Lot 305

305
A Chinese blue and white vase of baluster 
form decorated with a farmer riding a 
buffalo, raised seal mark to base, h. 37 cm

£100 - £150

Orientalware and other Ceramics & Glass

Lot 302
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306
A Chinese blue and white terracotta moon fl ask 
of typical form decorated with dragons below 
and acanthus leaf neck, signature to neck, 
h. 27.5 cm £60 - £100

307
A Chinese blue 
and white brush 
pot of oversized 
proportions, 
decorated with an 
extensive landscape, 
h. 19.5 cm
                 £100 - £150

308
A Chinese blue and 
white vase of ovoid 
form, decorated 
with children at play, 
character mark to 
base, h. 22.5 cm 
                   £50 - £80

Lot 309

309
A Chinese blue and white tankard of cylindrical 
form, decorated with a traditional landscape and 
having a twisted double loop handle h. 15.5 cm

£100 - £150

310
A Chinese blue and white jar and cover of typical 
form decorated with foliate motifs, the later 
cover in the 'Double Happiness' pattern, 
h. 15 cm 
*labels for 'O&S Howlett Collection' £60 - £80

Lot 310

311
A Chinese blue and white brush pot of cylindrical 
form, decorated with a pair of dragons, 
character mark to base, h. 20.5 cm £40 - £60

312
A large Korean blue and white vase of 
globular form, decorated with a fi sherman 
within a traditional landscape, character 
marks to base, h. 28 cm £150 - £200

313
A Japanese brown patinated bronze tsuba relief 
decorated with theatrical masks, signed, l. 8 cm

£60 - £100

307
A Chinese blue 
and white brush 
pot of oversized 
proportions, 
decorated with an 
extensive landscape, 
h. 19.5 cm
                 £100 - £150

308
A Chinese blue and 
white vase of ovoid 
form, decorated 
with children at play, 
character mark to Lot 307
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314
A bronze and enameled koro of typical form, 
having a pair of masque head hands and a band 
decorated with scrolled motifs on three peg feet, 
w. 12.5 cm £40 - £60

315
A Chinese metalware and enamel decorated 
box and cover of circular form decorated with a 
family at leisure within a famile verte ground, 
d. 8 cm £30 - £40

316
A Chinese brass 'singing' bowl of circular form, 
centrally decorated with a dragon, d. 24 cm  

£30 - £40

317
A Tibetian brown patinated cast metal fi gure 
modelled as Shakyamuni in meditation, 
h. 24 cm £60 - £100

318
A set of eight 19th century Chinese Export side 
plates of octagonal form, each decorated in 
coloured enamels with traditional court scenes, 
w. 22 cm, together with four further dishes, two 
tea bowls and a teapot (qty) (af) £60 - £100

319
A porcelain fi gure modelled as a seated female 
playing the fl ute in the Chinese manner, 
h. 24.5 cm (af)   £60 - £80

320
A Chinese green hardstone carving modelled as 
a pair of fi sh on a carved stand, overall h. 16 cm

£60 - £100

321
An Eastern green 
hardstone carving/
pendant modelled as a 
masked fi gure, l. 7.5 cm

£20 - £30

322
A green jade bangle, internal d. 5.7 cm £30 - £40

323
A pale green/white jade bangle, internal d. 5.9 
cm £30 - £40

324
A green/purple jade bangle, internal d. 6.1 cm

£30 - £40

325
A pale green jade bangle, internal d. 5.9 cm  

£30 - £40

326
A pale green jade bangle, internal d. 6.4 cm  

£30 - £40

327
A Cantonese fi gure modelled 
as a seated cat, typically 
decorated in coloured 
enamels with a court scene, 
character marks to base but 
not of the period, h. 36 cm

£30 - £50

328
A Japanese eggshell 
part tea service, typically 
decorated with a view of 
Mount Fuji, signature to 
base (19) £20 - £30

329
A Japanese eggshell part tea 
service, typically decorated 
with traditional views within 
segmented sections, signed 
Tanaka (17) £20 - £30

330
A Japanese eggshell teacup and saucer 
decorated in the Imari palette with fi gures within 
concentric rings, together with further items of 
eggshell porcelain by Suzuki and others (qty)  

£20 - £30

331
A 19th century Cantonese dish of oval form, 
typically decorated in coloured enamels with a 
court scene and standing on a lattice patterned 
base, w. 38 cm £60 - £100

332
A pair of Chinese blanc de chine fi gures, each 
modelled as a foo dog on a square plinth, 
together with a similar fi gure, smaller, max 
h. 28 cm (3) £50 - £80

321
An Eastern green 
hardstone carving/
pendant modelled as a 
masked fi gure, l. 7.5 cm

A Cantonese fi gure modelled 
as a seated cat, typically 

enamels with a court scene, 
character marks to base but 
not of the period, h. 36 cm

£30 - £50

part tea service, typically 
decorated with a view of 

£20 - £30

A Japanese eggshell part tea 
service, typically decorated 
with traditional views within 
segmented sections, signed 

£20 - £30 Lot 327

Lot 321
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333
Two Japanese bronzed fi gures modelled as a 
resting female and a trader, max h. 6 cm  

£40 - £60

334
A nest of three Chinese carved tables, max 
w. 42.5 cm £150 - £200

335 - 350
Spare Lots

351
An Augarten Wien blanc de chine fi gure 
modelled as an offi cer seated on a rearing 
Lipizzaner, h. 29.5 cm, together with a matching 
fi gure, smaller (2) £150 - £200

352
A late 19th century wheel engraved 
drinking glass, h. 12 cm, a glass 
swizzle stick, two items of 1970's ruby 
glassware, a comical fi gure, a pair 
of canisters and an Edwardian silver 
mounted three handled glass bottle in 
the Art Nouveau manner (8) £40 - £60

353
A miniature Moorcroft vase of slender 
waisted form decorated in the 'Tribute to 
Charles Rennie Mackintosh' pattern, h. 13 
cm, boxed, a trinket box, a pill box and a 
paper weight in the same manner, together 
with a leafl et (5) £30 - £40

354
A Moorcroft pin dish of circular form typically 
decorated with anemone on a blue ground, 
d. 22 cm £30 - £40

355
An 18th century 
enamelled snuff/
patch box of oval 
form decorated in a 
humorous manner and 
reading 'One month 
before Marriage, One 
month after Marriage', 
w. 5 cm £100 - £150

356
A Brannam Pottery three handled vase of 
slender ovoid form relief decorated with stylised 
fi sh in a green/blue glaze, h. 25.5 cm, together 
with an Amphora dish of Art Deco design and 
one other, larger (3) £50 - £80

357
A Bernard Leach stoneware jug decorated in 
a plain treacle glaze, h. 11.5 cm, together with 
a French cylindrical vase incised with everyday 
utensils and objects and eleven further items of 
studio pottery (13) £50 - £80

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition 49

An Augarten Wien blanc de chine fi gure 
modelled as an offi cer seated on a rearing 
Lipizzaner, h. 29.5 cm, together with a matching 

£150 - £200

A late 19th century wheel engraved 

swizzle stick, two items of 1970's ruby 

of canisters and an Edwardian silver 
mounted three handled glass bottle in 

£40 - £60

A miniature Moorcroft vase of slender 
waisted form decorated in the 'Tribute to 
Charles Rennie Mackintosh' pattern, h. 13 
cm, boxed, a trinket box, a pill box and a 
paper weight in the same manner, together paper weight in the same manner, together 

£30 - £40

studio pottery (13) £50 - £80

£40 - £60 d. 22 cm 

355
An 18th century 
enamelled snuff/
patch box of oval 
form decorated in a 
humorous manner and 
reading 'One month 
before Marriage, One 
month after Marriage', 
w. 5 cm Lot 355

Lot 351
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Lot 358

358
A modern Moorcroft tile decorated with exotic 
birds on a buff ground, 20 x 20 cm, framed  

£40 - £60

359
A Sadler novelty teapot modelled as a racing car 
and driver, cream, w. 22 cm £20 - £30

360
A Bohemian cut glass model of the Eiffel Tower, 
h. 22.5 cm, together with a ruby glass beaker, 
smaller (2) £30 - £40

361
A pair of 19th century fi gures 
modelled as two dalmatians,
h. 13 cm £30 - £40

362
A Bloor Derby cabinet plate 
decorated with a view of 
Grasmere, Cumberland within 
a gilt decorated Royal blue 
border, d. 22.5 cm, together 
with a Derby bowl painted with 
views of Wales and Kent, 
d. 18 cm (2)          £60 - £100

363
A Derby raised dish of oval form 
centrally decorated with a common 
tulip tree within a border of roses, 
w. 32 cm, together with two cabinet 
plates and a coffee can (4) £40 - £60

364
After R J Morris, a parian ware fi gure modelled 
as Queen Victoria, titled 'Jubilee 1887', 
h. 35.5 cm (af) £40 - £60

365
A Royal Doulton stoneware bowl of circular form 
relief decorated with thistles on a sand coloured 
ground, d. 16.5 cm £30 - £40

366
A Royal Doulton commemorative mug relief 
decorated with portraits of Queen Mary and 
King George V and dated 1911, h. 12.5 cm  

£40 - £60

Lot 367

367
A Royal Doulton commemorative 
teapot relief decorated with portraits of 
Queen Alexandra and King Edward VII 
and dated 1902, h. 15.5 cm   £50 - £80

368
A Royal Doulton 
commemorative mug relief 
decorated with portraits of 
young and old Queen Victoria 
and commemorating her 
diamond jubilee in 1897, 
h. 18.5 cm £40 - £60

369
A Royal Doulton series ware 
jug typically decorated with 
Dickensian characters, 
h. 18.5 cm £30 - £40

A pair of 19th century fi gures 

£30 - £40

Grasmere, Cumberland within 

with a Derby bowl painted with 

£60 - £100

A Derby raised dish of oval form 
centrally decorated with a common 
tulip tree within a border of roses, 
w. 32 cm, together with two cabinet 

£40 - £60

367
A Royal Doulton commemorative 
teapot relief decorated with portraits of 
Queen Alexandra and King Edward VII 
and dated 1902, h. 15.5 cm   

Lot 364
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370
A Royal Doulton commemorative jug celebrating 
Nelson and his Captains, h. 21 cm £30 - £40

371
A limited edition Royal Doulton loving cup of 
oversized proportions celebrating Edward VIII, 
No. 675/2000, h. 26 cm  £60 - £100

Lot 372

372
A limited edition Royal Doulton loving cup of 
oversized proportions celebrating the coronation 
of George VI & Elizabeth, No. 191/2000,
h. 26 cm  £60 - £100

373
A limited edition Royal Doulton loving cup of 
oversized proportions celebrating the 25 year 
reign of King George V & Queen Mary, No. 
573/1000, h. 26 cm  £60 - £100

374
A Royal Doulton 'Home 
Waters' pattern charger, 
d. 33 cm  £20 - £30

375
A Royal Dux fi gure 
modelled as a blue 
parrot, h. 21 cm, 
together with a further 
fi gure of a cockatoo and 
a Beswick woodpecker 
(3) £100 - £150

376
A Royal Worcester ivory blush jardiniere 
typically decorated with fl oral sprays, 
d. 26.5 cm £40 - £60

377
A 19th century part dessert service comprising 
six side plates and a pair of tazza, each 
decorated with a different fl ower within a pale 
green jeweled border, tazza d. 23.5 cm  £50 - £80

378
A nursery plate decorated with the verse 'Poor 
Richards Maxims' within an alphabet border, 
d. 16 cm, together with three further dishes (4) 
(af) £20 - £30

379
Five items of Royal Worcester bisque porcelain 
or nautilus design, together with three similar 
Belleek items, max h. 15 cm £60 - £100

380
A 19th century French 
'Veilleuse' teapot decorated 
with views of the Grand Opera 
and l'Hospice Cochin, h. 20 
cm, together with a continental 
teacup (2) (af) £40 - £60

381 - 400
Spare Lots 
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A Royal Doulton 'Home 
Waters' pattern charger, 

together with a further 
fi gure of a cockatoo and 
a Beswick woodpecker 

£100 - £150

Belleek items, max h. 15 cm 

Lot 373
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401
John Pinches 'The 100 Greatest 
Cars' miniature collection, 
comprising 100 miniature silver 
ingots in a fi tted case, with fi le 
detailing each vehicle £80 - £120

402
John Pinches 'The Lord 
Montagu Collection of Great 
Cars' comprising thirty-six silver 
ingots in a fi tted mahogany 
presentation case £500 - £600

403
A French silver plated cake slice 
by Ercuis in the Neo-Classical 
manner, cased £50 - £80

404
A mixed parcel of silver and metalware 
comprising a pair of silver mounted condiments 
jugs, a tobacco jar and three napkin rings, 
various dates and makers (6) £50 - £80

Lot 405

405
A small silver bowl raised on a socle foot, Carrs, 
London 1962, 4.5 ozs, d. 9 cm £40 - £60

406
A set of six metalware and enamel decorated 
pickle/cocktail picks, the fi nial's modelled as 
cockerals, stamped 'Sterling', cased £50 - £80

407
A small silver capstan type 
inkwell of typical form, maker 
DB&S Ltd, Birmingham 1933, 
d. 11 cm       £40 - £60

Lot 408

408
A Chinese metalware (?)table lighter in the 
form of a walking elephant on a trefoil base, 
impressed marks to base, h. 9 cm £100 - £150

A small silver capstan type 
inkwell of typical form, maker 
DB&S Ltd, Birmingham 1933, 
d. 11 cm       £40 - £60

Lot 408

Lot 409
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409
A silver, parcel gilt and enamelled case of 
cushioned rectangular form decorated with a 
country landscape within a pale yellow gillouche 
ground, import marks for London 1928, 
w. 7.5 cm £60 - £100

410
A silver goblet of typical form, maker FH, 
Birmingham 1973, h. 12 cm, 5 ozs £40 - £60Birmingham 1973, h. 12 cm, 5 ozs 

Lot 411

411
A pair of George III silver mounted cut glass 
pepper and mustard bottles Thomas & James 
Creswick, Sheffi eld 1814/15, max h. 12.5 cm

£80 - £120

Lot 412

412
An Edwardian silver desk stand of 
rectangular form with sections for 
cigarettes, stamps and matches, 
Maple & Co, Birmingham 1903, 
w. 10.5 cm, together with a silver 
vesta case (2)                    £60 - £100

413
A pair of Victorian silver and parcel gilt apostle 
spoons, George Unite, Birmingham 1885, 
l. 17 cm, 3 ozs £40 - £60

414
A Georgian silver and parcel 
gilt snuff box of cushioned rectangular 
form, George Turner & Thomas William 
Biddell, London 1820, w. 6 cm, together with 
a Georgian silver vinaigrette of elongated 
octagonal form, hallmarks indistinct, w. 2.5 cm 
(2) £100 - £150

415
A mixed parcel of silver comprising a set of six 
coffee spoons, two silver mounted dressing 
table bottles, a silver handled manicure utensil, 
a bookmark, a pill box and two vesta cases, 
various dates and makers (13) £50 - £80

416
An early 20th century silver plated bread fork 
decorated with fruiting vines, together with a 
matching straining spoon (2) £20 - £30

417
Peter Scott for John Pinches, a pair of silver 
Christmas plates titled 'Barnacle Geese over the 
Solway' and another, each d. 20.5 cm, overall 
12 ozs, with boxes and papers (2) £100 - £150

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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12 ozs, with boxes and papers (2) £100 - £150

l. 17 cm, 3 ozs £40 - £60

A Georgian silver and parcel 
gilt snuff box of cushioned rectangular 

Lot 414

Lot 417 (part)
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418
James Wyeth for Franklin Mint, a pair of silver 
plates titled 'Skating on the Brandywine' and 
'Riding to the Hunt', each d. 20.5 cm, overall 
11 ozs, with boxes and papers (2) £100 - £150

419
A cased Norwegian metalware serving spoon 
with stylised bird fi nial, stamped '830S', 
l. 20 cm, 1.5 ozs £40 - £60

Lot 420

420
An Edwardian silver and parcel gilt salt of 
squat bun shaped form with repousse foliate 
decoration on three hoof feet, R & S Garrard & 
Co., London 1904, d. 7.5 cm £40 - £60

421
An early 20th century silver capstan-type inkwell 
of typical form, maker BBS Ltd., Birmingham 
1935, d. 13 cm £60 - £80

422
An American metalware serving spoon in the 
Art Nouveau manner, together with a similar 
sauce ladle, George Wolf & Co., 4 ozs, marked 
'Sterling' (2) £40 - £60

423
A set of six silver plated knife rests 
in the form of outstretched boars, 
horses and hares, w. 9 cm £30 - £40

424
Spare Lot

425
A pair of silver sugar nips, Newcastle hallmarks 
indistinct, a silver shell shaped butter dish, 
Sheffi eld 1895 and a silver butter knife, various 
dates and makers, together with a plated toast 
rack and a utensil (5) £40 - £60

Lot 426

426
An Edwardian silver caddy spoon repousse 
decorated with a deer within a woodland setting, 
makers mark indistinct, London 1903, l. 12 cm

£30 - £40

Lot 427

427
An early 20th century metalware 
caddy spoon in the form of a 
jockey's cap, l. 5.5 cm £30 - £40

424
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A set of six silver plated knife rests 
in the form of outstretched boars, 
horses and hares, w. 9 cm £30 - £40

Lot 422

Lot 423
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428
A Spanish silver and parcel gilt pill container of 
rectangular form inset a pierced Chinese mother 
of pearl gaming counter, impressed with a star 
shaped mark, w. 5 cm £40 - £60

429
Franklin Mint 'The 100 Greatest Stamps of 
the World' miniature collection, a fi tted case 
containing 100 miniature silver stamps, with 
cards detailing each stamp £80 - £120cards detailing each stamp 

Lot 430

430
An early 20th century novelty silver pin cushion 
in the form of a shoe, S Blanckensee & Son 
Ltd., Birmingham 1914, l. 12.5 cm £50 - £80

431
An early 20th century novelty metalware vesta 
case in the form of a standing pig, not marked, 
l. 6 cm £30 - £50

432
A mixed parcel of silver comprising a pale blue 
gillouche enamelled patch box of circular form, 
d. 5 cm, a repousse decorated cream jug and a 
teaspoon, various dates and makers (3) £40 - £60

433
A silver and engine turned 
jewellery box of shallow 
rectangular form on four 
bracket feet, maker AW, 
Birmingham 1936, 
w. 16.5 cm     £40 - £60

434
A silver and engine 
turned cigarette box 
of rectangular form, 
maker TS, Birmingham 
1934, w. 18.5 cm, 
together with a smaller 
silver box and a 
silver and parcel 
gilt cigarette case, 
various dates and 
makers (3) £60 - £100

435
A silver mounted manicure set, each item 
suspended on a stand, the black and clear 
glass base in the Art Deco manner, Sanders & 
Mackenzie, Birmingham 1936, h. 18 cm  

£40 - £60

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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Lot 428
teaspoon, various dates and makers (3) 

A silver and engine turned 
jewellery box of shallow 
rectangular form on four 
bracket feet, maker AW, 
Birmingham 1936, 
w. 16.5 cm     £40 - £60

A silver and engine 
turned cigarette box 
of rectangular form, 
maker TS, Birmingham 
1934, w. 18.5 cm, 
together with a smaller 
silver box and a 
silver and parcel 
gilt cigarette case, 
various dates and 

428

Lot 428

Lot 435

Lot 434
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436
A late Victorian silver mounted two section 
conductors baton of typical form, Birmingham 
1898, l. 47 cm, case with silver presentation 
plaque £60 - £100

437
A 9ct yellow gold engine turned propelling 
pencil, cased, together with a 9ct yellow gold 
charm in the form of a bible, charm 2 gms (2)

£40 - £60

Lot 438

438
An Edwardian pierced silver container, repousse 
decorated with a stagecoach and bells in the 
Rococo manner, makers mark indistinct, London 
1904, w. 13 cm, 3 ozs £50 - £80

439
An Edwardian silver 
mounted novelty 
timepiece in the form of 
a miniature grandfather 
clock, Walker & Hall, 
Birmingham 1907, 
h. 22.5 cm, together 
with a silver easel back 
watch case enclosing 
a Goliath pocket watch 
(2) £80 - £120

440
An Edwardian silver lidded preserves 
jar, Mappin & Webb, Sheffi eld 1905, d. 
9.5 cm, together with a silver rimmed 
cut glass vase, h. 21.5 cm £40 - £60

441
An early 20th silver mounted horses hoof utilised 
as an inkwell, C T Burrows & Sons, Birmingham 
1936, retailed by Peter Spicer & Sons of 
Leamington, l. 15 cm *engraved 'Roxburgh 
1936' £60 - £100

442
A pair of Westminster collectable £5 coins 
commemorating Nelson and Trafalgar, cased  

£20 - £30

443
Eleven collectable £5, £2 and other coins 
celebrating the British monarchy   £30 - £40

444
The Royal Mint 'Eightieth Birthday of Queen 
Elizabeth II', a set of seventeen silver proof 
coins, contained within a fi tted case, with 
certifi cates £100 - £150

436

Lot 436

Lot 441

A late Victorian silver mounted two section 
conductors baton of typical form, Birmingham 
1898, l. 47 cm, case with silver presentation 

£60 - £100

A 9ct yellow gold engine turned propelling 
pencil, cased, together with a 9ct yellow gold 
charm in the form of a bible, charm 2 gms (2)

£40 - £60

439
An Edwardian silver 
mounted novelty 
timepiece in the form of 
a miniature grandfather 
clock, Walker & Hall, 
Birmingham 1907, 
h. 22.5 cm, together 
with a silver easel back 
watch case enclosing 
a Goliath pocket watch 
(2) £80 - £120

440

Lot 439
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Lot 445

445
A Victorian silver and enamelled scent phial 
decorated with a lily, l. 7 cm, together with a 
metalware mounted bottle (2) £30 - £50

Lot 446

446
A Victorian silver, parcel gilt and engine turned 
snuff box of cushioned rectangular form, 
Nathaniel Mills, Birmingham 1839, w. 6 cm  

£80 - £120

447
A mixed parcel of silver comprising a miniature 
easel photograph frame, a caddy spoon, a 
mustard spoon, a napkin ring and a sleeve 
containing miniature paying cards, various dates 
and makers (5) £40 - £60

448
A Swedish metalware box repousse decorated 
with a courting couple, w. 5.5 cm, two further 
silver boxes, various dates and makers, together 
with a plated vesta (4) £50 - £80

449
An early 20th century silver mustard with 
gadrooned border on four outswept feet, 
Fattorini, Birmingham 1912, together with three 
matching salts (4) £50 - £80

450
A mixed parcel of silver comprising two 
mustards and four peppers, of varying designs, 
various dates and makers (6) £50 - £80

451
A set of three Swedish hammered metalware 
cups, each with a single handle on a socle foot, 
w. 9 cm, 3.5 ozs £30 - £50

452
A mixed parcel of silver comprising a small bowl 
with lions head ring handles, a cream jug and a 
small bowl on three hoof feet, various dates and 
makers, 7.5 ozs £60 - £100

453
Five early 20th century silver mounted dressing 
table and desk bottles, various dates and 
makers, max h. 9.5 cm (5) £30 - £50makers, max h. 9.5 cm (5) 

Lot 454

454
A William IV silver goblet, maker JBW, London 
1837, h. 15.5 cm, 7 ozs £60 - £100

455
An early 20th century silver tankard of tapered 
form with ribbed decoration, maker GH, 
Sheffi eld 1936, h. 10 cm, 6.5 ozs £50 - £80
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456
A silver mounted red leather jewellery casket of 
rectangular form, the lid repousse decorated 
with a classical landscape, maker DP, London 
1986, w. 9.5 cm £40 - £60

457
A silver and parcel gilt miniature charger 
commemorating Queen Elizabeth II's 80th 
birthday, F C Parry Ltd., Birmingham 2006, 
d. 13.5 cm, 5.5 ozs, cased *this items was 
created for holders of the OBE £50 - £80

458
A silver and parcel gilt tankard of slightly tapered 
form, Mappin & Webb, London 1945, h. 12 cm, 
11 ozs £100 - £150

459
An Edwardian silver sugar dredger of typical 
vase shaped form, maker JMB, Chester 1900, 
h. 23.5 cm, 8 ozs £80 - £120

460
A pair of silver sauce boats of traditional form, 
Adie Bros., Birmingham 1930, 5.5 ozs  

£80 - £120

461
Civil Service Motoring Association, a 
miniature silver covered trophy vase, makers 
mark indistinct, London 1928, h. 13.5 cm 
and three silver gilt and enamel decorated 
spoons, overall 4 ozs £50 - £80

462
A pair of late Victorian small silver 
meat skewers, maker SI Ltd., 
Chester 1899, l. 16.5 cm £50 - £80

463
A mixed parcel of silver comprising a hand 
mirror, a small photograph frame, two 
bookmarks and a pin dish, various dates and 
makers, together with a metalware necklace (6)

£60 - £80

464
Two silver mounted dressing table bottles and a 
silver mounted match striker, various dates and 
makers (3) £40 - £60

465
An early 20th century metalware mounted 
mahogany desk stand of rectangular form with 
detachable glass inkwell, w. 17.5 cm £40 - £60

466
A George III silver and parcel gilt vinaigrette of 
canted rectangular form, engraved with circular 
motifs opening to reveal a typical pierced grille, 
maker S(?) Birmingham 1810, w. 2.3 cm  

£80 - £120

467
A mixed parcel of silver and metalware 
comprising a square compact, two vesta cases, 
a sifting spoon and a circular pill box, various 
dates and makers, together with a plated bread 
fork (6) £80 - £120

468
A silver cased open face fob watch by Omega, 
the white enamel dial with black Roman 
numerals and second hand section, together 
with a metalware mounted folding comb, 
probably American (2) £40 - £60

469
An early 20th century Child's silver backed 
hairbrush repousse decorated with 'Jack & Jill', 
maker JP, Birmingham 1921, together with a 
silver medallion and two brooches (4) £40 - £60

Lot 466
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A pair of late Victorian small silver 
meat skewers, maker SI Ltd., 
Chester 1899, l. 16.5 cm £50 - £80

Lot 462
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470
A pair of Edwardian hammered silver two 
handled salts, maker ARK, Birmingham 1910, 
w. 9.5 cm, together with a further silver salt, a 
pair of silver mustards and a cased pair of cut 
glass salts with silver spoons (6) £60 - £100

471
A small silver sugar dredger of 
typical vase shaped form, maker 
S&Bm, Birmingham 1934, 
h. 15.5 cm, 2.5 ozs £30 - £40

472
A late Victorian silver two 
handled sugar bowl with 
gadrooned border, Goldsmiths 
& Silversmiths Co., London 
1900, together with a matching 
cream jug, 5.5 ozs £50 - £80

473
A silver goblet or traditional form, 
maker BES Co., Birmingham 
1971, h. 11.5 cm, together with 
a silver egg cup and spill vase, 
weighable silver 6 ozs £80 - £120

474
A silver inkwell of bell 
shaped form, makers mark 
indistinct, Birmingham 
1939, h. 7.5 cm £40 - £60

475
A silver two handled sugar 
bowl of globular form 
with acanthus leaf border, 
makers mark indistinct, 
Birmingham 1940, 
together with a matching 
milk jug, 9.5 ozs £80 - £120

476
An early 20th century silver sauce boat of 
traditional form, makers mark indistinct, Chester 
1934, 3 ozs £30 - £40

Lot 477

477
A limited edition silver hand bell 
commemorating Queen Elizabeth II's Silver 
Jubilee, F Knight of Wellingborough, London 
1977, No. 097, h. 15.5 cm £40 - £60

478
An Edwardian silver and parcel gilt Christening 
mug of plain tapered form, maker TH, 
Birmingham 1901, h. 8 cm, 3 ozs £30 - £50

471
A small silver sugar dredger of 
typical vase shaped form, maker 
S&Bm, Birmingham 1934, 
h. 15.5 cm, 2.5 ozs 

472
A late Victorian silver two 
handled sugar bowl with 
gadrooned border, Goldsmiths 
& Silversmiths Co., London 
1900, together with a matching 
cream jug, 5.5 ozs 

473
A silver goblet or traditional form, 
maker BES Co., Birmingham 
1971, h. 11.5 cm, together with 

milk jug, 9.5 ozs £80 - £120

£40 - £60

Birmingham 1901, h. 8 cm, 3 ozs 

Lot 471

Lot 472

Lot 474

Lot 478
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Lot 479

479
A limited edition miniature silver dish centrally 
depicting Winston Churchill, F Knight of 
Wellingborough, London 1975, No. 030 of 200, 
d. 9.5 cm, boxed, together with a silver pin tray 
with gadrooned border, Birmingham 1973, 
d. 9 cm, 3.5 ozs (2) £40 - £60

480
An early 20th century silver two handled sugar 
bowl of globular form, Charles Edwards, London 
1917, retailed by Bagshaw & Sons, Liverpool, 
together with a matching cream jug, 4 ozs (2)

£40 - £60

481
An Edwardian silver covered butter dish of 
circular form, maker TB&S, Sheffi eld 1910, 
d. 12 cm, 4.5 ozs £40 - £60

Lot 482

482
An early 20th century silver teapot of canted 
boat shaped form, Elkington & Co., Birmingham 
1944, 16 ozs £140 - £180

483
A late Victorian silver salver of typical form with 
gadrooned border on four hoof feet, maker 
CSH, London 1895, d. 20.5 cm, 9.5 ozs  

£80 - £120

484
A mixed parcel of Georgian and later silver 
comprising a fl orally engraved dessert spoon, 
Sheffi eld 1916, cased, a rats tail spoon, two old 
English dessert spoons, a Continental caddy 
spoon, four mustard spoons and two pairs of 
sugar nips, various dates and makers, 6.5 ozs 
(qty) £60 - £100

485
An oak canteen containing a set of six late 
Victorian silver bladed fi sh knives and forks, 
maker RM EH, Sheffi eld 1899 £40 - £60

An Edwardian silver covered butter dish of 
circular form, maker TB&S, Sheffi eld 1910, 
d. 12 cm, 4.5 ozs £40 - £60

Lot 482
Lot 479

481
An Edwardian silver covered butter dish of 

482

An Edwardian silver covered butter dish of 
circular form, maker TB&S, Sheffi eld 1910, 
d. 12 cm, 4.5 ozs 
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£40 - £60

Lot 480

Lot 483
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486
A pair of early 20th century George II-style 
cast silver candlesticks, William Hutton & 
Sons, Sheffi eld 1911, h. 22.5 cm, loaded

£300 - £500

487
A mixed parcel of silver comprising a pair of 
salts, a matchbox sleeve, two caddy spoons,  a 
trowel bookmark,  four salt  spoons etc., various 
dates and makers (qty) £60 - £100

488
A pair of early 20th century silver mounted 
cut glass decanters and stoppers, makers 
marks indistinct, London 1926, h. 25.5 cm

£40 - £60

489
A early 20th century silver sugar bowl, maker 
EH, Birmingham 1936, a matching cream jug 
and a later pair of nips, in a fi tted case £80 - £120

490
An early 20th century Anglo-Indian metalware 
teapot of vase shaped form repousse decorated 
and engraved with traditional harvest scenes, 
h. 15 cm, 22 ozs £150 - £200

teapot of vase shaped form repousse decorated 
and engraved with traditional harvest scenes, 
h. 15 cm, 22 ozs 

Lot 490
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491
An early 20th century silver dish raised on a 
knopped base, maker JGL Ltd., Birmingham 
1923, h. 17.5 cm, 14 ozs £150 - £200

492
A cased set of six silver handled fi sh knives 
and forks, together with a small group of 
silver plated items (qty)       £30 - £40

493
A Victorian silver button hook/shoe horn, maker 
WC, London 1887, l. 28.5 cm, 2.5 ozs, a silver 
mounted inkwell, a pair of silver handled glove 
stretchers and a pair of silver plated sugar nips 
(4) £40 - £60

494 
A George IV Irish silver fi ddle pattern ladle, 
Thomas Farnett, Dublin 1825, l. 35 cm, 10 ozs   

£150 - £200

495 
A pair of silver plated three branch candelabrum 
of classical form, h. 42.5 cm £40 - £60

496 
A pair of metalware mounted glass salts in the 
form of cockerals, h. 9 cm £50 - £80

497 - 590 
Spare lots

A cased set of six silver handled fi sh knives 
and forks, together with a small group of 
silver plated items (qty)       £30 - £40

496 
A pair of metalware mounted glass salts in the 
form of cockerals, h. 9 cm 

497 - 590 
Spare lots

Lot 496

Lot 494
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Collectable Toys

591
An early/mid 20th century rocking horse, the 
carved horse typically painted in a mottled grey 
fi nish on a twin pillar stand, w. 136 cm, 
h. 106 cm £200 - £300

592
A Palitoy Action Man fi gure with fl ocked hair and 
wearing German army uniform and accessories 

£30 - £50

593
A Steiff stuffed toy modelled as a sleeping cat, 
button to ear, together with a stuffed panda bear 
(2) £20 - £30

594
Two Mattel Barbie dolls, two other dolls and a 
small group of clothing and accessories (qty)  

£20 - £30

595
A group of dolls house furniture, mostly in 
the 19th century Continental style including a 
canework armchair (qty) £30 - £40

596
An Armand Marseille bisque headed doll with 
sleeping blue glass eyes and open mouth with 
four upper teeth, numbered 390n 246/1 10, 
overall l. 65 cm £80 - £120

A Palitoy Action Man fi gure with fl ocked hair and 
wearing German army uniform and accessories 

£30 - £50

A Steiff stuffed toy modelled as a sleeping cat, 
button to ear, together with a stuffed panda bear 

£20 - £30

Two Mattel Barbie dolls, two other dolls and a 
small group of clothing and accessories (qty)  

£20 - £30

the 19th century Continental style including a 
£30 - £40

An Armand Marseille bisque headed doll with Lot 596

597 - 600
Spare Lots

Lot 592

592

Lot 592
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601
Four Trix Minitrix N gauge steam loco's 
comprising: 2 x 12210 Lok Dampfl ok BR44 UK, 
12231 Dampfl ok Bay S3/5 and 12303 Dampfl ok 
BR52 DRG, all boxed (4) £100 - £150

602
Three Trix Minitrix N gauge steam loco's 
comprising: 12405 Dampfl ok BR03 EPIII, 12406 
Dampfl ok BR42 90 and 12409 Dampfl ok DB 
BR52, all boxed (3) £80 - £120

603
Three Trix Minitrix N gauge steam loco's 
comprising: 12419 Dampfl ok BR41 EPIII, 12432 
Lok-Dampfl ok BR03 10 and 12717 Dampfl ok 
BR85 EPIII, all boxed (3) £80 - £120

604
Four Trix Minitrix N gauge steam loco's 
comprising: 12617 Dampfl ok BR03, 12618 
BR52 Steifrahment and 2 x 12619 Dampfl ok 
BR58, all boxed (4) £100 - £150

605
Two Trix Minitrix N gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 11602 diesellok V160 EP V, 
12423 diesellok BR V160 DB, together with an 
electric loco no. 2062, all boxed (3) £60 - £100

606
Five Trix Minitrix N gauge electric loco's 
comprising: 2 x 12201 Lok E BR 143 EP V, 
12410 N-Ellok E52 EPIII and 2 x 12209 Lok E 
120 DB EPV, all boxed (5) £100 - £150

607
Four Trix Minitrix N gauge electric loco's 
comprising: 2 x 12502 E-Lok BR120, 12505 
E-Lok BR250 and 12506 BR 155 Doppeltrakt, 
together with a diesel loco no 12504, all boxed 
(5) £100 - £150

608
Four Trix Minitrix N gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 2 x 12508 Lok diesel BR232 and 
2 x 12515 diesellok V200 DR all boxed (4)  

£80 - £120

609
Four Trix Minitrix N gauge electric loco's 
comprising: 2 x 12513 E-Lok BR 182 DB AG, 
12530 E-Lok BR 151 cargo and 12533 E-Lok 
BR 243 EP IV, all boxed (4) £80 - £120

610
Four Trix Minitrix 
N gauge electric 
loco's comprising: 
12758 Lok KPL 152 
Railon, 12762 E-Lok 
BR 152 DB, 12763 
E-Lok Dispolok EP 
V and  12766 E-Lok 
BR 182 EP V all 
boxed (4) £80 - £120

120 DB EPV, all boxed (5) £100 - £150 Four Trix Minitrix N gauge electric loco's 
comprising: 2 x 12513 E-Lok BR 182 DB AG, 
12530 E-Lok BR 151 cargo and 12533 E-Lok 
BR 243 EP IV, all boxed (4) 

610
Four Trix Minitrix 
N gauge electric 
loco's comprising: 
12758 Lok KPL 152 
Railon, 12762 E-Lok 
BR 152 DB, 12763 
E-Lok Dispolok EP 
V and  12766 E-Lok 
BR 182 EP V all 
boxed (4) 

Lot 606
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611
Three Trix Minitrix N gauge electric loco's 
comprising: 12773 Lok-E 182 DB, 12791 
E-Lok BR 182 DHL and 12792 E-Lok 
BR189 DB EP V, together with a three 
part set no. 12749, all boxed (4)                                      
                                                 £80 - £120

612
Three Trix Minitrix N gauge electric loco's 
comprising: 12850 DB Ellok 140 N DBF, 
12857 DR Ellok 143 and 12884 DR Ellok 
143, together with two diesel loco's nos. 
12801 and 12873, all boxed (5) £100 - £150

613
Two Trix Minitrix N gauge three piece loco sets 
comprising: 2 x 12793 Triebzug BR 406 EP V, 
together with three similar coaches nos. 1528, 
1529 and 15805-08, all boxed (5) £50 - £80

614
Three Hornby Minitrix N gauge loco's 
comprising: N202 steam loco and tender, black 
BR livery, N206 diesel loco 'Intrepid' and N 
213 steam loco and tender, green BR livery, all 
boxed (3) £50 - £80

615
Five Trix Minitrix N gauge 'Rheingold' coaches 
comprising: 15785, 15786, 15787, 15788 and 
15789, all boxed (5)  £20 - £30

616
Fifteen Trix Minitrix N gauge 'Rheingold' coaches 
comprising: 1 x 15739-01, 1 x 15739-02. 1 x 
15739-04, 2 x 15739-05, 2 x 15739-06, 2 x 
15739-07, 1 x 15739-08, 1 x 15739-09, 2 x 
15739-10, 1 x 15739-18 and 1 x 15739-19, all 
boxed (15)   £40 - £60

617
Sixteen Trix Minitrix N gauge coaches 
comprising: 3 x 15805-01, 3 x 15805-03, 3 x 
15805-04, 1 x 15805-05, 2 x 15805-06, 2 x 
15805-07, 1 x 15805-08 and 1 x 15805-10, all 
boxed (16)   £40 - £60

618
Six Trix Minitrix N gauge coaches comprising: 
3013, 15739-03, 15767, 15780, 15782 and  
15784, all boxed (6)   £20 - £30

619
Eight Trix Minitrix N gauge coaches comprising: 
1 x 13350, 2 x 13353, 2 x 15831, 1 x 15834 1 x 
15835 and 1 x 15836, all boxed (8)   £20 - £30

620
Ten items of Trix Minitrix N gauge rolling stock 
comprising: 1 x 11603, 1 x 15043, 2 x 15142, 
1 x 15142, 1 x 15153, 1 x 15249, 1 x 11602-04, 
1 x 11602-05 and 1 x 11602-06, all boxed (10)

£40 - £60

621
A quantity of Trix Minitrix N gauge rolling stock, 
approx 42 items, all boxed £100 - £150
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boxed (15)   £40 - £60 approx 42 items, all boxed £100 - £150

Three Trix Minitrix N gauge electric loco's 
comprising: 12773 Lok-E 182 DB, 12791 

part set no. 12749, all boxed (4)                                      
£80 - £120

Three Trix Minitrix N gauge electric loco's 

12857 DR Ellok 143 and 12884 DR Ellok 
143, together with two diesel loco's nos. 

Lot 620 (part)

Lot 612
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622
Two Trix Minitrix N gauge sets 
comprising: 12437 diesel express rail 
car and 15760 slumber coach set, all 
boxed (2) £40 - £60

623
Two Trix Minitrix N gauge sets comprising: 
11200.080 starter set and 11466 track laying 
starter set, all boxed (2) £40 - £60

624
A Trix Minitrix N gauge starter set no.11475, 
boxed £40 - £60

Lot 625

625
Four Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge tank 
loco's comprising: 2 x 7030, 1 x 7036 and 
1 x 7061, all boxed (4) £100 - £150

626
Four Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge tank loco's 
comprising: 1 x 7063, 1 x 7064 and 2 x 7099 all 
boxed (4) £100 - £150

627
A Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge 
steam loco's and tender no. 
807156, boxed £30 - £50

628
Five Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge 
tank loco's comprising: 1 x 7092, 
1 x 7094, 1 x 7143 and 2 x 7159 
all boxed (5) £100 - £150

629
Five Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge 
tank loco's comprising: 1 x 7092, 
1 x 7094, 1 x 7143 and 2 x 7159, 
all boxed (5) £100 - £150

630
Five Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge steam loco's 
and tenders comprising: 7165, 7169, 7170, 
7174 and 7179, all boxed (5) £100 - £150

631
Four Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge steam and 
tank loco's comprising: 2 x 7183, 1 x 7186 and 
1 x 7817, all boxed (4) £80 - £120

632
Five Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 2 x 7215, 1 x 7229, 1 x 7231 and 
1 x 7400, all boxed (5) £100 - £150

£40 - £60

Two Trix Minitrix N gauge sets comprising: 
11200.080 starter set and 11466 track laying 

£40 - £60
626
Four Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge tank loco's 
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Lot 627

Lot 624

Lot 633 (part)
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633
Five Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 1 x 7235, 1 x 7236, 2 x 7237 and 
1 x 77236, all boxed (5) £100 - £150

634
Five Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge electric loco's 
comprising: 1 x 7319, 1 x 7325, 1 x 7327, 2 x 
7331, all boxed (5) £100 - £150

635
Four Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge electric 
loco's comprising: 2 x 7337, 1 x 7347 and 
1 x 7349, all boxed (4) £80 - £120

636
Four Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge electric 
loco's comprising: 7382, 7385, 7394 and 
827320, all boxed (5) £80 - £120

637
A Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge set no. 7427, 
together with three further items nos. 7420, 
8146 and 8653, all boxed (4) £40 - £60

638
Four Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge sets 
comprising: 2 x 7428, 1 x 77431 and 1 x 7440, 
all boxed (4) £40 - £60

639
A Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge 'Tanker Train' 
set no. 841969, boxed £40 - £60

640
A Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge 'Intercity' set 
no. 7802, boxed £40 - £60

641
Nine Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge coaches 
comprising: 1 x 7439 1 x 8122, 1 x 8125, 
1 x 8143, 4 x 8144 and 1 x 8145, all boxed (9)

£40 - £60

642
Nine Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge coaches 
comprising: 1 x 8100, 1 x 8127, 1 x 8128, 
1 x 8129, 1 x 8631, 1 x 8664, 1 x 8665 and 
1 x 8666, all boxed (9) £40 - £60

643
Eight Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge coaches 
comprising: 1 x 7442, 1 x 7443, 1 x 7444, 
1 x 7445, 1 x 7446, 1 x 7447, 1 x 7448 and 
1 x 7449, all boxed (8) £30 - £40

644
Eight Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge coaches 
comprising: 1 x 8146, 2 x 8147,  1 x 8148, 
2 x 8150 and 2 x 8654, all boxed (8) £30 - £40

645
Sixteen Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge coaches 
comprising: 1 x 7433, 1 x 8110, 1 x 8119, 1 x 
8140, 1 x 8141, 2 x 8142, 1 x 8151,  1 x 8152, 
1 x 8161, 1 x 8190, 1 x 8644,  1 x 838680 1 x 
838645, 1 x 848851 and 1 x 848853, all boxed 
(16) £60 - £100
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comprising: 1 x 7439 1 x 8122, 1 x 8125, 
1 x 8143, 4 x 8144 and 1 x 8145, all boxed (9)

£40 - £60

838645, 1 x 848851 and 1 x 848853, all boxed 
(16) £60 - £100

Lot 641 (part)
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646
Thirty-eight items of Fleischmann Piccolo N 
gauge rolling stock, all boxed (38) £100 - £150

647
Two Dapol N gauge tank loco's nos ND-013 
and ND004, together with four coaches and a 
wagon, all boxed (7) £40 - £60

648
Three Conrad Electronic loco's comprising: 
241023 BR E10/110, 241025 BR 112 DB Ep IV 
and 241026 BR E10 DB Ep III, all boxed (3)   

£60 - £100

649
Four Hobbytrain N gauge sets comprising: 
H11100 SVT Koln, H11200 ETA 150/ESA 150 
DB Ep III, H22010 DB doppelstockwagen 26,4 
version and H22020 DB doppelstockwagen 
26,4 version, all boxed (4) £80 - £120

650
Four Arnold N gauge diesel and electric loco's 
comprising: 2236 diesel loco, 2315 electric loco,  
2371 electric loco and 2492 electric loco, all 
boxed (4) £80 - £120

651
Six Arnold N gauge steam loco's comprising: 
2201, 2221, 2256, 2298, 2529 and 72502, all 
boxed (6) £100 - £150

652
Fifteen items of Arnold coaches and rolling 
stock, all boxed (15) £30 - £40

653
Three Brawa N gauge diesel loco's comprising: 
1312 BR V180 N, 1391 BR 216 N and 61120 
BR 119 DR 119 003-2 Epoche IV, all boxed (3)

£60 - £100

Lot 654

654
Three Brawa N gauge diesel loco's comprising: 
1304 DB BR 241 008-2, 1384 DB cargo BR 
215 and 1406 Baureihe 119 N, all boxed (3)  

£60 - £100

655
Three Brawa N gauge wagons comprising: 2 
x 712 DB BR643 talent and 1 x DB BR 643 N 
talent, all boxed (3) £30 - £40

646 653

Lot 647
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656
Three Kato N gauge items comprising: 10-327 
Eurostar 8 car set, K10712S Bauart Hamburg 
and K10910 TGV Thalys PBKA 10 car set, all 
boxed £60 - £100

657
Five Graham Farish N gauge steam loco's 
and tenders comprising: 372000 49XX Hall 
5995 Garth Hall, 372175 8P 'City of Hereford', 
372-275 West Country 21C101 Exeter, 372-276 
Battle of Britain and 372-378 A3 60103 Flying 
Scotsman, all boxed (5) £100 - £150

658
Five Graham Farish N gauge steam and tank 
loco's comprising: 151A Rebuilt West Country 
Launceston, 1656 2-6-4 tank loco, 1703 tank 
loco, 1805 Class Five BR and 372-526 4MT 
tank 80032, all boxed (5) £100 - £150

659
Four Graham Farish N gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 371251 Class 50 50004 diesel 'St 
Vincent', 371-400 Class 52 diesel D1023, 371-
401 Class 52 diesel D1030 and 371-626B GWR 
railcar, all boxed (5) £60 - £100

660
Six Graham Farish N gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 1005 08 Class diesel BR, 8004 BR 
class 47 diesel, 8014 BR class 37 diesel, 8036 
Class 37 diesel railfreight coal sector, 8205 
Class 20 diesel BR blue and 8317 C;ass 33 
diesel BR distribution sector, all boxed (6)  

£100 - £150

661
Two Graham Farish N gauge starter sets nos. 
1 and 2, both boxed (2) £50 - £80

662
Forty-fi ve items of Graham Farish N gauge 
rolling stock and coaches, all boxed (45)  

£80 - £120

663
Five Roco N gauge electric loco's comprising: 
23220, 23278. 23292, 23311 and 23321, all 
boxed (5) £100 - £150

664
Twenty-six Roco N gauge coaches, all in green 
DB livery, all boxed (26) £40 - £60

665
Ten Roco N gauge coaches and two coach 
packs, all boxed (12) £30 - £40

666
Thirty-seven items of Roco N gauge rolling 
stock, all boxed (37) £50 - £80

667
Thirty-fi ve items of Peco N gauge rolling stock, 
all in blister packs (35) £50 - £80

668
A mixed group of Wrenn, Electrotren and other 
N gauge rolling stock, some boxed (qty)  

£30 - £40

669
A mixed group of Brawa, Lima and other N 
gauges loco's, some boxed (qty) £60 - £100

670
A Roco Professional N gauge diesel loco no. 
23268, together with a diesel loco set no. 
23101, both boxed (2) £50 - £80
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671
A Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge starter set no. 
9369, boxed £30 - £50

672 - 700
Spare Lots

701
A Trix HO gauge steam loco no. 22125 
Dampfl okomotive BR10 Deutsche Bundesbahn 
(DB), boxed £40 - £60

702
A Trix HO gauge steam loco no. 22703 BR96, 
boxed £40 - £60

703
A Trix HO gauge diesel loco no. 22712 V200.1, 
boxed £40 - £60

704
A Trix HO gauge diesel loco no. 22752 BR221, 
boxed £40 - £60

705
Two Trix HO gauge electric loco's comprising: 
22453 International and 22578 Serie Ce 6/8 III, 
all boxed (2) £50 - £80

706
A Trix HO gauge no. 22725 BR Sggoorrss 700 
freight set, boxed £20 - £30

707
A Bachmann Liliput HO gauge steam loco and 
tender no. L105212 Dampfl ok BR 52.8063, DR, 
Epoche III, boxed £40 - £60

708
A Bachmann Liliput HO gauge steam loco and 
tender no. L110591 BR05 001 DB Ep. III, boxed

£40 - £60

709
A Bachmann Liliput HO gauge steam loco and 
tender no. L111103 BR01 1062 DR, Epoche II, 
boxed £40 - £60

710
A Bachmann Liliput HO gauge steam loco and 
tender no. L100513 Dampfl ok BR 05 002, 
boxed £40 - £60

711
A Bachmann Liliput HO gauge steam loco and 
tender no. L104223 BR 42 1742 DR Epoche II, 
boxed £40 - £60

712
A Bachmann Liliput HO gauge steam loco and 
tender no. 105213 BR 52 Tarnfarbe DR, Ep. II, 
boxed £40 - £60

713
A Bachmann Liliput HO 
gauge steam loco and 
tender no. L104000 
Dampfl ok bad.IVh GRUM 
LB Ep.1, boxed £40 - £60

714
A Bachmann Liliput HO 
gauge tank loco no. 
L131006 Tender-Lok BR 
75 DR Epoche III, boxed

£40 - £60

A Bachmann Liliput HO 
gauge steam loco and 
tender no. L104000 
Dampfl ok bad.IVh GRUM 
LB Ep.1, boxed 

714
A Bachmann Liliput HO 
gauge tank loco no. 
L131006 Tender-Lok BR 
75 DR Epoche III, boxed

Lot 702

Lot 705
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715
A Bachmann 
Liliput HO gauge 
tank loco no. 
L109101 Tender-
Lok BR 91 DB 
Ep. III, boxed  
            £40 - £60

716
A Bachmann 
Liliput HO gauge 
tank loco no. L131202 Tenderlok 
BR 84 001 DRG II, boxed £40 - £60

717
Eight items of Bachmann Liliput HO gauge 
rolling stock and coaches, all boxed (8) £20 - £30

718
Three Gutzold HO gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 34200 diesellok BR119 119-6, 
36400 diesellok BR229 Epoche V and 47200 
diesellok BR118 118-9, all boxed (3) 
                                                      £60 - £100

719
Three Kato HO gauge diesel sets comprising: 
K301370 VT 137 DR Ep. III, K301400 VT 
04.501 DB Ep.III and 211059 Ep. III blau/grau, 
all boxed (3) £40 - £60

720
Two Fleischmann HO gauge starter sets 
comprising: 4911 electric set and 4912 tank 
loco set, all boxed (2) £40 - £60

721
A Marklin HO gauge loco and tender no. 34880 
BR 044, boxed £30 - £40

722
Three Brawa HO gauge loco's comprising: 0614 
BR65 1086-1, 44000 BR643 Triebwagen Talent 
and 0470 Kof II, all boxed (3) £60 - £100

723
Four Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's and tenders comprising: 32-551 Class A1 
60158 'Aberdonian', 32-552 Class A1 60147 
'North Eastern', 32/553 Class A1 60160 'North 
British' and 32-554 Class A1 60114 'W.Pallen', 
all boxed (4) £80 - £120

724
Four Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's and tenders comprising: 1 x 31-203 
rebuilt patriot 45528 'REME', 1 x31-108 
standard 4MT 75063 BR lined black and 2 x 
31-107 standard 4MT 75027 BR lined green, all 
boxed (4) £80 - £120

725
Four Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's and tenders comprising: 32-301 2251 
Collett goods, 31-778 modifi ed Hall 6969 
'Wraysbury Hall', 7822 Manor and 32-303 2251 
Collett goods 2251, all boxed (4) £80 - £120

A Bachmann 
Liliput HO gauge 
tank loco no. 
L109101 Tender-
Lok BR 91 DB 
Ep. III, boxed  

£40 - £60

A Bachmann 
Liliput HO gauge 
tank loco no. L131202 Tenderlok 
BR 84 001 DRG II, boxed £40 - £60

Lot 724
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726
Four Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's and tenders comprising: 2 x 32-175 
2-6-0 crab 13098 LMS crimson  1 x 32-500 
standard class 5MT 73068 BR green and 1 x 
32-501 standard class 5MT 73158 BR black, all 
boxed (4) £80 - £120

727
Four Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's and tenders comprising: 31-828 43XX 
5370 BR lined, 31-775 modifi ed hall, 32-251 
WD 2-8-0 austerity 90275 BR and 32-257A WD 
austerity 90732 'Vulcan', all boxed (4) £80 - £120

728
Four Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's and tenders comprising: 31-561 V2 
60825 BR lined green, 31-159 Jubilee 5711 
'Courageous' LMS lined, 31-158 Jubilee 45742 
'Connaught' and one other, all boxed (4)  

£80 - £120

729
Four Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's comprising: 32-503 standard class 5MT 
73030 BR black, 32-001 6937 'Conyngham 
Hall' BR green, 32-002 5960 'Saint Edmund 
Hall' BR black and 32-356 standard class 4MT 
tank 80038 BR, all boxed (4) £80 - £120

730
Five Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's comprising: 31-107 B1 61241 Viscount 
Ridley BR, 31-552 V2 60964 Durham Light 
Infantry, 31-554 V2 60903 double chimney, 
31-302 'Cookham Manor' and 31-250 4-6-0 
rebuilt Jubilee class, all boxed  (5)        £80 - £120

731
Three Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's comprising: 2 x 31-281 Scot 6155 'The 
Lancer' and 1 x 31-958 A4 60020 Guillemot, all 
boxed (3) £60 - £80

732
Four Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge diesel 
shunter's comprising: 32-100 08 13365 BR 
green, 32-107 08648 BR departmental grey, 
32-113 D3032 BR green and 32-104 08 653 
railfreight distribution, all boxed (4) £60 - £80

733
Five Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge diesel 
loco's comprising: 32-050 Class 42 warship 
D817 'Foxhound', 32-060 Class 42 warship 
D801 'Vanguard', 32-056 Class 42 warship 
D806 'Cambrian', 32-058 Class 42 warship 
'Grenville' and 32-053 Class 42 warship D804 
Avenger, all boxed (5) £80 - £120

734
Three Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge diesel 
loco's comprising: 32-027 Class 20 D8000 BR 
green, 32-675 Class 45 D67 'The Royal and 32-
525A Class 55 Deltic 55 002 'The King's Own 
Yorkshire Light Infantry', all boxed (3) £50 - £80

735
Five Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge diesel 
loco's comprising: 32-027A Class 20 D8046 BR 
green, 32-025 Class 20 20063 BR blue, 32-028  
Class 20 D8134 BR green, 32-404 Class 25/3 
D7667 BR blue snow plough and 32-428 Class 
24 5087 BR blue, all boxed (5) £80 - £120

736
Five Bachmann Branch-Line OO 
gauge tank loco's comprising: 31-052 
0-6-0T J72 Class, 31-055A J72 tank 
68737, 31-609A V3 tank 67669 BR 
lined black, 31-451D Ivatt tank 41243 
and 31-450 Ivatt 2-6-2 tank 41221, all 
boxed (5) £80 - £120
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rebuilt Jubilee class, all boxed  (5)        £80 - £120
736
Five Bachmann Branch-Line OO 
gauge tank loco's comprising: 31-052 
0-6-0T J72 Class, 31-055A J72 tank 
68737, 31-609A V3 tank 67669 BR 
lined black, 31-451D Ivatt tank 41243 
and 31-450 Ivatt 2-6-2 tank 41221, all 
boxed (5) £80 - £120

Lot 730
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737
Two Bachmann Branch-Line OO 
gauge tank loco's comprising: 32-353 
standard Class 4MT tank 80135 and 
32-352 standard Class 4MT tank 
80032, all boxed (2) £40 - £60

738
Six Bachmann Branch-Line OO 
gauge tank loco's comprising: 32-
128 45XX tank 4573, 32-125 45XX 
tank 4566, 32-135 4575 prairie tank 
5531, 32-137 4575 prairie tank 
5500, 32-225 3F jinty 47410 and 
32-226 3F jinty 47354, all boxed (6)

£80 - £120

739
Five Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge tank 
loco's comprising: 2 x 32-201 8750 pannier 
tank 8763, 1 x 32-200A 8750 pannier tank 
6752, 1 x 32-200 8750 pannier tank 9643 and 1 
x 32-202A 8750 pannier tank 9753, all boxed (5)

£80 - £120

740
Four Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge tank 
loco's comprising: 1 x 32-079 Class 56XX tank 
6624, 1 x 32-075A Class 56XX tank 6600 and 
2 x 32-077 Class 56XX tank 5658, all boxed (4)

£60 - £100

741
Eleven Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge 
coaches, all boxed (11) £20 - £30

742
A quantity of Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge 
rolling stock, all boxed (qty) £30 - £40

743
Four Piko HO gauge steam loco's comprising: 2 
x 50080 Tenderlok BR 95, 1 x 95115 Tenderlok 
BR 95 and 1 x BR41 Reko, all boxed (4)   

£80 - £120

744
Six Piko HO gauge diesel and electric loco's 
comprising: 51091 Elektro-Gutezuglok, 
57412 Elektrolok 182 'Taurus', 57435 
Elektrolok BR 185, 57450 Elektrolok BR 189, 
57501 Diesellokomotive BR 218 and 57507 
Diesellokomotive BR 218, all boxed (6)  

£100 - £150

745
Thirteen items of Piko HO gauge rolling stock 
and coaches, all boxed (13) £20 - £30

746
Four Fleischmann HO gauge tank loco's 
comprising: 4030, 4062, 4077 and 4093, all 
boxed (4) £80 - £120

747
Five Fleischmann HO gauge steam loco's and 
tenders comprising: 4160, 4167, 4175, 4176 
and one other, all boxed (5) £100 - £150

748
Six Fleischmann HO gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 1 x 4215, 2 x 4223, 1 x 4225, 
1 x 4246 and 1 x 4938, all boxed (6) £100 - £150

gauge tank loco's comprising: 32-353 
standard Class 4MT tank 80135 and 

£40 - £60

128 45XX tank 4573, 32-125 45XX 
tank 4566, 32-135 4575 prairie tank 

32-226 3F jinty 47354, all boxed (6)
£80 - £120
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x 50080 Tenderlok BR 95, 1 x 95115 Tenderlok 
BR 95 and 1 x BR41 Reko, all boxed (4)   

£80 - £120

Six Fleischmann HO gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 1 x 4215, 2 x 4223, 1 x 4225, 
1 x 4246 and 1 x 4938, all boxed (6) £100 - £150

Lot 736

Lot 748
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749
Four Fleischmann HO gauge electric loco's 
comprising: 4319, 4376, 4377 and 4380, all 
boxed (4) £80 - £120

750
A Fleischmann HO gauge 'Pendolino' two car 
diesel unit no. 4415, together with a small group 
of rolling stock, all boxed (qty) £40 - £60

751
Four Hornby OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: 1 x R2174 BR 4-6-0 'Country of 
Northampton', 1 x R2097 BR 4-6-0 'Country of 
Gloucester' and 2 x R2359 BR 4-6-0 Class 5MT 
'44908', all boxed (4) £80 - £120

752
Four Hornby OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: R2344A BR 0-6-0 Class QI '33006', 
R2393 BR 2-8-0 Class 8F '48773', R2229 BR 
2-8-0 Class 8F '48154' and R2202 BR 2-8-0 
Class 2800 '2861', all boxed (4) £80 - £120

753
Five Hornby OO gauge steam loco's comprising: 
R2248 BR 2-10-0 Class 9F weathered '92239',  
R2105D BR 2-10-0 Class 9F '92156', R2200A 
BR 2-10-0 Class 9F weathered '92134', R2323 
Class 5F LMS and R2426 4-6-2 'Princess 
Elizabeth', all boxed (5) £100 - £150

754
Four Hornby OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: R2208 BR 4-6-0 Patriot 
Class 5XP '45515 Caernarvon', 
R2280 BR 4-6-0 Castle Class '5073 
Blenheim Castle', R2265 LNER 
4-6-2 Class A3 'Humorist' and 
R2317 GWR 4-6-0 Castle Class 
'4093 Dunster Castle, all boxed (4)  
                                         £80 - £120

755
Four Hornby OO gauge steam 
loco's comprising: R2152 BR 4-6-2 
Class A3 '60085 Manna', R2211 BR 
4-6-0 County Class '1020 County 
of Monmouth', R2272 BR 4-6-2 
Class 7MT 70025 'Western Star' 
and R2207 BR 4-6-2 Britannia Class 
7MT 70000 'Britannia', all boxed (4)

£80 - £120

756
Three Hornby OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: R2054 BR 4-6-2 'Flying Scotsman' 
Class A3, R2314 BR 4-6-2 Princess Class 
'Duchess of Kent' and R2226 BR 4-6-2 
Princess Class 'Margaret Rose', all boxed (3)  

£60 - £100

757
Four Hornby OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: 2 x R2309 BR 4-6-0 King Class 
'King George VI', 1 x R2217A S&DJR 4-4-
0 Class 2P '46' and 1 x R2171 BR 4-6-2 
'Canadian Pacifi c' Merchant Navy Class, all 
boxed (4) £80 - £120

758
Two Hornby OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: R2182B LMS 4-6-0 Patriot Class 
5XP 'Holyhead' and R2225 LMS 4-6-2 Princess 
Class 'Arthur of Connaught', all boxed (2)  

£40 - £60

759
Six Hornby Railways OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: R078 BR 4-6-2 'Flying Scotsman' 
Class A3, R380 BR 4-6-0 'Clevedon Court', 
R322 BR 2-8-0 Class 8F, R125 4-4-0 'County 
of Cornwall', R050 LMS Class 7P 4-6-2 'The 
Princess Royal' and R060 BR Class B17 4-6-0 
'Leeds United', all boxed (6) £80 - £120

Four Hornby OO gauge steam loco's 

R2280 BR 4-6-0 Castle Class '5073 

'4093 Dunster Castle, all boxed (4)  
£80 - £120

Class A3 '60085 Manna', R2211 BR 

and R2207 BR 4-6-2 Britannia Class 

£80 - £120£80 - £120 Lot 756
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760
Four Hornby OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: R2220 BR 4-6-2 Battle of Britain 
Class 34081 '92 Squadron', R2221 BR 4-6-2 
Battle of Britain Class 34067 'Tangmere',  R279 
LMS 4-6-2 Coronation Class '6225 Duchess 
of Gloucester' and R2271 LMS 4-6-2 Princess 
Coronation Class 6223 'Princess Alice', all 
boxed (4) £80 - £120

Lot 761

761
Four Hornby OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: R2355 BR (Early) 0-6-0 Class QI 
'33037', R2403 BR (Early) 4-6-0 6800 Grange 
Class 'Derwent Grange', R2404 BR (Late) 4-6-0 
6800 Grange Class 'Resolven Grange' weather 
edition and R2342 BR 4-6-2 Class A3 'White 
Knight', all boxed (4) £80 - £120

762
Seven Hornby and Hornby Railways OO gauge 
diesel/electric loco's comprising; R050 BR 
shunter, R2157A BR 0-6-0 shunter, R2417 BR 
0-6-0 diesel electric shunter, R072 BR Class 25, 
R243 BR C-C diesel electric, R332 BR Co-Co 
diesel and R2349 BR Co-Co Diesel electric 
Class 50 'Ark Royal', all boxed (7) £100 - £150

763
Six Hornby OO gauge diesel/electric loco's 
comprising: R2345 BR Co-Co Class 58 '58046', 
R2158 BR Co-Co Class 52 'Western Ranger', 
R2235G BR Co-Co Class 56 '56131 Ellington 
Colliery', R2410 BR Bo-Bo Class 35, R2475 
BR Class 52 Co-Co 'D1009 Western Invader' 
weathered edition and R2476A Railfreight Co-
Co Class 56 56090, all boxed (6) £120 - £150

764
Seven Hornby and Hornby Railways OO gauge 
tank loco's comprising: R239 BR 2-6-4T Class 
4P, R2178B BR 0-6-2 Class N2 '69506', 
R2213B BR 2-6-2-T 61XX '6134', R2098C 
GWR 2-6-2T Prairie Class 61XX '6110', R2287 
BR Fowler 2-6-4T Class 4P weathered '42322', 
R2357 BR 2-6-2T 61XX Class '6167' and 
R2213A BR 2-6-2T 61XX Class '6156', all 
boxed (7) £120 - £150

765
Seven Hornby and Hornby Railways OO gauge 
tank loco's comprising: R2380 BR 0-6-0ST 
Class J94 '68071' weathered edition, R2274 
BR 0-6-0ST Class J52 '68846', R2026 GWR 
14XX 0-4-2T, R2165B BR 0-6-0 Terrier '32636', 
R2431 GWR 0-4-0T Industrial No. 101, R760B 
GWR 0-6-0 Class 2721 Pannier Tank '2730' 
and R2095A BR 0-4-2T Class 14XX '1421', all 
boxed (7) £120 - £150

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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6800 Grange Class 'Resolven Grange' weather 
edition and R2342 BR 4-6-2 Class A3 'White 
Knight', all boxed (4) £80 - £120

and R2095A BR 0-4-2T Class 14XX '1421', all 
boxed (7) £120 - £150

Lot 762
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766
Two Hornby OO gauge 'Great North Eastern 
Railway' train packs nos. 3015 containing loco, 
tender and six coaches (2) £40 - £60

767
Four Hornby OO gauge train packs comprising: 
1 x R2108 BR Sprinter 155, 1 x R2166 South 
Wales Express and 2 x R2077 The Merchant 
Venturer, all boxed (4) £60 - £100

768
A quantity of Hornby and Hornby Railways OO 
gauge coaches, all boxed (qty, approx 27)  

£40 - £60

769
A quantity of Hornby and Hornby Railways OO 
gauge rolling stock, all boxed (qty, approx 29)

£40 - £60

770
A Roco Platin HO gauge steam loco with double 
tender no. 63197 DR02 0201-0, boxed  

£60 - £100

771
A Roco HO gauge 'The Legend Lives On' steam 
loco and tender no. 63202, boxed £60 - £100

772
A Roco Professional HO gauge electric loco no. 
69747 DB-AG E03 001, boxed £50 - £80

773
Three Roco Professional HO 
gauge electric and diesel 
loco's comprising: 63711 DB 
E50 032, 63913 DB-AG 232 
589-2 and 63392 DR 120 
048-4, all boxed (3) £80 - £120

774
Three Roco Professional 
HO gauge loco's 
comprising: 63390 NS-
521, 43337 KPEV T2 
6081 Altona and 63989 
DB-AG 332 094-2, all 
boxed (3) £80 - £120

775
Six Roco HO gauge electric and 
diesel loco's comprising: 1 x 4142B,
2 x 63502, 1 x 63619, 1 x 63639 and 
1 x 43775, all boxed (6) £100 - £150

776
Four Roco HO gauge electric loco's comprising: 
43695, 43688, 43681 and 63638, all boxed (4)

£60 - £100

777
Five Roco HO gauge diesel loco's comprising: 
63952, 43622, 63425, 63953 and 63380, all 
boxed (5) £80 - £120
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772
A Roco Professional HO gauge electric loco no. 
69747 DB-AG E03 001, boxed £50 - £80

Five Roco HO gauge diesel loco's comprising: 
63952, 43622, 63425, 63953 and 63380, all 
boxed (5) £80 - £120

Three Roco Professional HO 
gauge electric and diesel 
loco's comprising: 63711 DB 
E50 032, 63913 DB-AG 232 
589-2 and 63392 DR 120 

£80 - £120

Three Roco Professional 

comprising: 63390 NS-

6081 Altona and 63989 
DB-AG 332 094-2, all 

£80 - £120

Six Roco HO gauge electric and 
diesel loco's comprising: 1 x 4142B,
2 x 63502, 1 x 63619, 1 x 63639 and 
1 x 43775, all boxed (6) £100 - £150

Lot 777

Lot 767
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778
Six Roco HO gauge diesel loco's comprising: 
43022, 63020, 63493, 63641, 63493 and 
43968, all boxed (6) £100 - £150

779
Eight Roco HO gauge steam loco's comprising: 
63205, 63225, 63210, 63242, 63243, 63266 
and two others, all boxed (8) £150 - £200

780
Nine Roco and Roco Professional HO gauge 
coaches, all boxed (9) £20 - £30

781
A quantity of Roco HO gauge rolling stock, all 
boxed (qty) £30 - £50boxed (qty) 

Lot 782

782
A Dapol OO gauge limited edition 'Virgin Trains' 
Pendolino electric train set, boxed £40 - £60

783
A collection of ninety Dapol limited edition OO 
gauge wagons, all boxed and with certifi cates 
(90) £400 - £500

784
A Bachmann Branch-Line 
'Collector's Club' 32-925K OO 
gauge Class 150 2 car DMU 
'Silverlink' set, boxed £30 - £50

785
Two Bachmann Branch-
Line 'Collector's Club' 
OO gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 32-026K Class 
20 20188 'Waterman 
Railways' and 32-035K 
Class 20 20172 'Redmire', 
all boxed (2) £40 - £60

786
A Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge diesel 
loco no. 32-400TF Ethel 3 97252, boxed  
*produced to commemorate The British Toy 
Fair 2008                                        £20 - £30

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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Pendolino electric train set, boxed £40 - £60

A collection of ninety Dapol limited edition OO 
gauge wagons, all boxed and with certifi cates 

£400 - £500

A Bachmann Branch-Line 
'Collector's Club' 32-925K OO 
gauge Class 150 2 car DMU 

£30 - £50

Two Bachmann Branch-

OO gauge diesel loco's 
comprising: 32-026K Class 

Railways' and 32-035K 
Class 20 20172 'Redmire', 

£40 - £60

Six Roco HO gauge diesel loco's comprising: 
43022, 63020, 63493, 63641, 63493 and 

£100 - £150

Eight Roco HO gauge steam loco's comprising: 
63205, 63225, 63210, 63242, 63243, 63266 

£150 - £200

Nine Roco and Roco Professional HO gauge 
£20 - £30

A quantity of Roco HO gauge rolling stock, all 
£30 - £50

Lot 785

Lot 783 (part)
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787
A Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco and tender no. 32-177 2-6-0 crab 42789, 
boxed £20 - £30

788
Twenty-one items of Bachmann 
Branch-Line OO gauge rolling 
stock, all boxed      £40 - £60

789
A Hornby OO gauge two 
car 'Intercity' loco and 
two coaches, together 
with a Hornby OO gauge 
two car 'Intercity 125' loco and two coaches 
and a small quantity of track (qty) £20 - £30

790
A quantity of OO gauge trackside buildings 
including a Scenix semi-detached house, a 
Hornby Railways R749 75ton breakdown crane 
and a quantity of transformers and power packs 
(qty) £30 - £50

791
Two Bachmann Branch-Line OO gauge steam 
loco's comprising: 32-164 N Class 31406 and 
32-875 Fairburn tank 2691, together with two 
coaches nos. 39-052F and 39-077E, all boxed 
(4) £50 - £80

792
Three Lima OO gauge tank loco's comprising: 
20 5118M W G, 20 511OM W G and 20 5109M 
WG, all boxed (3) £40 - £60

793
Nine Lima OO gauge coaches, all boxed (9)  

£20 - £30

794
Eighteen items of Lima OO gauge rolling 
stock, all boxed (18)       £30 - £40

795
Six Mainline OO gauge steam loco's 
comprising: 37-059 0-6-0 2551 Class 
Collett, 37-056 4-6-0 6P rebuilt Scot Class, 
37-074 4-6-0 Jubilee Class 5XP, 37091 
43XX Mogul, 37052 2-6-0 75006 and a tank 
loco, all boxed, together with a loose 'Royal 
Scot' loco and tender (7) £60 - £100

loco and tender no. 32-177 2-6-0 crab 42789, 
£20 - £30

Twenty-one items of Bachmann 
Branch-Line OO gauge rolling 
stock, all boxed      £40 - £60

A Hornby OO gauge two 
car 'Intercity' loco and 
two coaches, together 
with a Hornby OO gauge 
two car 'Intercity 125' loco and two coaches 
and a small quantity of track (qty) £20 - £30

stock, all boxed (18)       £30 - £40
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793
Nine Lima OO gauge coaches, all boxed (9)  

£20 - £30

43XX Mogul, 37052 2-6-0 75006 and a tank 
loco, all boxed, together with a loose 'Royal 
Scot' loco and tender (7) £60 - £100

Lot 789 (part)

Lot 791
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796
Fifty-three items of Mainline OO gauge rolling 
stock and coaches, all boxed (53) £60 - £100

797
An unboxed Wrenn OO gauge 4-6-2 loco and 
tender 'Dorchester', together with twelve items 
of Wrenn rolling stock, boxed (13) £40 - £60

798
Three Airfi x OO gauge loco's comprising: 
54153-0 042 tank, 54122-6 4F Fowler and 
54125-5 Castle Class BR, together with fi ve 
Airfi x coaches, all boxed (8) £40 - £60

799
Twenty-three items of Airfi x 
OO gauge rolling stock, all 
boxed (23) £30 - £50

800
Six Hornby and Hornby Railways OO loco's 
comprising: R2692 Battle of Britain Class 34090 
'Sir Eustace Missenden', R2403 BR (Early) 4-6-
0 6800 Grange Class 'Derwent Grange', R033 
BR Class 7MT 'Morning Star' and three others, 
mostly boxed (6) £80 - £120

801
Thirty-nine items of Hornby and Hornby 
Railways OO gauge rolling stock and coaches, 
all boxed (39) £50 - £80

796
Fifty-three items of Mainline OO gauge rolling 
stock and coaches, all boxed (53) £60 - £100

800
Six Hornby and Hornby Railways OO loco's 
comprising: R2692 Battle of Britain Class 34090 

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition 85

Airfi x coaches, all boxed (8) 

799
Twenty-three items of Airfi x 
OO gauge rolling stock, all 
boxed (23) £30 - £50

Lot 796 (part)

Lot 797 (part)
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802
A collection of OO gauge accessories including 
buildings, track, signals, points, level crossing, 
transformer, rolling stock etc (qty) £60 - £100

803
A group of Lledo Trackside, Oxford 
Commercials, Classix and other trackside 
models, mostly boxed (qty)  ***********MORE TO 
FOLLOW******************* £0 - £0

804
A Wrenn HO/OO gauge 4-6-2 loco and tender 
'City of Wells', no. W2266AX, boxed £80 - £120

805
Two Hornby Railways OO gauge limited edition 
loco's comprising: 4-6-2 'Duchess of Atholl and 
4-6-2 'City of Lichfi eld', both boxed and with out 
card boxes (2)  £80 - £120

806
A Tri-ang Railways OO gauge RS4 goods train 
set, boxed, together with a collection of Tri-ang 
and other accessories including rolling stock, 
coaches, trackside buildings, fi gures, track etc 
(qty) £200 - £300

807 
A collection of OO gauge items including a Lima 
tank loco, a Tri-ang R759 loco and tender, a GW 
shunter, various coaches, rolling stock, platform 
sections, track, power controllers, turntable, 
layout board etc. (qty) £150 - £200

808  
A collection of OO gauge card constructed 
terraced houses (qty) £20 - £30

809 - 850  
Spare Lots

851
A Westdale kit built O gauge class 40 diesel 
loco, green BR livery, engine no D233, boxed

£60 - £100
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Two Hornby Railways OO gauge limited edition 
loco's comprising: 4-6-2 'Duchess of Atholl and 
4-6-2 'City of Lichfi eld', both boxed and with out 
card boxes (2)  £80 - £120

851
A Westdale kit built O gauge class 40 diesel 
loco, green BR livery, engine no D233, boxed

£60 - £100

Spare LotsSpare Lots

851

Lot 851

Lot 806

Lot 804
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852
A Westdale kit built O gauge diesel loco, green 
BR livery, engine no D5256 £40 - £60

853
A Westdale kit built O gauge 4-6-2 loco and 
8-wheel tender 'Foxhunter', green BR livery, 
engine no. 60134 £60 - £100

854
A Westdale kit built O gauge 4-6-0 loco and 
6-wheel tender 'Bahamas', maroon LMS, engine 
no. 5596 £60 - £100

855
A Westdale kit built O gauge 2-8-0 loco and 
6-wheel tender, green GW livery, engine no. 
3802 £60 - £100

856
A Westdale kit built O gauge 4-6-0 loco and 
6-wheel tender 'Witherslack Hall', green GW 
livery, engine no. 6990 £60 - £100

Lot 857

857
A Westdale kit built O gauge 2-6-4 tank loco, 
black BR livery, engine no. 42613 £60 - £100

858
A Westdale kit built O gauge 0-6-2 tank loco, 
black LNER livery, engine no. 4744 £60 - £100

Lot 859

859
A Westdale kit built O gauge 0-6-0 tank loco, 
black LMS livery, engine no. 7591 £60 - £100

Lot 860 (part)

860
Nine Westdale kit built O gauge coaches, 
maroon BR livery, all boxed (9) £250 - £350

861
Nine Westdale kit built O gauge coaches, 
maroon/cream BR livery, all boxed (9) £250 - £350

862
Ten Westdale kit built O gauge coaches, brown/
cream GWR livery, all boxed (10) £250 - £350

Lot 863 (part)

863
A collection of Westdale kit built O gauge rolling 
stock including private owner wagons, brake 
wagons, cattle wagons etc (approx 75)  

£250 - £350

864 
A Hornby O gauge 4-4-2 electric loco and 
6-wheel tender, maroon LMS livery, engine no. 
2180  £60 - £100

865 
A Hornby O gauge 4-4-2 electric loco, maroon 
LMS livery, engine no. 2180  £40 - £60

Lot 857

857
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866 
A Hornby O gauge tinplate station building/ticket 
offi ce, a level crossing, signals, wagons etc., 
together with four transformers £60 - £100

867
A Hornby tinplate clockwork O gauge 
tank goods set, No. M1, boxed £40 - £60

868
A Hornby tinplate clockwork O gauge 
goods set, No. 201, boxed £40 - £60

869
A Hornby tinplate clockwork 
O gauge passenger set, No. 
M0, with two Pullman coaches, 
boxed £40 - £60

870
A French Hornby tinplate electric O 
gauge goods set 'OBBV Le Mistral' 
with SNCF loco, boxed £60 - £100

871
A French Hornby tinplate electric O gauge 
goods set 'OBBV Le Mistral' with SNCF loco, 
boxed £60 - £100

872
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 2-6-0 
loco and 8-wheel tender, black Colorado & 
Southern livery, engine No. 10, No. 26192, 
boxed £100 - £150

873
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 2-6-0 
loco and 8-wheel tender, black Colorado & 
Southern livery, engine No. 10, No. 26192, 
boxed £100 - £150

874
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 0-6-
6-0 loco, black Deutsche Reichsbahn livery, 
engine No. 99 201, No. 22852, boxed  

£100 - £150

Lot 875

875
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 0-4-4-
0 tank loco, green livery, engine No. 132, 
No. 20841, boxed £100 - £150

876
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 
0-4-4-0 tank loco, yellow Lake, George & 
Boulder livery, engine No. 25, No. 20252, 
boxed £100 - £150

877
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) 
gauge 1 0-6-0 loco, grey tramways 
livery, engine No. 24, No. 21780, 
boxed £80 - £120
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boxed £100 - £150
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 
0-4-4-0 tank loco, yellow Lake, George & 
Boulder livery, engine No. 25, No. 20252, 
boxed 

877
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) 
gauge 1 0-6-0 loco, grey tramways 
livery, engine No. 24, No. 21780, 
boxed 

A Hornby tinplate clockwork O gauge 
tank goods set, No. M1, boxed £40 - £60

A Hornby tinplate clockwork O gauge 
£40 - £60

M0, with two Pullman coaches, 
£40 - £60

A French Hornby tinplate electric O 
gauge goods set 'OBBV Le Mistral' 

£60 - £100

A French Hornby tinplate electric O gauge 
goods set 'OBBV Le Mistral' with SNCF loco, 

£60 - £100

An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 2-6-0 
loco and 8-wheel tender, black Colorado & 
Southern livery, engine No. 10, No. 26192, 

Lot 875

875

Lot 872
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878
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 0-6-0 
loco, black livery, engine No. 1067, No. 20471, 
boxed £80 - £120

879
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 
1 0-6-0 loco, black livery, engine No. 99 
5633, No. 21741, boxed £80 - £120

880
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 tram, 
Bahnen der Stadt Köln livery, engine No. 438, 
No. 21360, boxed £60 - £80

881
An LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 0-6-
6-0 diesel loco, red/grey Santa Fe livery, engine 
No. 6818, No. 22562, boxed £100 - £150

882
Two LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 1 
coaches, Nos. 33800 and 38074, both boxed

£40 - £60

883
Nine items of LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) 
gauge 1 rolling stock, all boxed £100 - £150

884
A group of LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) and 
Preiser gauge 1 fi gures, mostly boxed, (qty)  

£60 - £100

885
A quantity of LGB (Lehmann-Gross-Bahn) gauge 
1 track, controllers, transformers and other 
accessories (qty) £100 - £150

886 - 888
Spare lotsSpare lots

Lot 889

889
A Corgi 485 surfi ng with the BMC Mini-
Countryman, turquoise, boxed  £50 - £80

890
A Corgi 238 Jaguar Mark X, pale blue, 
boxed £30 - £40

Lot 891
Two Corgi models comprising: 436 
Citroen Safari ID19 and 437 Superior 
ambulance on Cadillac chassis, both 
boxed (2)  £50 - £80

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition

889
A Corgi 485 surfi ng with the BMC Mini-
Countryman, turquoise, boxed  

890
A Corgi 238 Jaguar Mark X, pale blue, 
boxed 

Lot 891
Two Corgi models comprising: 436 
Citroen Safari ID19 and 437 Superior 
ambulance on Cadillac chassis, both 
boxed (2)  

Lot 877
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Lot 892
Two Corgi Major models 
comprising: 1104 
Carrimore detachable axle 
machinery carrier and 
1123 Chipperfi eld's Circus 
animal cage, both boxed 
(2)                        £50 - £80

Lot 893
A Dinky 139 Ford Consul 
Cortina, pale blue, boxed                                
                            £30 - £50

Lot 894
Seven Matchbox models comprising: No. 2 King 
Size Muir-Hill dumper, No. 7 King Size Curtiss 
Wright rear dumper, No. 7 Major pack cattle 
truck, No. 12 Land Rover, No. 13 wreck truck, 
No. 63 fi re fi ghting crash tender and No. 69 
Nestle’s van, all boxed (7) £60 - £100

Lot 895
A Matchbox Major gift set No. G-9 comprising: 
Pickfords Scammell Low Loader, Davies Tyres 
Bedford York Freight Master, BP Autotanker and 
Ruston Bucryus, boxed  £150 - £200

Lot 896
A mixed group of loose Dinky, Corgi and 
Matchbox commercial vehicles including a 
Foden fl atbed, military models, a BOAC coach 
and others (approx. 35)  £50 - £80

Lot 897
Twelve loose Corgi, Dinky and Matchbox models 
including a Dinky 157 Jaguar and others, 
together with three Matchbox caravans and a 
Matchbox No. 46 boat (16)  £30 - £50

898
Two French 
Dinky models 
comprising: 34B 
Berliet container 
truck and 596 
road sweeper, 
both boxed (2) 
               £50 - £80

Lot 892
Two Corgi Major models 
comprising: 1104 
Carrimore detachable axle 
machinery carrier and 
1123 Chipperfi eld's Circus 
animal cage, both boxed 
(2)                        £50 - £80

Lot 893
A Dinky 139 Ford Consul 
Cortina, pale blue, boxed                                
                            £30 - £50

Lot 894
Lot 896
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Lot 898

Lot 895
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899
Two French Dinky models comprising: 563 
Renault pick-up 'Estafette' and 893 Unic Sahara 
tractor, both boxed (2)  £60 - £80

900
Four Dinky military models comprising: 641 
army 1 ton cargo truck, 670 armoured car x 2 
and 676 armoured personnel carrier, all boxed, 
together with fi fteen further loose military models 
(19) £100 - £150

901
Ten Corgi Classics Chipperfi eld's Circus models 
comprising: 96905 Advance booking vehicle, 
97092 Bedford Pantechnicon, 97022 AEC Regal 
living quarters, 97303 Bedford O articulated 
truck, 97886 Scammell Highwayman with crane, 
97887 Bedford O articulated horsebox, 97888 
Foden closed pole truck, 97889 AEC cage truck 
and trailer, 97896 AEC pole truck and 97957 
ERF 8 wheel rigid truck, all boxed (10)   

£150 - £200

902
A Corgi Fairground Attractions 'The South Down 
Gallopers' No. CC2001, boxed £100 - £150

903
A Corgi Vintage Glory of Steam 
'Anderton & Rowland steam gallopers' 
No. CC20403, boxed £80 - £120

904
Three Dinky Supertoys models comprising: 
930 Bedford Pallet Jekta van, 949 Wayne 
School bus and 971 Coles mobile crane, 
all boxed (3) £50 - £80

905
Three Corgi Major models comprising: 1105 
Carrimore car transporter, 1121 Chipperfi eld's 
Circus crane truck and 1123 Chipperfi eld's 
Circus animal cage, together with a Corgi Kits 
601 Batley garage, all boxed (4) £80 - £120

906
Three Dinky Toys models comprising: 140 Morris 
1100, 276 airport tender and 400 BEV electric 
truck, together with two Dinky Toys lamps Nos. 
755 and 756 and a Tri-ang Spot-On model of a 
RAC Land Rover No. 258, all boxed (6)    

£60 - £100

907
Six Matchbox Series models comprising: A4 
road signs, A5 home stores, M7 cattle truck, 
28 compressor lorry, 46 Pickfords removal van, 
63 fi re fi ghting crash tender, together with two 
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear models Y-9 
Fowler 'Big Lion' showman's engine and Y-15 
Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost, all boxed (8)    

£60 - £100
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£150 - £200

A Corgi Fairground Attractions 'The South Down 
£100 - £150

£80 - £120

Three Dinky Supertoys models comprising: 
930 Bedford Pallet Jekta van, 949 Wayne 
School bus and 971 Coles mobile crane, 

£50 - £80£50 - £80

Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost, all boxed (8)    
£60 - £100

899
Two French Dinky models comprising: 563 
Renault pick-up 'Estafette' and 893 Unic Sahara 

905
Three Corgi Major models comprising: 1105 
Carrimore car transporter, 1121 Chipperfi eld's 

Lot 905

Lot 903
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Lot 908

908
A Corgi 216 Austin A-40 saloon, pale blue, 
boxed £30 - £50

909
A Corgi 424 Ford Zephyr estate car, pale blue, 
boxed £40 - £60

Lot 910

910
A Corgi 317 Monte-Carlo BMC Mini-Cooper 'S', 
red, boxed £40 - £60

911
A Corgi 153A Proteus-Campbell 'Bluebird' 
record car, boxed £60 - £100

912
A Corgi 54 Fordson 'Power Major' with roadless 
half tracks, blue, boxed £50 - £80

913
Two Corgi models comprising: 409 Forward 
control Jeep FC-150 and 460 Neville cement 
tipper body on ERF chassis, both boxed (2)  

£40 - £60

914
Three Corgi models comprising: 223 Chevrolet 
'State Patrol', 418 Austin taxi and 437 superior 
ambulance on Cadillac chassis, all boxed (3)  

£60 - £100

915
A mixed group of loose diecast including a 
Dinky Supertoys horse box, Dinky farm vehicles, 
Matchbox models and others (approx. 18)  

£30 - £50

916
A group of loose Dinky and other miliary models 
including 689 25-pounder fi eld gun, boxed and 
others (approx. 14) £30 - £50

917
A Corgi 261 James Bond's Aston Martin DB5, 
gold, with fi gure, boxed £100 - £150

£40 - £60

£60 - £100

gold, with fi gure, boxed 

Lot 918

918
A Corgi 1120 Midland red motorway 
express coach, boxed £40 - £60
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918
A Corgi 1120 Midland red motorway 
express coach, boxed £40 - £60

Lot 917
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919
Three Corgi models 
comprising: 318 
Lotus Elan S2, 330 
Porsche Carrera 
6 and 475 Citroen 
Safari, all boxed (3)

£80 - £120

920
Five Matchbox Models of Yesteryear models 
comprising: Y-4 Shand Mason horse drawn fi re 
engine, Y-6 supercharged Bugatti type 35, Y-10 
Mercedes, Y-15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost and 
Y-16 Spyker Veteran automobile, all boxed (5)

£80 - £120

921
Four Dinky models comprising: 155 Ford Anglia, 
pale green, 190 caravan, 250 streamlined fi re 
engine and 254 Austin taxi, green/mustard, all 
boxed (4) £60 - £80

922
Three Budgie Toy models comprising: salvage 
crane, Routemaster bus and BR delivery van 
with canvas hood, all boxed (3) £60 - £80

923
A Welsotoys battery operated Vauxhall, red, 
boxed £60 - £80

924
Four Corgi models comprising: Gift Set No. 
24 constructor set Gift Set No. 27 machinery 
carrier, 160 Hesketh 308 Formula 1 racing car 
and 1128 Priestman 'cub' shovel, all boxed (4)

£100 - £150

925
A mixed group of loose diecast including a Corgi 
007 Lotus Esprit, a Chitty-Chitty Bang-Bang 
model and others, together with a small group 
of Matchbox, Corgi and other catalogues (qty)

£50 - £80

926
Thirteen post-war 
Dinky commercial 
vehicles, mostly 
fl atbed trucks etc. 
(13) £80 - £120

927
Seven Dinky post-war commercial vehicles 
including a Leyland Comet 'Ferrocrete' decals 
and six others (7) £60 - £100

928
Nine pre-war Dinky vehicles including three 
Royal Mail vans, a taxi and others (9) 
                                                    £100 - £150

929
A mixed group of Dinky, Majorette and other 
military vehicles including a missile transporter, 
tanks and others, some boxed (approx. 25)  

£60 - £100

£80 - £120

Five Matchbox Models of Yesteryear models 
comprising: Y-4 Shand Mason horse drawn fi re 

927
Seven Dinky post-war commercial vehicles 
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model and others, together with a small group 
of Matchbox, Corgi and other catalogues (qty)

£50 - £80

£80 - £120

£60 - £100

Lot 919

Lot 927
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930
Three Dinky Toys models comprising: 268 
Range Rover ambulance, 277 superior Criterion 
ambulance and 304 fi re rescue set, all boxed  

£40 - £60

Lot 931

931
A Dinky Toys 33C Miroitier Simca 'Cargo' 
glazier's van, boxed £30 - £50

932
Four Dinky Toys models comprising: 319 Weeks 
farm trailer, 341 Land Rover trailer, 751 lawn 
mower and 796 Healey sports boat on trailer, all 
boxed (4) £60 - £100

933
Three Dinky Toys models comprising: 965 
Euclid rear dump truck, 970 Jones fl eetmaster 
cantilever crane and reproduction 923 Big 
Bedford van 'Heinz', all boxed (3) £60 - £100

934
Four Dinky Toys comprising: 128 Mercedes 
Benz 600, 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk, pale 
pink, repro box,  254 Austin taxi and 952 Vega 
Major luxury coach, all boxed (4) £60 - £100

935
A group of loose Dinky farmyard models 
including a Leyland tractor and others (approx. 
15) £30 - £50

936
Eleven post-war Dinky sports and saloon cars 
including 110 Aston Martin, 236 Connaught and 
others (11) £60 - £100

937
Twenty-seven post-war Dinky models, mostly 
saloon cars including a Rolls Royce Phantom V, 
180 Packard Clipper and others (27) £50 - £80

938
A mixed group of post-war Dinky commercial 
vehicles including a Foden tanker, horse box, 
emergency service vehicles and others (qty)  

£50 - £80

939
Eight Dinky buses comprising: 289 Routemaster 
bus x 2, 291 Atlantean City bus, 292 Leyland 
Atlantean bus x 2, 293 Swiss PTT bus 295 
Atlantean bus and 297 Silver Jubilee bus, all 
boxed, together with sixteen loose bus models 
(qty)  £100 - £150

940
A mixed group of loose Britains, Dinky and 
other military models including armoured 
vehicles, artillery models and others, together 
with a Hales 'Life-Like Hobby Kit'-Civil War 
fi eld piece, boxed (qty) £60 - £100

941
Nine Corgi Classics models comprising: 
12501 Blue Circle cement, 19601 Bedford S, 
25101 British road services, 97840 Scammell 
highwayman tanker and others, together with a 
Joal Compact Volvo coach, all boxed (10)   

£50 - £80
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942
A mixed group of loose Dinky, Corgi and other 
diecast farming models including a Massey 
Harris tractor and other implements (qty)  

£50 - £80

943
Five Dinky motorcycles and sidecars including 
RAC and Police examples, together with three 
cast and painted motorcycles (8) £50 - £80

944
Three Dinky Supertoys models comprising: 511 
Guy 4-ton lorry, two tone blue, 511 Guy 4-ton 
lorry, buff/red and 918 Guy van 'Ever Ready', all 
boxed (3) £80 - £120

945
Two Dinky Supertoys models comprising: 
504 Foden 14-ton tanker, two tone blue, 531 
Leyland Comet lorry, red/yellow, both boxed (2)

£50 - £80

946
Three loose Dinky Supertoys Foden models 
comprising: 903 fl atbed with tailboard, blue/
orange, 905 fl atbed with chains, maroon and 
942 Regent tanker (3) £80 - £120

947
Nine loose Dinky diecast saloon cars including 
36d Rover, 36f British Salmson, 39e Chrysler 
and others (9) £80 - £120

948
Fourteen loose Dinky commercial models 
including 283 BOAC coach, 340 Land Rover 
and others (14) £80 - £120

949
Eleven loose Dinky commercial models including 
531 Leyland Comet stake truck, 252 Bedford 
refuse truck and others (11) £80 - £120

950
Seven loose Dinky No. 25 series fl at, produce 
and tipping trucks, together with a Dinky 30f 
ambulance (8) £60 - £80

951
A tinplate clockwork fi gure 
modelled as Popeye holding a 
pair of parrot cages, possibly 
Marx, h. 20 cm £50 - £80

952
A cast metal, painted and 
articulated fi gure by Luntoy 
modelled as Mr Turnip, 
l. 18 cm £20 - £30

953
An Arnold tinplate and 
clockwork fi gure modelled as a 
MAC700 motorcycle and rider, 
w. 19.5 cm £100 - £150

954
A Japanese battery operated fi gure by Cragston 
modelled as a High Jinks circus clown and 
monkey, boxed, together with fi ve further 
clockwork and battery operated fi gures of a 
similar subject matter (6) £80 - £120

942
A mixed group of loose Dinky, Corgi and other 948

£60 - £80

modelled as Popeye holding a 
pair of parrot cages, possibly 

£50 - £80

£20 - £30

clockwork fi gure modelled as a 
MAC700 motorcycle and rider, 

£100 - £150
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and others (9) £80 - £120 w. 19.5 cm 

954
A Japanese battery operated fi gure by Cragston 
modelled as a High Jinks circus clown and 
monkey, boxed, together with fi ve further 
clockwork and battery operated fi gures of a 
similar subject matter (6) 

Lot 944

Lot 951

Lot 953
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955
A mixed group of tinplate and plastic clockwork 
and battery operated toys including a Wells 'Gun 
Fighter', boxed, a Japanese 'Suzy Bouncing 
Ball', also boxed and others (12) £100 - £150

956
A mixed group of tinplate clockwork model 
animals including a kangaroo, h. 21 cm, a 
Japanese dog eating candy and others (15)  

£100 - £150

957
A Japanese Modern Toys battery operated 'Tom 
& Jerry Comic Car', boxed £30 - £50

958
A battery operated tinplate and fabric 'Bongo 
Monkey' with illuminated eyes, h. 26.5 cm  

£40 - £60

959
A battery operated tinplate a fabric fi gure 
modelled as a North American male in typical 
dress, h. 28.5 cm £30 - £40

960
A Japanese battery operated 'Gino-Neapolitan 
Balloon Blower' fi gure by Rosko, boxed, a 
Modern Toys battery operated Santa Claus on 
hand car, also boxed and three further fi gures 
modelled as a snake charmer, a monkey 
musician and a Charley Weaver bartender (5)

£100 - £150

961
A Japanese battery operated, tinplate and 
fabric 'Hungry Cat' by Alps, boxed, a 'Drinking 
Bear' by the same factory, also boxed and fi ve 
further battery operated and clockwork fi gures 
each modelled as a bear including an example 
drinking a Pepsi-Cola (7) £100 - £150

962
Four toy building sets comprising a Tri-ang 
Arkitex construction kit, a Ubilda fort, a Bayko 
converting set and a German wooden set, all 
boxed (4) £40 - £60

963
A small group of toys and games including a 
Chad Valley wooden pinball game, an Ascot 
racing game, blow football and others, some 
boxed (qty) £30 - £40

964
An Italian tinplate miniature 'Super Lady' fridge 
and contents, boxed, together with an ice 
bucket in the form of a 1st Battalion Seaforth 
Highlanders drum, h. 16.5 cm £20 - £30

965
A Chad Valley 'Give-a-Show' projector and a 
Marx 'Sooper Snooper', both boxed (2) £20 - £30

966
A Louis Marx & Co. Ltd. 'Streamline' Speedway 
clockwork racing set with two cars, boxed  

£20 - £30
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£100 - £150 £20 - £30

Lot 955
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967
A collection of Tri-ang Minic tinplate and plastic 
clockwork models including a fi re engine, an 
ambulance, a 'Push and Go' model and others, 
two boxed (10) £150 - £200

968
An EGE tinplate clockwork fi gure 'Happy 
Wanderer' modelled as a duck riding a tricycle, 
h. 21.5 cm, together with a similar fi gure of a 
circus pony and trap (2) £30 - £50

969
A Marx tinplate and clockwork 'Crazy Dancer' 
fi gure modelled as Pluto and Donald Duck, 
h. 25 cm £100 - £150

970
A Marx friction operated Highway Patrol car and 
a battery operated Tri-ang Sunbeam Rapier, 
both boxed (2)  £40 - £60

971
A Mamod SE3 twin cylinder steam engine, 
boxed £40 - £60

972
A group of ten Victory and GWR jigsaw puzzles, 
mostly transport related including the House of 
Parliament and others, all boxed (10) £60 - £100

973
A mixed group of games and puzzles including 
a Chad Valley 'Scouting' game, a Victory 
geographical puzzle and others, mostly boxed 
(qty) £30 - £50

974
Four large scale Tri-ang tinplate vehicles 
comprising a crane, a fi re engine, boxed, a train 
and a circus vehicle (4) £40 - £60

975
A Minic Ships Naval Harbour set, boxed, 
together with a group of Minic vessels and other 
accessories (qty) £30 - £40

976
An Astra searchlight and rocket gun, a Britains 
No. 1729 height fi nder and operator and a 
German tinplate tank, all boxed, together with 
a tinplate siege gun, a canon, an armoured car 
and a Marx WWI tank (8) £80 - £120

967
A collection of Tri-ang Minic tinplate and plastic 

972
A group of ten Victory and GWR jigsaw puzzles, 
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a tinplate siege gun, a canon, an armoured car 
and a Marx WWI tank (8) £80 - £120

Lot 976

Lot 971
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977
A Hungarian tinplate Holdraketa space rocket by 
Lemezaru Gyar, boxed £30 - £40

978
Nine Chinese and other tinplate and plastic 
robots, two boxed, together with a Dalek (10)

£40 - £60

979
A Meccano motor car modelled as a 
Morgan, l. 46 cm, together with a small 
group of spare parts £80 - £120

980
A battery operated tinplate fi re 
chief car, boxed, together with 
seven further tinplate, plastic and 
clockwork fi re service vehicles 
and fi gures (8) £80 - £120

981
A mixed group of tinplate and 
plastic models comprising a 
Penguin Series 4 cabin cruiser, 
two further vessels, a Lumar 
Construction tipper truck, a Marx 
construction vehicle, a steam 
roller, a Royal Mail delivery van 
and a seaside diorama (8) 
              £80 - £120

982
A Japanese battery operated 'Choo-Choo 
Express' train by Kanto Toys, a Modern Toys 
'Piston Silver Mountain Express' and a Smoking 
Pop Locomotive, all boxed, together with a 
tinplate track (4) £40 - £60

983
A mixed group of aeronautical toys comprising 
a Japanese battery operated Boeing 747, a 
'Tomcat' jet fi ghter, a battery operated Air Mail 
helicopter, four further tinplate planes, four Dinky 
diecast models, two Revell construction kits and 
a 'Airliners of the World' book (qty) £100 - £150

984
A German tinplate sports car modelled as a 
Mercedes, l. 32.5 cm, a Tri-ang Minic Series II 
tractor with bulldozer, boxed, a friction powered 
bus, a Jeep, two cars and three track sets (9)

£60 - £100

985
Six tinplate fairground rides including a 'Big 
Dipper', a ferris wheel and others, together with 
a table football game (7) £30 - £50

986
A scratch-built model of a fl atbed lorry 
decorated with Pickfords decals and carrying a 
Tri-ang tinplate loading shovel, l. 107 cm   

£40 - £60
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group of spare parts £80 - £120

980
A battery operated tinplate fi re 
chief car, boxed, together with 
seven further tinplate, plastic and 
clockwork fi re service vehicles 
and fi gures (8) £80 - £120

981
A mixed group of tinplate and 
plastic models comprising a 
Penguin Series 4 cabin cruiser, 
two further vessels, a Lumar 
Construction tipper truck, a Marx 
construction vehicle, a steam 
roller, a Royal Mail delivery van 
and a seaside diorama (8) 
              £80 - £120

986
A scratch-built model of a fl atbed lorry 
decorated with Pickfords decals and carrying a 
Tri-ang tinplate loading shovel, l. 107 cm   

£40 - £60

£80 - £120£80 - £120

A battery operated tinplate fi re 
chief car, boxed, together with 
seven further tinplate, plastic and 
clockwork fi re service vehicles 

£80 - £120

A mixed group of tinplate and 

Penguin Series 4 cabin cruiser, 

Lot 979

Lot 977
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987
A H. Clarkson & Son scale model of a swan-
neck fl atbed lorry carrying three Pirelli General 
cable drums, contained in a glazed oak display 
case, overall w. 75 cm £60 - £100

988 - 1000
Spare lots

Lot 1001

1001
Four Elastolin Nazi fi gures modelled as Hermann 
Goering, Himmler, a standard bearer and one 
other, together with a saluting fi gure, max 
h. 13.5 cm (5) £60 - £100

1002
A pair of hand painted cast mounted jousting 
fi gures modelled as John Lord Beaumont, 
together with a fi gure of a knight (3) £40 - £60

1003
A mixed group of Britains and other cast metal 
military fi gures including Highlanders, cowboy, 
WWI & II fi gures and many others, together 
with a small group of Britains plastic bandsmen 
(approx. 100) £60 - £100

1004
A group of cast metal parading bandsmen and 
standard bearers (approx 45) £30 - £50

1005
A mixed group of 
cast metal equestrian 
fi gures including 
Queen Elizabeth II 
and others (approx. 
50) £60 - £100

1006
A mixed group of Britains and other cast metal 
and plastic farmyard fi gures, animals and 
accessories including a Dunlop rack, a Shell 
X100 motor oil dispenser and other items (qty)

£40 - £60

1007
A mixed group of Britains, Crescent, Cherilea 
and other plastic fi gures including bandsmen, 
North American Indians, knights, teepees and 
others (qty) £40 - £60

1008
A set of four cast metal and painted mounted 
equestrian fi gures, contained in a Britains box

£20 - £30

1009
A limited edition Britains 'The Royal Scots 
Dragoon Guards' set, No. 5290, boxed £20 - £30

1010
A Britains 'Knights of the 16th Century' set, No. 
9398, boxed £20 - £30

1011
A Britains Soldiers 'Regiments of all Nations' set, 
No. 23 5th Royal Irish Lancers, reproduction box

£20 - £30

1012
A Britains Yeoman of the Guard set, No. 1257 , 
boxed £20 - £30

1013
A Britains Soldiers 'Regiments of all Nations' set, 
No. 2148 Fort Henry Guard, Canada, boxed  

£20 - £30

1014
A Britains Soldiers 'Regiments of all Nations' set, 
No. 2010 Airborne Infantry, boxed £20 - £30

1015
A Britains British Sailors 'Landing Party' set, No. 
79, reproduction box £20 - £30
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A mixed group of 
cast metal equestrian 
fi gures including 
Queen Elizabeth II 
and others (approx. 

£60 - £100

79, reproduction box £20 - £30

988 - 1000
Spare lots

Lot 1001

Lot 1008
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1016
A Britains British Soldiers '11th Hussars-Prince 
Albert's Own'' set, boxed £20 - £30

1017
A Britains 'Bedouin Arabs' set, No. 164, boxed
 £20 - £30

1018
A set of five cast metal horse guards troopers, 
reproduction box £20 - £30

1019
A set of five Crescent cast figures modelled as 
horse guards, reproduction box £20 - £30

1020
A Britains British Soldiers 'Drums & Bugles of 
the Line' set, No. 30, boxed £20 - £30

1021
A Britains British Soldiers 'The Rifle Brigade 
(Prince Consorts Own)' set, No. 9, boxed  
 £20 - £30

1022
A Britains Soldiers of the British Empire in Battle 
Dress 'British Infantry with Tommy Guns' set, 
No. 1898, boxed £20 - £30

1023
A Britains Soldiers of the British Empire in Battle 
Dress 'British Infantry full battle dress, slung rifle' 
set, No. 1858, boxed £20 - £30

1024
A group of ten Britains and other cast metal 
mounted equestrian figures, reproduction box
 £20 - £30

1025
A set of six B and T product 'The Model Toy for 
Every Boy' cast metal figures, set No. 2, boxed
 £20 - £30

1026
A group of cast metal figures and accessories 
representing school children and their master 
 £20 - £30

1027
Six Britains figures from the Cadbury's animals 
series (6) £20 - £30

1028
Four cards displaying a selection of cast 
metal figures comprising footballers Hornby 
passengers, firemen and telephone engineers 
(qty) £20 - £30

1029
Five cards displaying a selection of cast metal 
figures including knights, Jo Hill Co. cowboys 
and Indians, gypsy organ grinder and others 
(qty) £20 - £30

1030
Two cards displaying a selection of Britains cast 
metal Yeoman of the Guard figures (qty) £30 - £40

1031
A mixed group of cast metal mounted 
equestrian figures including Japanese cavalry, 
life guards, 1st Dragoons and others (qty)  
 £50 - £80

1032
Seven cards displaying a selection of cast metal 
British military figures including Royal Navy 
band, Somerset light infantry and others (qty)  
 £40 - £60

1033
Eight cards displaying a selection of cast 
metal American and international figures 
including US infantry, West-India regiment, 
bodyguard of the Emperor of Abyssinia and 
others (qty) £40 - £60
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1034
A group of Britains and other 
cast metal fi gures, mostly 
farmyard animals and fi gures 
and including a Charbens 
log wagon, Britains carts and 
various other implements and 
accessories (qty)    £100 - £150 

1035 
A mixed group of Timpo, Crescent, 
Salco and other cast metal Wild West fi gures 
and accessories including cowboys, Indians, 
stagecoaches etc (qty) £50 - £80

1036 
A mixed group of Britains and other cast metal 
farmyard fi gures and accessories, together with 
a small group of diecast vehicles (qty)
 £100 - £150

Salco and other cast metal Wild West fi gures 
and accessories including cowboys, Indians, 
stagecoaches etc (qty) £50 - £80

1036 
A mixed group of Britains and other cast metal 
farmyard fi gures and accessories, together with 
a small group of diecast vehicles (qty)
 £100 - £150
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 www.peacockauction.co.uk
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Vintage & Modern Wines & Spirits

Lot 1051

1051
A bottle of Chivas Regal 12 year old Scotch 
Whisky  circa mid 1970's with box 75cl / 
26.4 fl oz 43% / 75 proof  £30 - £50

1052
2 bottles, 1x The Girvan Patent Still Single Grain 
Scotch Whisky No.4 APPS by William Grant & 
Sons with box 70cl 42% & 1x Kenmore Special 
Reserve Scotch Whisky 70cl 40% £30 - £40

1053
4 bottles of Johnnie Walker Red Label Scotch 
Whisky circa 1960's with original 12 bottle box 
26 2/3 fl oz 70 proof each £100 - £150

1054
A bottle of Laphroaig 
10 year old Single Islay 
Malt Scotch Whisky 
with carton, Bottled 
before the Royal 
Warrant was granted in 
1994 40% 70cl (note 
rust on carton lid)
         £100 - £150

1055
A bottle of Talisker 
10 year old Single 
Malt Scotch Whisky 
from the Isle of Skye 
with box, Classic 
Malts Series, circa 
1990's old style 
label including map 
of Skye 70cl 45.8%

£100 - £150

1056
2 bottles of Dewar's 
12 year old blended 
Scotch Whisky with 
boxes, 1x Special 
Reserve old style 
bottle 43% 70cl & 
1x Double Aged 
40% 70cl £30 - £40
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Scotch Whisky No.4 APPS by William Grant & 
Sons with box 70cl 42% & 1x Kenmore Special 
Reserve Scotch Whisky 70cl 40% £30 - £40 1056

2 bottles of Dewar's 
12 year old blended 
Scotch Whisky with 
boxes, 1x Special 
Reserve old style 
bottle 43% 70cl & 
1x Double Aged 
40% 70cl 

A bottle of Chivas Regal 12 year old Scotch 
Whisky  circa mid 1970's with box 75cl / 

£30 - £50

2 bottles, 1x The Girvan Patent Still Single Grain 
Scotch Whisky No.4 APPS by William Grant & 

Whisky circa 1960's with original 12 bottle box 
26 2/3 fl oz 70 proof each 

1054
A bottle of Laphroaig 
10 year old Single Islay 
Malt Scotch Whisky 
with carton, Bottled 
before the Royal 
Warrant was granted in 
1994 40% 70cl (note 
rust on carton lid)
         

1055
A bottle of Talisker 
10 year old Single 
Malt Scotch Whisky 
from the Isle of Skye 
with box, Classic 
Malts Series, circa 
1990's old style 
label including map 
of Skye 70cl 45.8%

Scotch Whisky No.4 APPS by William Grant & 
Sons with box 70cl 42% & 1x Kenmore Special 

2 bottles of Dewar's 
12 year old blended 
Scotch Whisky with 
boxes, 1x Special 
Reserve old style 
bottle 43% 70cl & 
1x Double Aged 

£30 - £40

Lot 1055

Lot 1054

Lot 1053
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1057
2 bottles of Aberlour 10 year old Pure Single 
Highland Malt Scotch Whisky, 1x Sealed in 
special limited edition ''Free Backgammon Set'' 
box & 1x with carton 43% 70cl £30 - £40

1058
2 bottles circa 1990's, 1x Glen Ord 12 year old 
Northern Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky 
with box 40% 70cl & 1x The Glenlivet 12 year 
old Speyside Pure Single Malt Scotch Whisky 
with box 40% 70cl  £50 - £80

1059
A bottle of Haig 
''Dimple'' Old 
blended Scotch 
Whisky circa 1970's 
with box 75cl  
                £20 - £30

1060
2 bottles circa 
1990's, 1x 
Bunnahabhain 12 
year old Single 
Islay Malt Scotch 
Whisky with carton 
40% 70cl & 1x Isle 
of Jura 10 year old 
Single Malt Scotch 
Whisky old style 
label with box 40% 
70cl £50 - £80

1061
A bottle of Gautier Pinar Del Rio XO Cognac 
No1 Exclusive Cigar Blend Bottle No 85/8056 
with carton 41.2% 70cl £40 - £60

1062
A bottle of Hennessy Fine de Cognac Qualite 
Rare with box 40% 70cl £40 - £60

1063
A Larsen Viking Ship 
''Invincible'' Fine Champagne 
Cognac, decanter by Artoria 
Limoges with 24 carat 
gold decoration circa 
1980's      £70 - £100

1064
A P&O Limited Edition 
''Oriana'' XO Cognac 
from the family cellars 
of Ichon Freres in 
a Wade Decanter 
decorated in 24 carat 
gold Number 407 of 
5000 with presentation 
box  £30 - £40

A bottle of Haig 

blended Scotch 
Whisky circa 1970's 

£20 - £30

Bunnahabhain 12 

Islay Malt Scotch 
Whisky with carton 
40% 70cl & 1x Isle 
of Jura 10 year old 
Single Malt Scotch 
Whisky old style 
label with box 40% 

£50 - £80£50 - £80

A P&O Limited Edition 
''Oriana'' XO Cognac 
from the family cellars 
of Ichon Freres in 
a Wade Decanter 
decorated in 24 carat 
gold Number 407 of 
5000 with presentation 
box  

A bottle of Hennessy Fine de Cognac Qualite 
Rare with box 40% 70cl £40 - £60

A Larsen Viking Ship 
''Invincible'' Fine Champagne 
Cognac, decanter by Artoria 
Limoges with 24 carat 
gold decoration circa 
1980's      £70 - £100

A P&O Limited Edition 
''Oriana'' XO Cognac 
from the family cellars 
of Ichon Freres in 
a Wade Decanter 
decorated in 24 carat 
gold Number 407 of 
5000 with presentation 

£30 - £40

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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box  box  £30 - £40

Lot 1061

Lot 1063

Lot 1064

Lot 1059

1061

Lot 1062
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1065
A bottle of Dimple Fine Old Original 15 year old 
Deluxe Scotch Whisky with box 40% 70cl  

£30 - £40

Lot 1066

1066
The Singles Bar selection of Invergordon 
Distillers Whiskies in presentation box with 
inscribed glass and Whisky miniatures of 
Tullibardine Highland, The Invergordon Single 
Grain 10yr old, Bruichladdich Islay 10yr old, Isle 
of Jura 10yr old & Tamnavulin Glenlivet, 40% 5cl 
each   £20 - £30

1067
The Pusser's Rum Nelson Ship's Decanter by 
Wade with box and stopper 1 litre 95.5 proof 
(note wax seal sunken and some damage to 
box) £40 - £60

1068
2 ceramic decanters, 1x Dimple Souvenir 
Decanter 12 year old deluxe Whisky ''Botswana 
1966-1986 Twenty years of Progress'' with 
carton 43% 75cl (Note signs of leakage around 
cork) & 1x Bell's Commenorative bell for Prince 
Andrew's Marriage 1986 with box 43% 75cl   

£20 - £30

1069
4 various bottles, 1x Johnnie Walker Black Label 
12 year old Scotch Whisky with box 43% 1 litre, 
1x Dimple 12 year old De Luxe Scotch 43% 
37.5cl, 1x Glenfi ddich Pure Malt Special Old 
Reserve Scotch Whisky 43% 50cl & 1x James 
Cook Caribbean Dark Rum by Jurgen Weber 
37.5% 70cl £30 - £50

1070
5 Bell's Celebration Bells, 1x 
40% 75cl, 1x 40% 37.5cl, 1x 
40% 18.75cl & 2x 40% 5cl 
(1 seal missing) £10 - £20

4 various bottles, 1x Johnnie Walker Black Label 
12 year old Scotch Whisky with box 43% 1 litre, 
1x Dimple 12 year old De Luxe Scotch 43% 
37.5cl, 1x Glenfi ddich Pure Malt Special Old 
Reserve Scotch Whisky 43% 50cl & 1x James 
Cook Caribbean Dark Rum by Jurgen Weber 
37.5% 70cl £30 - £50

1070
5 Bell's Celebration Bells, 1x 
40% 75cl, 1x 40% 37.5cl, 1x 
40% 18.75cl & 2x 40% 5cl 
(1 seal missing) £10 - £20

1067

Lot 1070

Lot 1067
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1071
An old bottle of Martell VSOP Medaillon Fine 
Champagne Cognac with box circa 1960's, 
no size nor strength stated, estimated 24fl  oz  
                                                      £70 - £100

1072
3 bottles of The Glenlivet 12 year old Single Malt 
Scotch Whisky with boxes, 1 old style bottle and 
label, 40% 70cl each £60 - £80

1073
Johnnie Walker The Collection Black Label 
12 year old Extra Special and 15 year old 
Pure Malt Scotch Whisky 43% 20cl each 
with box, A Johnnie Walker Gold Label 
The Centenary Blend 18 year old 
Mature Scotch Whisky 40% 20cl & 
a box of 4 miniatures of Johnnie 
Walker Black Label 12 year old 
Extra Special Old Scotch Whisky 
43% 5cl each            £50 - £80

1074
A collection of approx 100 
miniatures including Spirits of Wales, 
Jack Daniels, Dow's Port & indoor 
Skittles set etc.                   £30 - £50

1075
A collection of Whisky including 1x Johnnie 
Walker Gold Label Scotch Whisky in The 
Collection carton 40% 20cl, 1x Southern 
Comfort tin of 2 miniatures 5cl each, 1x 
William Grants Miniature Collection tin with 2x 
Glenfi ddich Pure Malt, 2x Grant's 12 year old & 
2x Grant's Standfast Scotch Whisky 40% 5cl 
each & 1x Bell's Celebration bell for the birth of 
Prince William 1982 with box 40% 50cl     

£20 - £30

1076
An old dumpy bottle of Tamnavulin Glenlivet 
Single Malt Scotch Whisky with box circa 1970's 
70 proof 26 2/3 fl  oz £50 - £80

1077
A Chivas Brothers Royal Salute 21 year old 
blended Scotch Whisky in Emerald Wade fl agon 
with velvet bag circa 1970's 40% 75cl  £50 - £70

1078
3 bottles, 1x Pause Cafe of Reunion Island 
Coffee Vanilla Liqueur 50cl 21%, 1x Nihonsakari 
sake with gold foil added 18cl 15% & 1x Innis & 
Gunn Rum Cask Oak aged Beer Limited Edition 
33cl 7.4% BBE Dec 2009  £10 - £20

1079
An old bottle of Suntory Very Rare Old Whisky 
from Japan, bottled for The International Ocean 
Exposition Okinawa 1975 86 proof 76cl  

£100 - £150

1080
3 bottles, 1x Poire Williams Eau de Vie de 
Fruits Reserve Particuliere 43% 70cl, 1x Croft 
Original Sherry 17.5% 1 litre & 1x Drambuie 
Isle of Skye Liqueur 40% 70cl  £20 - £30

1081
4 bottles of Tanqueray London Dry 
Gin, 1x Imported 47,3% 1 litre, 2x 
Export Strength 43.1% 1 litre & 1x 
Export Strength 43.1% 70cl £40 - £60

1082
3 bottles of Gin, 1x Plymouth Navy 
Strength 100 proof hand crafted 57% 
70cl, 1x Bombay Sapphire Lodon Dry 
Gin 40% 1 litre & 1x Gordon's Special 
London Dry Imported 47.3% 1 litre 

£40 - £60

Johnnie Walker The Collection Black Label 
12 year old Extra Special and 15 year old 
Pure Malt Scotch Whisky 43% 20cl each 
with box, A Johnnie Walker Gold Label 
The Centenary Blend 18 year old 
Mature Scotch Whisky 40% 20cl & 
a box of 4 miniatures of Johnnie 
Walker Black Label 12 year old 
Extra Special Old Scotch Whisky 

£50 - £80

miniatures including Spirits of Wales, 
Jack Daniels, Dow's Port & indoor 

£30 - £50

3 bottles, 1x Poire Williams Eau de Vie de 
Fruits Reserve Particuliere 43% 70cl, 1x Croft 
Original Sherry 17.5% 1 litre & 1x Drambuie 
Isle of Skye Liqueur 40% 70cl  

1081
4 bottles of Tanqueray London Dry 
Gin, 1x Imported 47,3% 1 litre, 2x 
Export Strength 43.1% 1 litre & 1x 
Export Strength 43.1% 70cl 

1082
3 bottles of Gin, 1x Plymouth Navy 
Strength 100 proof hand crafted 57% 
70cl, 1x Bombay Sapphire Lodon Dry 
Gin 40% 1 litre & 1x Gordon's Special 
London Dry Imported 47.3% 1 litre London Dry Imported 47.3% 1 litre 

Lot 1079
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Lot 1083

1083
2 bottles of Gin, 1x Beefeater Crown Jewel 
Finest Triple Distilled Imported Gin 50% 1 litre & 
1x Beefeater London Dry Gin 40% 70cl   

£30 - £40

1084
3 bottles, 1x Smirnoff No.21 Vodka 37.5% 70cl, 
1x Morrisons The Best Premium London Dry 
Gin 43% 70cl & 1x The Famous Grouse Scotch 
Whisky 40% 70cl   £20 - £30

1085
4 bottles, 2x Liquore Stregga by G Alberti 40% 
1 litre & 70cl, 1x Benedictine DOM Liquor 43% 
75cl & 1x Grant's Family Reserve Scotch Whisky 
40% 35cl £20 - £30

1086
A collection of assorted miniatures, 6 Whisky 
tumblers & 2 bottles of Lions Gate wine   

£20 - £30

1087
3 bottles, 1x Centinela Anelo Tequila 40% 70cl, 
1x Clement Canne Bleue French Caribbean 
White Rum from Martinique 50% 70cl & 1x 
Ron Cartavio Silver White Rum from Peru 40% 
70cl (Note VAT to be added to the bid price on 
this lot) £30 - £50

1088
3 bottles, 1x Domaine De Canton French Ginger 
Liqueur 28% 70cl, 1x Cointreau liqueur 40% 
70cl & 1x Saliza Amaretto Veneziano 28% 70cl 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £20 - £30

1089
4 bottles, 1x Ferdinand's Saar Dry 
Vermouth 18% 75cl, 1x Dubonnet Aperitif 
14.8% 75cl, 1x Teisseire Special Barman 
Grenadine Le Sirup 70cl & 1x Campari 
Bitter 25% 70cl (Note VAT to be added 
to the bid price on this lot)       £20 - £30

1090
A large old bottle of Courvoisier 
Three Star Cognac by 
Appointment to The Late King 
George VI, circa 1950's 70 proof 
2 Pt 8 fl  oz and a case with 3 King 
Edward cigars & 1 
B&H Panatellas  £200 - £300

Lot 1090
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1091
A tin of 6 miniature William Grant's Whisky 
Collection 5cl each & an After Dinner Glenfi ddich 
Malt miniature & Hip Flask with box £10 - £15

1092
12 assorted cigers, by Henri Wintermans 

£5 - £10

1093
A limited edition Jack Daniel's Sinatra Select 
Bold Smooth Classic Tennessee Whiskey with 
box and Jack Daniel's black leather holdall 45% 
1 litre  £50 - £80

1094
A vintage soda syphon with sparklets bulbs, 
a glass Bier Stein, bottle stand and 2 Bell's 
Commemorative Wade decanters - Queens 
60th Birthday & Prince Andrew Wedding 1986 
43% 75cl each £20 - £30

1095 - 1100
Spare Lots 

1101
A bottle of Chateau d'Yquem Sur 
Saluces 1983 Sauternes (Note 
minor damage to foil) £120 - £160

1102
A bottle of Chateau 
d'Yquem Sur Saluces 1983 
Sauternes (Note some 
damage to foil) £120 - £160

1103
A bottle of Chateau 
d'Yquem Sur Saluces 1983 
Sauternes (Note some 
damage to foil) £120 - £160

1104
A bottle of Chateau d'Yquem 
Sur Saluces 1983 Sauternes 
(Note some damage to foil and 
cork exposed) £120 - £160

1105
A bottle of Messias Vintage 1976 port (no label) 
(ullage base of neck) £50 - £80

1106
2 bottles of Taylor Fladgate Late Bottled Vintage 
1976 Port (ullages into neck) £70 - £100

1107
A bottle of Taylor Fladgate 
Late Bottled Vintage 1978 
Port (ullage into neck) 
                                £50 - £70

1108
2 bottles, 1x Taylor Fladgate 
Late bottled Vintage 1979 
port & 1x Old style bottle of 
Fonseca Bin 27 Port (label 
missing) (ullages into neck)

£40 - £60

1109
2 bottles, 1x Taylor Fladgate 
10 year old Tawny Port 
bottled in 2002 75cl & 1x Vila 
Nova De Gaia 20 year old St 
Michael Port bottled in 1999 
75cl £20 - £30

1110
An old bottle of Gould Campbell 1920 Vintage 
Port (?)(no original label, seal for Berry Bros 
Rudd ltd London and with later label)(ullage 
bottom/low shoulder) £40 - £60

1111
5 bottles of Russell & McIver 1987 Finest 
Crusted Port 18% 75cl (ullages top shoulder/ 
into neck) £50 - £80

1112
A bottle of Dow's Quinta da Ribeira Vintage 
1998 Port (ullage into neck) £20 - £30

1113
3 bottles of Port, 1x The Society's Port, 1x 
Taylor's Select Reserve & 1x Mark's & Spencer 
Special Reserve Decanter 75cl each £20 - £30

1114
3 bottles of Dessert Wines, 1x Tokaji Aszu 5 
Puttonyos 1996 50cl, 1x Chateau Petit Vedrines 
2001 Sauternes 75cl & 1x Brown Brothers 
Orange Muscat & Flora Explorer Series Milawa 
Australia 37.5cl £20 - £30

1115
4 bottles, 3x Taylor Fladgate Late bottled 
Vintage Port 1997, 2011, 2012 & 1x Baron 
Philippe de Rothschild vin de Pays D'Oc 2002 

£30 - £50

A bottle of Chateau d'Yquem Sur 
Saluces 1983 Sauternes (Note 
minor damage to foil) £120 - £160

A bottle of Chateau 
d'Yquem Sur Saluces 1983 
Sauternes (Note some 

£120 - £160

A bottle of Chateau 
d'Yquem Sur Saluces 1983 
Sauternes (Note some 

£120 - £160

A bottle of Chateau d'Yquem 
Sur Saluces 1983 Sauternes 
(Note some damage to foil and 

£120 - £160

75cl 

1110
An old bottle of Gould Campbell 1920 Vintage 
Port (?)(no original label, seal for Berry Bros 
Rudd ltd London and with later label)(ullage 
bottom/low shoulder) 

1111
5 bottles of Russell & McIver 1987 Finest 
Crusted Port 18% 75cl (ullages top shoulder/ 
into neck) 

1112
A bottle of Dow's Quinta da Ribeira Vintage 
1998 Port (ullage into neck) 

1113
3 bottles of Port, 1x The Society's Port, 1x 
Taylor's Select Reserve & 1x Mark's & Spencer 
Special Reserve Decanter 75cl each 

1114
3 bottles of Dessert Wines, 1x Tokaji Aszu 5 
Puttonyos 1996 50cl, 1x Chateau Petit Vedrines 
2001 Sauternes 75cl & 1x Brown Brothers 
Orange Muscat & Flora Explorer Series Milawa Lot 1101

Lot 1107

A bottle of Taylor Fladgate 
Late Bottled Vintage 1978 
Port (ullage into neck) 
                                £50 - £70

2 bottles, 1x Taylor Fladgate 
Late bottled Vintage 1979 
port & 1x Old style bottle of 
Fonseca Bin 27 Port (label 
missing) (ullages into neck)

£40 - £60

2 bottles, 1x Taylor Fladgate 
10 year old Tawny Port 
bottled in 2002 75cl & 1x Vila 
Nova De Gaia 20 year old St 
Michael Port bottled in 1999 

£20 - £30 Lot 1107
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1116
A bottle of Croft's 1960 
Vintage Port (ullage ullage 
into neck) (note label loose 
and some missing wax 
around seal)  £50 - £80

1117
4 bottles of Domaine Jean 
Louis Tissot Vin de Paille 
Arbois 2009 dessert wine 
14.5% 37.5cl (Note VAT to 
be added to the bid price 
on this lot) £40 - £60

1118
5 bottles of Novaia Le Novaje 
Recioto Della Valpolicella 
DOCG sweet red dessert 
wine 13.5% 37.5cl (Note VAT 
to be added to the bid price 
on this lot) £40 - £60

1119
4 botlles, 1x Justino's Malvasia 10 year old 
Madeira  75cl, 1x Calem White & Dry Porto 75cl, 
1x Domaine Comeland Le Barral Rivesaltes 
Ambre 1987 50cl & 1x Chateau Pierre Bise 
L'Anclaie Coteaux du Layon Beaulieu 2014 50cl 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £30 - £40

1120
4 bottles, 1x Taylor's Late Bottled Vintage 
2003 Port, 1x M&S Finest Reserve Port, 1x 
The Famous Grouse Scotch Whisky 1 litre & 
1x Chateau Les Prenes 2004 Grand Vin de 
Bordeaux £30 - £40

1121
4 bottles, 2x Francois Chilaine Montlouis Les 
Lys 2009 Loire & 2x Domaine Bellegard Cuvee 
Thibault Jurancon 2014 Dessert wines (Note 
VAT to be added to the bid price on this lot)  

£50 - £80

1122 - 1140
Spare Lots 

1141
A case of 24 bottles of The Kernel Brewery 
London Table Beer 2.7% 33cl (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) £10 - £20

1142
16 bottles of The Kernel Brewery London Table 
Beer 2.7% 33cl (Note VAT to be added to the 
bid price on this lot) £10 - £20

1143
A case of 24 bottles Thornbridge beer, 12x 
Jaipur IPA 5.9% 33cl & 12x Lukas Helles Lager 
4.2% 33cl (Note VAT to be added to the bid 
price on this lot) £10 - £20

1144
A case of 18 bottles Walthamstow /shrb 
Prohibition Soda, various fl avours (Note VAT to 
be added to the bid price on this lot) £10 - £20

1145
20 bottles Sam'i Smith Organic Friut beer Cherry 
5.1% 35.5cl (Note VAT to be added to the bid 
price on this lot) £10 - £20

1146
18 bottles, 2x Thornbridge beer Jaipur IPA 
5.9% 33cl, 5x Lukas Helles Lager 4.2% 33cl, 
7x Real Kombucha Royal Flush 33cl & 4x Real 
Kombucha Smoke House 33cl (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) £5 - £10

1147
4 bottles of Celebration Ales and a bottle of High 
Commissioner Old Scotch Whisky 40% 70cl  

£5 - £10

1148 - 1150
Spare Lots

1151
A bottle of Moet & Chandon Brut Imperial 1992 
Vintage Champagne in tin 75cl £40 - £60

1152
A bottle of Moet & Chandon Brut Imperial 1993 
Vintage Champagne in tin 75cl £30 - £50

1153
A bottle of Moet & Chandon Brut Imperial 1992 
Vintage Champagne with box 75cl £40 - £60

1154
A bottle of Moet & Chandon Brut Imperial 1992 
Vintage Champagne with box 75cl £40 - £60

1155
A bottle of Moet & Chandon Brut Imperial 1986 
Vintage Champagne with box 75cl £70 - £100

Vintage Port (ullage ullage 
into neck) (note label loose 

£50 - £80

4 bottles of Domaine Jean 
Louis Tissot Vin de Paille 
Arbois 2009 dessert wine 
14.5% 37.5cl (Note VAT to 
be added to the bid price 

£40 - £60

5 bottles of Novaia Le Novaje 
Recioto Della Valpolicella 
DOCG sweet red dessert 
wine 13.5% 37.5cl (Note VAT 
to be added to the bid price 

£40 - £60

1142
16 bottles of The Kernel Brewery London Table 
Beer 2.7% 33cl (Note VAT to be added to the 
bid price on this lot) 

1143
A case of 24 bottles Thornbridge beer, 12x 
Jaipur IPA 5.9% 33cl & 12x Lukas Helles Lager 
4.2% 33cl (Note VAT to be added to the bid 
price on this lot) 

1144
A case of 18 bottles Walthamstow /shrb 
Prohibition Soda, various fl avours (Note VAT to 
be added to the bid price on this lot) 

1145
20 bottles Sam'i Smith Organic Friut beer Cherry 
5.1% 35.5cl (Note VAT to be added to the bid 
price on this lot) 

1146Lot 1116
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1156
A bottle of Moet & Chandon Cuvee Dom 
Perignon Brut 1992 Vintage Champagne 75cl

£80 - £120

1157
A bottle of Bollinger Grande Annee 1985 Brut 
1992 Vintage Champagne 75cl £100 - £150

1158
A bottle of Bollinger Grande 
Annee 1985 Brut 1992 Vintage 
Champagne 75cl £100 - £150

1159
2 bottles of Champagne, 1x 
Heidsieck & Co Monopole Gold 
Top 2009  Brut 75cl & 1x Piper-
Heidsieck Brut 75cl £20 - £30

1160
4 various bottles of Moet & 
Chandon, 3x Brut Imperial 
Champagne & 1x Premiere 
Cuvee, 75cl £40 - £60

1161
2 bottles of Champagne, 1x 
Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Brut 
Rose Reserve 1998 75cl & 1x 
Taittinger Brut Reserve with 
box 75cl £30 - £50

1162
A bottle of Moet & Chandon 
Cuvee Dom Perignon Brut 
1992 Vintage Champagne 
75cl £80 - £120

1163
A bottle of Moet & 
Chandon Cuvee 
Dom Perignon Brut 
Rose 1982 Vintage 
Champagne 75cl

£200 - £300

1164
A bottle of Moet & Chandon Cuvee Dom 
Perignon Brut 1980 Vintage Champagne 75cl

£100 - £150

1165
A Magmun of Moet & Chandon Golden Jubilee 
Cuvee 2002 Champagne with own wooden box 
150cl £100 - £150

A bottle of Bollinger Grande 
Annee 1985 Brut 1992 Vintage 

£100 - £150

2 bottles of Champagne, 1x 
Heidsieck & Co Monopole Gold 
Top 2009  Brut 75cl & 1x Piper-

£20 - £30

4 various bottles of Moet & 
Chandon, 3x Brut Imperial 
Champagne & 1x Premiere 

£40 - £60

2 bottles of Champagne, 1x 
Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Brut 
Rose Reserve 1998 75cl & 1x 

Lot 1166

1166
A bottle of Bollinger R.D.1988 Extra Brut Vintage 
Champagne with own wooden box 75cl  

£150 - £250

1167
A bottle of Bollinger La Grand Annee 1997 Brut 
Vintage Champagne 75cl £60 - £90

1168
A bottle of Louis Roederer Cristal Brut 2000 
Vintage Champagne with box 75cl £80 - £120

A bottle of Bollinger Grande Annee 1985 Brut 
1992 Vintage Champagne 75cl 

1158
A bottle of Bollinger Grande 
Annee 1985 Brut 1992 Vintage 
Champagne 75cl 

1159
2 bottles of Champagne, 1x 
Heidsieck & Co Monopole Gold 
Top 2009  Brut 75cl & 1x Piper-
Heidsieck Brut 75cl 

1160
4 various bottles of Moet & 
Chandon, 3x Brut Imperial 
Champagne & 1x Premiere 
Cuvee, 75cl 

1161
2 bottles of Champagne, 1x 
Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Brut 
Rose Reserve 1998 75cl & 1x 

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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Rose Reserve 1998 75cl & 1x 
Taittinger Brut Reserve with 

A bottle of Moet & Chandon 
Cuvee Dom Perignon Brut 
1992 Vintage Champagne 

£80 - £120

A bottle of Moet & 
Chandon Cuvee 
Dom Perignon Brut 
Rose 1982 Vintage 
Champagne 75cl

£200 - £300

Rose Reserve 1998 75cl & 1x 
Taittinger Brut Reserve with 

£30 - £50

1166
A bottle of Bollinger R.D.1988 Extra Brut Vintage 
Champagne with own wooden box 75cl  

1167
A bottle of Bollinger La Grand Annee 1997 Brut 
Vintage Champagne 75cl 

1168
A bottle of Louis Roederer Cristal Brut 2000 
Vintage Champagne with box 75cl Vintage Champagne with box 75cl 

Rose Reserve 1998 75cl & 1x 
Taittinger Brut Reserve with 
box 75cl 

Lot 1158

Lot 1163
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1169
4 bottles of Champagne, 1x Canard-Duchene 
Brut with box 75cl, 1x Chanoine Blanc de Noirs 
75cl & 2x Etienne Dumont Brut 75cl each  

£30 - £50

1170
4 bottles of sparkling wines, 1x Albert Bichot 
Brut Reserve Cremant de Bourgogne 75cl, 
1x Hardy's Crest Brut Rose & 
2x Cava 75cl               £20 - £30

1171
A bottle of Moet Chandon Cuvee 
Dom Perignon Vintage 1969 
Champagne (note some foil 
missing)  £150 - £250

1172
3 bottles of Champagne, 
1x Lanson Black Label Burt 
75cl & 2x Jules Feraud & 
Co Brut Cuvee de Reserve 
(note 1 with label ''With 
Compliments of Falcon'' 
& the other with 1 label 
missing) 75cl each £30 - £40

1173
A bottle of Dom Perignon 
Brut Gold Vintage 2004 
Balloon Venus Champagne 
by Jeff Koons Limited 
Edition with box  £50 - £80

1174
A bottle of Louis Roederer Cristal 
2005 Vintage Champagne with box £70 - £100

1175
3 bottles plus Glasses, 1x Boizet 1995 
Millennium Vintage Grand Cru Champagne 
with tin, 1x Mumm & Co Corden Rouge Brut 
Champagne, 1x Three Barrels VSOP Rare Old 
French Brandy 38% 1 litre & 6 Debenhams 
Millennium Champagne glasses depicting 
fi gures from History.   £40 - £60

1176
2 bottles, 1x Lanson Black Label Brut 
Champagne with gift carton & 1x Cockburn's 
Late Botted Vintage 1997 Port with own 
wooden box £20 - £30

1177
11 bottles, 9x Frozza Valdobbiadene DOCG 
2016 Prosecco Superiore, 1x Petille Idylle 
Cremant De Savoie & 1x Half bottle of Drappier 
Rose de Saignee (Note VAT to be added to the 
bid price on this lot) £40 - £60

1178
A White Wine / Champagne ice bucket on stand 
(Note VAT @ 20% will be added to the bid price 
on this lot) £60 - £80

1179
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1180
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1181
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1182
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1183
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1184
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1185
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1186
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

4 bottles of sparkling wines, 1x Albert Bichot 
Brut Reserve Cremant de Bourgogne 75cl, 
1x Hardy's Crest Brut Rose & 
2x Cava 75cl               £20 - £30

A bottle of Moet Chandon Cuvee 
Dom Perignon Vintage 1969 
Champagne (note some foil 

£150 - £250

3 bottles of Champagne, 
1x Lanson Black Label Burt 
75cl & 2x Jules Feraud & 
Co Brut Cuvee de Reserve 
(note 1 with label ''With 
Compliments of Falcon'' 
& the other with 1 label 
missing) 75cl each £30 - £40

A bottle of Dom Perignon 
Brut Gold Vintage 2004 
Balloon Venus Champagne 
by Jeff Koons Limited 
Edition with box  £50 - £80

A bottle of Louis Roederer Cristal 

1178
A White Wine / Champagne ice bucket on stand 
(Note VAT @ 20% will be added to the bid price 
on this lot) 

1179
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  

1180
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  

1181
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  

1182
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  

1183
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  

1184
Lot 1171
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1187
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1188
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1189
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1190
Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 
sweets, choclate etc  £10 - £20

1191
A bottle of Moet & Chandon Brut Imperial 1986 
Vintage Champagne with tin £70 - £100

1192
2 bottles of Champagne, 1x Bollinger Special 
Cuvee & 1x Lanson Black Label Brut  £20 - £30

1193
A bottle of Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Brut 
Champagne celebrating the Bicenteniare 1172-
1972, Duty Free label The Widow. £10 - £20

1194
2 bottles, 1x Taittinger Brut Reserve Champagne 
with box & 1x Lanson Black Label Brut 
Champagne with box  £30 - £40

1195
5 bottles of Champagne, 1x Piper Heideieck 
Brut, 1x Duc de Roucher Brut, 1x Jacquart Brut 
Tradition, 1x P Boutet Brut & 1x Laurent Brut 

£40 - £60

1196
5 bottles of Sparkling wine, 1x Cuvee 
Napa by Mumm Brut, Baron Maxime 
Brut Gold Reserve Blanc de Blanc, 
1x Codorniu Reserva Cava Brut, 
1x Freixenet Extra Cava Brut & 1x 
Sainburys Bucks Fizz  £20 - £30

1197 - 1199
Spare Lots 

1200
A EuroCave Compact Vieilliteque Model V204T 
single temperature wine cellar  £100 - £200

1201
A Double Magnum of Chateau Nenin Pomerol 
1980 300cl £100 - £150

1202
A Magnum of Grand Vin De 
Chateau Latour 1986 Pauillac 
Premier Grand Cru Classe 150cl

£300 - £500

1203
A bottle of Chateau Latour 
''Les Forts De Latour'' 
1994 Pauillac  £60 - £80

1204
A bottle of Chateau 
Leoville Barton 1990 Saint 
Julien  £50 - £70

1205
A bottle of Chateau Figeac 
Premier Grand Cru Classe 
2000 St Emilion £60 - £90

1206
A Double Magnum of 
Chateau Grande-Font La 
Collection ''Fin de Siecle'' 
1998 Bordeaux with own 
wooden box 3 litres 

£20 - £30

1207
A Magnum of Alain Constant Gevrey-
Chambertin 1976 Lavaux Saint Jaques Premier 
Cru for Friarwood ltd 1.5 litre £50 - £80

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition
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5 bottles of Champagne, 1x Piper Heideieck 
Brut, 1x Duc de Roucher Brut, 1x Jacquart Brut 
Tradition, 1x P Boutet Brut & 1x Laurent Brut 

£40 - £60

5 bottles of Sparkling wine, 1x Cuvee 
Napa by Mumm Brut, Baron Maxime 

£20 - £30

Chambertin 1976 Lavaux Saint Jaques Premier 
Cru for Friarwood ltd 1.5 litre £50 - £80

Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 

£10 - £20

Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 

£10 - £20

Le Cadeau Italian 10 piece Gift box of Cuvee 
Millesimato Rose Spumante, Pasta, Balsamic, 

£10 - £20

A bottle of Moet & Chandon Brut Imperial 1986 
£70 - £100

2 bottles of Champagne, 1x Bollinger Special 
Cuvee & 1x Lanson Black Label Brut  £20 - £30

A bottle of Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Brut 
Champagne celebrating the Bicenteniare 1172-

£10 - £20

2 bottles, 1x Taittinger Brut Reserve Champagne 
with box & 1x Lanson Black Label Brut 

1980 300cl 

1202
A Magnum of Grand Vin De 
Chateau Latour 1986 Pauillac 
Premier Grand Cru Classe 150cl

1203
A bottle of Chateau Latour 
''Les Forts De Latour'' 
1994 Pauillac  

1204
A bottle of Chateau 
Leoville Barton 1990 Saint 
Julien  

1205
A bottle of Chateau Figeac 
Premier Grand Cru Classe 
2000 St Emilion 

1206
A Double Magnum of 
Chateau Grande-Font La 
Collection ''Fin de Siecle'' 
1998 Bordeaux with own 
wooden box 3 litres 

Lot 1202

Lot 1191
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1208
4 bottles, 2x Nuits St George 1969 for Corney 
& Barrow ltd, 1x no label seal stamped No. 
21_152 & 1x old Millet-Esquerre Brut Grand Cru 
Champagne (no bar code) £30 - £50

1209
A Magnum of Patriache Pere et 
Fils Beaune Patriarche Autant 
Qu'un Patriarche Il Ta Fallu 
Vieillir 1961 Burgundy Bottle 
No 039053               £70 - £100

1210
3 bottles of Domaine du Clos 
Frantin Vosne Romanee 1977 
Burgundy £60 - £90

1211
An old bottle of Louis Latour 
Cuvee Heritiers Latour 
Chambertin 1959 Burgundy 
for Grierson Oldham & 
Adams ltd £60 - £90

1212
2 bottles of Chateau Saint-
Andre Cotes Du Rhone 
1978 £40 - £60

1213
3 bottles, 1x Bernard Grivelet Chateau 
Chambolle Musigny Julienas 1976 Reserve 
Du Cafe Royal, 1x Chanson Pere & Fils 1972 
Beaune & 1x Saint Ferdinand 1975 Cote de 
Beaune Villages   £100 - £150

1214
6 various bottles, 1x Carta Roja Monastrell 
Gran Reserva 2004 Jumilla, 1x Faustino I Gran 
Reserva 1998 Rioja, 1x Promenade Des Papes 
Plan De Dieu 2007 Cotes du Rhone Villages, 1x 
Caves Saint Pierre 2007 Vacqueyras Preference 
& 2x Cotes du Rhone 2008 £20 - £30

1215
4 bottles, 2x Alsace 2004 Gewurztraminer 
Cuvee Particular, 1x Chateau De La Verdaugie 
2003 sweet Monbazillac & 1x Vendanges De 
Novembre a l'Ormarine. £20 - £30

1216
3 bottles, 2x Bouchard Aine & Fils Clos du Roy 
Beaune Premier Cru 1997/1996 & 1x Chateau 
La Tuilerie 1988 Graves Grand Vin de Bordeaux

£30 - £50

1217
4 bottles of Burgundy, 1x Domaine Daniel Rion 
& Fils Clos Des Argillieres 1994 Nuits St George, 
1x Conferie des Chevaliers du Tastevin 2003 
Bourgogne & 2x Clos Rousseau 2002 Santenay 
Premier Cru  £40 - £60

1218
5 bottles Heinrichshof, 3x Sonnenuhr 
Beerenauslese Riesling Mosel 2015 50cl & 2 
Schlossberg Trocken Rieling 2015 75cl(Note 
VAT to be added to the bid price on this lot)  

£20 - £30

1219
4 bottles of Domaine Richeaume Tradition 2015 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £20 - £30

1220
3 bottles Domaine Johann Michel Cornes 
Cornas Red Rhone wine 2015 (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) £20 - £30

Champagne (no bar code) 

1209
A Magnum of Patriache Pere et 
Fils Beaune Patriarche Autant 
Qu'un Patriarche Il Ta Fallu 
Vieillir 1961 Burgundy Bottle 
No 039053               

1210
3 bottles of Domaine du Clos 
Frantin Vosne Romanee 1977 
Burgundy 

1211
An old bottle of Louis Latour 
Cuvee Heritiers Latour 
Chambertin 1959 Burgundy 
for Grierson Oldham & 
Adams ltd 

1212
2 bottles of Chateau Saint-
Andre Cotes Du Rhone 
1978 

Lot 1209

Chambolle Musigny Julienas 1976 Reserve 
Du Cafe Royal, 1x Chanson Pere & Fils 1972 
Beaune & 1x Saint Ferdinand 1975 Cote de 

£100 - £150

6 various bottles, 1x Carta Roja Monastrell 
Gran Reserva 2004 Jumilla, 1x Faustino I Gran 
Reserva 1998 Rioja, 1x Promenade Des Papes 
Plan De Dieu 2007 Cotes du Rhone Villages, 1x 
Caves Saint Pierre 2007 Vacqueyras Preference 

£20 - £30

4 bottles, 2x Alsace 2004 Gewurztraminer 
Cuvee Particular, 1x Chateau De La Verdaugie 
2003 sweet Monbazillac & 1x Vendanges De 

£20 - £30
Lot 1224
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1221
4 bottles Vincent & Jean Pierre Charton La 
Chassiere Mercurey Premier Cru Bourgogne 
2014 (Note VAT to be added to the bid price on 
this lot) £20 - £30

1222
4 bottles of Domaine Bertrand Bachelet 
Maranges 2015 Bourgogne (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) £20 - £30

1223
3 bottles of Peter Pliger Kuen Hof Sudtirol 
Eisacktaler Sylvaner 2016 white (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) £10 - £20

1224
6 bottles of Domaine Gigou Clos Saint Jacques 
Jasnieres 2015 Loire Chenin Blanc (Note VAT to 
be added to the bid price on this lot) £50 - £80

1225
3 bottles, 1x Stephane Magnien Vieille Vigne 
Chambolle Musigny 2014 & 2x Domaine 
Filliatreau Saumur Champigny Vieilles Vignes 
2015 (Note VAT to be added to the bid price on 
this lot) £20 - £30

1226
2 bottles of Perica Oro 
Reserva Especial 2010 
Rioja   (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price 
on this lot) £20 - £30

1227
4 bottles of Drew 
Family Cellars 
Mendocino Syrah, 
3x Perli Vinyards 
2014 & 1x Valenti 
Ranch 2013 (Note 
VAT to be added to 
the bid price on this 
lot) £40 - £60

1228
3 bottles of Laurent 
Martray Les Feuillees 
Cote De Brouilly 
Beaujolais 2015 (Note 
VAT to be added to 
the bid price on this 
lot) £15 - £25

1229
3 bottles of Chateau Pesquie  Ventoux 
Quintessence 2015 Rhone (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) £15 - £25

1230
4 bottles of Agnes Pauet Blanc Auxey-Duresses 
Cote de Beaune 2016 white Bourgogne (Note 
VAT to be added to the bid price on this lot) 
                                                             £30 - £50 

1231
5 bottles of Tim Smith Wines, 2x Mataro 2015 
Barossa Valley & 3x Eden Valley Viognier 2016 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £30 - £50

1232
3 bottles, 1x Colene Clemens Vineyards 2013 
Margo Pinot Noir Chehalem Mountains USA & 
2x Knez Winery Pinot Noir 2012 Anderson Valley 
USA (Note VAT to be added to the bid price on 
this lot) £30 - £50

1233
3 bottles of Philippe Foreau Domaine du Clos 
Naudin Vouvray Sec Loire 2014 (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) £20 - £30

1234
5 bottles of Chardonnay, 2x Gilles Morat Climat 
Sur La Roche Pouilly Fuisse 2016, 1x Dom. 
des Hases Pierrick Laorche Chablis 2017, 1x 
Ballt Millot Bourgogne blanc 2015 & 1x Pernot 
Belicard Bourgogne blanc 2011 (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) £30 - £50

1235
3 bottles, 1x Elena Fucci Titolo Agianico Del 
Vulture Basilicata 2014 & 2x Cerbaiona Toscana 
ITG 2014 (Note VAT to be added to the bid price 
on this lot) £20 - £30

1236
4 bottles, 1x Alemany i Corrio Sot Lefriec 
Penedes 2008, 1x Snowden Vineyards The 
Ranch Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 Napa Valley 
USA, 1x Rippon Mature Vines Pinot Noir 2013 
Wanaka New Zealand & 1x Coudert Pere 
Clos de la Roilette Fleurie Cuvee Tardive 2017 
Beaujolais (Note VAT to be added to the bid 
price on this lot) £40 - £60

2015 (Note VAT to be added to the bid price on 
£20 - £30

2 bottles of Perica Oro 
Reserva Especial 2010 
Rioja   (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price 
on this lot) £20 - £30

4 bottles of Drew 
Family Cellars 
Mendocino Syrah, 
3x Perli Vinyards 
2014 & 1x Valenti 
Ranch 2013 (Note 
VAT to be added to 
the bid price on this 

£40 - £60

3 bottles of Laurent 
Martray Les Feuillees 
Cote De Brouilly 
Beaujolais 2015 (Note 
VAT to be added to 
the bid price on this 

3 bottles of Philippe Foreau Domaine du Clos 
Naudin Vouvray Sec Loire 2014 (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) 

1234
5 bottles of Chardonnay, 2x Gilles Morat Climat 
Sur La Roche Pouilly Fuisse 2016, 1x Dom. 
des Hases Pierrick Laorche Chablis 2017, 1x 
Ballt Millot Bourgogne blanc 2015 & 1x Pernot 
Belicard Bourgogne blanc 2011 (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot) 

1235
3 bottles, 1x Elena Fucci Titolo Agianico Del 
Vulture Basilicata 2014 & 2x Cerbaiona Toscana 
ITG 2014 (Note VAT to be added to the bid price 
on this lot) 

1236
4 bottles, 1x Alemany i Corrio Sot Lefriec 
Penedes 2008, 1x Snowden Vineyards The 
Ranch Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 Napa Valley 
USA, 1x Rippon Mature Vines Pinot Noir 2013 
Wanaka New Zealand & 1x Coudert Pere 
Clos de la Roilette Fleurie Cuvee Tardive 2017 
Beaujolais (Note VAT to be added to the bid 
price on this lot) Lot 1226
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1237
7 bottles of Clos St Magdelaine Blanc Cassis 
Provence 2017 (Note VAT to be added to the 
bid price on this lot) £50 - £80

1238
4 bottles, 1x Stolpman Vineyards Estate 
Sangiovese Ballard Canyon 2014 USA, 1x Clavis 
Orea Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2015, 1x Maxime 
Graillot Domaine des Lises Equis Crozes 
Hermitage Equinoxe 2016 Rhone & 1x Thalvin 
Domaine des Ouled Thaleb Tandem Syrah du 
Maroc 2015 Morocco (Note VAT to be added to 
the bid price on this lot) £30 - £50

1239
5 bottles, 1x Yannick Amirault Saint Nicolas 
de Bourgeuil Les Malgagnes 2013 Loire red, 
1x Agnes Paquet Bourgogne Pinot Noir 2014 
Burgundy & 3x Vina Zorzal Garnacha tinto 2016 
Navarra (Note VAT to be added to the bid price 
on this lot) £20 - £30

1240
2 bottles of Chateau Simone Palette Blanc 
Provence 2015 (Note VAT to be added to the 
bid price on this lot) £30 - £50

1241
A Festive Mulled Wine set with 2 bottles of 
Mulled wine and 3 copper metallic fi nish glasses 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £5 - £10

1242
A Apothic Wines gift set with Apothic Dark 
red blend 2015 and winemakers red California 
wines plus 2 Dartington glasses (Note VAT to be 
added to the bid price on this lot)  £10 - £20

1243
5 bottles, 1x Clairette Blanche 2016 Craven 
Stellenbosch, 1x Domaine de la Bongran Cuvee 
Levroutee 2005 Grand Vin de Bourgogne, 1x 
Stolpman Vineyards Estate Grown Roussanne 
Ballard Canyon 2016 & 2x Ciropicariello Fiano di 
Avellino 2017 (Note VAT to be added to the bid 
price on this lot) £30 - £50

1244
6 bottles, 2x Chateau Rives-Blanques La Trilogie 
Limoux 2014, 1x Chateau Rivs-Blanques 
Occitania Mauzac blanc Limoux 2016, 1x Liquid 
Farm Rita Hills Gloden Slope Chardonnay 2014, 
1x Knez Winery Demuth vineyard Anderson 
Valley Chardonnay 2013 & 1x Allegra 2009 
Lethbridge Chardonnay (Note VAT to be added 
to the bid price on this lot) £40 - £60

1245
7 bottles, 2x Steen Santa Ynez Valley Chenin 
Blanc 2013, 1x Assyrtiko 2017 Crete, 1x Leo 
Steen Dry Creek Valley Saini Farms Chenin 
Blanc 2015, 1x Cepas Viejas old vine Las 30 
del Cuadrado 2016, 1x Wittmann Westhofen 
Kirchspiel 2014 Rieling GG & 1x Alexander 
Laible Tausend Sterne 2014 Riesling Baden 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £40 - £60

1246
Spare Lot 

1247
An assortment of 12 red wines which have been 
started using a Coravin system (levels vary) 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £20 - £30

1248
An assortment of 12 red wines which have been 
started using a Coravin system (levels vary) 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £20 - £30

(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £5 - £10

Kirchspiel 2014 Rieling GG & 1x Alexander 
Laible Tausend Sterne 2014 Riesling Baden 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) 

1246
Spare Lot 

1247
An assortment of 12 red wines which have been 
started using a Coravin system (levels vary) 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) 

1248
An assortment of 12 red wines which have been 
started using a Coravin system (levels vary) 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) 

Lot 1242
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1249
An assortment of 12 red wines which have been 
started using a Coravin system (levels vary) 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £20 - £30

1250
An assortment of 17 white wines which have 
been started using a Coravin system (levels vary) 
(Note VAT to be added to the bid price on this 
lot) £20 - £30

1251
A bottle of Vignerons De Buzet 1993 especially 
bottled to celebrate the 75th Anniversary of The 
Royal Corps of Signals 1920-1995     £5 - £10

1252
2 bottles, 1x Merchrio  Donna Peppa Rosso 
del Salento & 1x Poggio Capponi Putto 1991 
Chianti DOCG  £10 - £20

1253
A bottle of Cote Du Roussillon Villages to 
commemorate the historic meeting of Margaret 
Thatcher & Mikhail Gorbachev 1987 at Brize 
Norton with box posted to Denis Thatcher at 
10 Downing Street. £20 - £30

1254
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1255
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1256
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1257
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1258
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1259
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1260
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1261
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1262
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1263
12 bottles of Coral Bay Zinfandel Rose 2016 
California £20 - £30

1264
6 bottles, 1x Loretto 2013 Sangiovese Rubicon, 
1x Puglia Rosso 2014, 1x Siglo Crianza 2001 
Rioja, 1x Peach Garden 2012 Merlot, 1x Mulled 
wine & 1x Robola Cephalonia Greek white wine

£20 - £30

1265
4 bottles, 1x Pol Aime Reserve Brut 
Champagne, 2x Legends Piesporter 
Michelsberg 2008 Mosel & 
1x Banrock Station Shiraz Mataro 
2008 Australia                     £10 - £20

1266
7 bottles, 2x Domaine du Vieux 
Calcernier 2005 Chateauxneuf 
du Pape, 1x Pigassou, 1x 
Louis Bernard 2001 Cotes du 
Rhone Villages, 1x Geisweiler 
& Fils Pommard 1972 Nuits St 
George, 1x Martinez Buanda 
Reserva 2000 Rioja & 1x Val 
De Cabrera Carinena 1990 
Spain                £40 - £60

1267
6 bottles, 1x Giodano Vei 
Cavour Etichette Oro, 1x 
Il Principe Teroldego, 1x 
Via Appia Colucci Brindi 
2001, 1x Il Basso Primitivo 
Puglia 2002, 1x Fortium 
Salice Salentino 1999 
& 1x Giordano Toscana 
Collection Sangiovese 
                            £20 - £30

All estimates exclude buyer’s premium of 21% including VAT which is payable in addition 117

wine & 1x Robola Cephalonia Greek white wine
£20 - £30

4 bottles, 1x Pol Aime Reserve Brut 
Champagne, 2x Legends Piesporter 
Michelsberg 2008 Mosel & 
1x Banrock Station Shiraz Mataro 
2008 Australia                     £10 - £20

7 bottles, 2x Domaine du Vieux 
Calcernier 2005 Chateauxneuf 
du Pape, 1x Pigassou, 1x 
Louis Bernard 2001 Cotes du 
Rhone Villages, 1x Geisweiler 
& Fils Pommard 1972 Nuits St 
George, 1x Martinez Buanda 
Reserva 2000 Rioja & 1x Val 
De Cabrera Carinena 1990 

£40 - £60

6 bottles, 1x Giodano Vei 
Cavour Etichette Oro, 1x 
Il Principe Teroldego, 1x 
Via Appia Colucci Brindi 
2001, 1x Il Basso Primitivo 
Puglia 2002, 1x Fortium 
Salice Salentino 1999 
& 1x Giordano Toscana 
Collection Sangiovese 
                            £20 - £30£20 - £30
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Terms used in this catalogue 
have the following meanings. 

Please note that all statements in 
this catalogue, regarding authorship, 
attribution, origin, date, age, provenance 
and condition are statements of opinion 
and are not treated as a statement of 
fact.

1.  A N ARTIST 
  In our opinion, the work is by the 

artist.

2.  ATTRIBUTED TO A N ARTIST
  In our opinion, the work is of the 
 period of the artist which may be  
 whole or in part thework of the  
 artist.

3.  STUDIO, (CIRCLE OR 
 WORKSHOP) OF A N ARTIST
  In our opinion, the work is of the 

period and closely relates to his 
style.

4.  SCHOOL OF A N ARTIST
  In our opinion, the work is by a pupil 

or a follower of the artist.

5.  MANNER OF A N ARTIST
  In our opinion, the work is in the 

style of the artist and is of a later 
period.

6.  AFTER A N ARTIST
  In our opinion, this work is a copy of 

the artist.

7.  ASCRIBED TO A N ARTIST
  In our opinion, this work is not 

by the artist, however, previous 
scholarship has noted this to be a 
work by the artist.

8.  SIGNED (OR DATED)
  The work has a signature (or date) 

which is in our opinion is genuine.

9.  BEARS SIGNATURE (OR DATE)
  The work has a signature (or date) 

which in our opinion is not authentic.

watch us...
visit our website and take a look at our Youtube 
video to get an understanding of our busy and 
exciting auction sales and other services we offer.

follow us...
join us on facebook and twitter to keep upto 
date with forthcoming auctions, events and sale 
highlights. Our website is packed up to date with 
current auction details and important information
www.peacockauction.co.uk

visit us...
Our saleroom is open for entries Monday to 
Wednesday, viewing every Friday with our four 
sales commencing at 10am each Saturday

18th Century School, A half-length portrait believed to be 
George III when Prince of Wales, unsigned, 

oil on canvas, laid to board, 74 x 61 cm

Hammer Price £1,200

Auction Highlight



1 £65
2 £480
3 £320
4 £95
5 £360
6 £290
8 £140
9 £110
10 £150
12 £180
13 £40
14 £150
16 £150
17 £320
18 £95
20 £85
21 £50
22 £80
23 £100
24 £85
25 £60
26 £300
27 £240
28 £65
29 £50
30 £110
31 £100
32 £190
33 £90
34 £110
35 £50
36 £170
101 £80
102 £500
103 £100
104 £55
105 £250
108 £30
109 £80
111 £140
112 £150
113 £95
114 £32
116 £30
118 £50
119 £80

120 £840
121 £36
122 £55
123 £650
124 £950
125 £18
126 £750
128 £65
129 £40
131 £50
132 £210
133 £100
134 £85
135 £360
136 £160
137 £50
138 £95
140 £45
141 £100
142 £50
143 £45
144 £80
145 £130
146 £110
147 £36
148 £110
149 £75
150 £100
151 £160
152 £110
161 £38
162 £340
163 £95
164 £95
165 £100
166 £340
167 £30
169 £50
170 £130
171 £150
173 £90
174 £150
175 £900
176 £1,200
177 £550
181 £380

182 £170
190 £360
193 £330
195 £95
196 £55
200 £1,000
203 £110
204 £130
205 £260
207 £20
209 £300
210 £130
211 £190
212 £120
213 £100
215 £160
216 £60
217 £160
219 £65
220 £40
221 £40
222 £45
223 £20
224 £65
225 £200
226 £180
227 £90
229 £95
230 £60
231 £260
232 £95
234 £100
236 £30
237 £120
238 £160
239 £10
240 £60
241 £650
242 £90
243 £110
248 £75
249 £20
250 £360
251 £320
252 £90
253 £12

254 £85
255 £10
256 £22
258 £20
259 £35
260 £100
261 £30
262 £100
263 £170
266 £75
282 £65
283 £150
284 £380
285 £20
286 £20
287 £30
288 £110
289 £260
291 £700
296 £40
299 £10
300 £30
301 £32
302 £45
303 £28
304 £170
305 £14
306 £60
307 £180
308 £90
309 £40
310 £10
311 £65
312 £180
313 £20
314 £24
316 £60
317 £110
319 £110
320 £70
322 £10
323 £30
324 £140
325 £1,500
327 £45
328 £22

330 £55
350 £80
352 £200
353 £200
354 £140
356 £150
357 £190
358 £200
359 £80
360 £85
361 £70
362 £85
363 £85
364 £200
365 £460
366 £65
369 £70
370 £110
371 £75
372 £65
373 £60
375 £20
376 £60
377 £40
378 £30
379 £120
380 £240
381 £24
382 £80
384 £320
385 £100
386 £130
388 £60
389 £65
390 £60
395 £40
396 £50
398 £32
399 £80
400 £320
401 £210
402 £360
403 £50
404 £65
451 £1,500
452 £260

453 £470
454 £260
455 £410
456 £280
457 £620
458 £270
459 £90
460 £50
461 £200
462 £100
463 £75
464 £100
465 £60
466 £60
467 £90
468 £150
469 £290
470 £220
471 £140
472 £220
473 £100
474 £85
475 £50
477 £210
478 £160
479 £170
480 £120
481 £180
482 £65
483 £75
484 £170
485 £180
486 £110
487 £80
488 £80
489 £100
490 £140
491 £100
492 £95
493 £36
494 £40
495 £65
496 £40
497 £45
500 £100
501 £55

502 £65
503 £150
504 £140
505 £95
506 £55
507 £50
508 £36
509 £65
512 £100
513 £90
514 £90
515 £75
516 £85
517 £80
518 £45
519 £65
520 £50
521 £45
522 £30
523 £150
524 £18
525 £30
526 £340
527 £100
528 £40
529 £32
530 £85
531 £85
532 £40
533 £45
534 £32
535 £140
537 £130
539 £180
540 £210
541 £80
542 £1,200
544 £60
546 £110
547 £38
548 £38
549 £95
550 £110
551 £75
552 £80 
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